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ABSTRACT
A detailed macrosc&pic examination has been made of 
bedding, flow o±eavage, false cleavage, lineal!on, pold 
axe3, and axial directions in the Dalradian rocks of Balia- 
chulish and Glen Coe, Argyllshire* This has been supplemented 
by the microscopic study of 594- thin-sections and by 62 
petrofabric analyses. From these data two structural direc­
tions have emerged, the stronger one trending northeast- 
southwest, with a southwesterly plunge, and the weaker one 
trending northwest-southeast, with a northwesterly plunge.
It has not been possible to elucidate the tectonic history 
from the structural data of one limited, complex area.
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TECTONICS AND FETROFABRIC STRUCTURES IN BALLACHULISK AND
GLEN COE, ARGYLLSHIRE
PREFACE
Stimulated by the Eighteenth International Geological Congress excursior 
to Ballachulish and Glen Coe, Argyllshire, in 1948, the author has undertaker 
a detailed structural examination of the met amorphic rocks between the 
Ballachulish ig^neous complex on the west, Loch Leven on the north, the 
Glen Coe cauldron on the east, and an arbitrary boundary on the south, as 
shown on Map I and roughly outlined on the map of Scotland,Text - fig. 1. 
Thirty weeks y/ere spent in the field between October 1930 and August 1932, an 
most of the accessible rock outcrops studied, tfith a Brunton compass the 
strike and dip of bedding, cleavage, joint, and fault planes and the directic 
and plunge of fold axes and lineations were measured. The lithology was draw 
on six incnes to one mile (1:10,360) Ordnance Survey maps (second edition, 
1900)« The map data were supplemented by a series of 84 vertical aerial 
photographs, taken in 1946 and 1947 by the Air Ministry on the scale 1:10.00C 
and by the third edition of the geological map, Sheet 33, published in 19 
by the Geological Survey, on the scale of one inch to aie mile (1:63,360).
709 rock specimens were collected, 614 of which were orientated. 594 thin- 
sections have been prepared; 4-36 are orientated. The specimens and tiiin-sect 
are numbered consecutively and are prefixed by the letters VB. This thesis 
describes all of the data obtained from the author's field and laboratory wor 
her metiiods of analysis, and her conclusions. The specimens, thin- sect ions, 
maps, and notebooks are in the Department of Geology , University of Glasgow.
The author is indebted to the United States Department of State fGr a 
Fulbright grant for 1950-52 to pursue research at the University of Glasgow.
Her deepest thanks go to her sponsors; Dr. J. C, Haff, Department of Geology, 
Mount Holyoke College; Dr. H. A. Meyerhoff, head of the Scientific Manpower 
Commission, Washington, D.C. ; and Dr. H. Stobbe, Department of Geology,
Smith College.
The laboratory work has been carried out in the departments of geology of 
the University of Glasgow and of Bedford College, University of London. The 
writer greatly appreciates the cooperation* suggestions, and criticisms of 
Prof. T. N. George and Dr. B. C. King at the University of Glasgow and of 
Prof. L. Hawkes at Bedford College. Mr. B, G. Woodland assisted materially in 
the checking and preparation of maps and diagrams and for brief periods in the 
field.
CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
A, Location and description of area
The Ballachulish-Glen Coe district, Argyllshire, lies in the western part 
of the Grampian Highlands of central Scotland south-southeast of the boundary 
marked by the Great Glen fault (Text - fig. 1). The Grampian physiographic 
province is characterized by northeast-southwest-trending crush belts, a well- 
dissected landscape, and a fjord coastline. These features are exemplified in 
Ballachulish and Glen Coe by the numerous northeast-soutiwest-trending dikes, 
the sharp ridges and peaks rising to heights exceeding 3000 ft., (PI. VII, Pig. 
XXIX, Fig.1) and the trough shapes of Loch Leven, a salt-water lake, and 
Glen Coe (Pi. VII, Pig.2).
The section examined by the author is trapesohedral in outline, and lies 
between Lon. 5° 2’ 55” W and 5° 14* 15” W and between Lat. 56° 38* 45” N and 
56° 42 * 30” N. The land area mapped is approximately 16 sq. mi. The highest
yText-figure 1. The physio^ra phic provinces of Scotland showing the locatio 
of the Ballachuliah-G-len Coe area*
peaks are Sgorr Dhearg (National Grid Reference on Map I, 056558), 3362 ft., 
Sg6r nam Fiannaidh (142581), 3168 ft., and Beinn Fhiodha (062562), 3102*. ft. 
Sgor na Ciche or the Pap of Glen Coe (126594), 22*50 ft., Meall Mor (108560), 
2215 ft., and Sgorr a* Choise (085530), 2169 ft., comprise a 2000 ft. group. 
The lowest peaks rising southward from the shores of Loch Leven are Beinn Bhin 
(068573), 1645 ft., Meall a» Chaolais (057576), 1530 ft., and Am Meall 
(095575), 1350 ft. (see Map I; PI.VII, Fig.1; XVI, Htg.1; XXIX, Fig.1).
Glacial modifications of tho topography besides the trough valleys includ 
cirques, such as Co ire Riabhaich (065566) (P1. XXIX, Fig. 2) and Co ire an 
Lochain (135588), aretes and cols, such as make up the horseahoe-shaped ridge 
extending from Meall a* Chaolais southward to Sgorr Dhearg, east-northeastward 
to Beinn Fhiodha, and northward to Beinn Bhan (Map I; PI. XXIX, Fig. 1), and 
morainic deposits on valley slopes (PI. XXIX, Fig.2).
B. Field work
1* General comment 3. The best rock exposures are found in the shore section 
and road cuttings along Loch Leven, in the courses of the main streams (the 
Gi6bhsachain, Laroch, Riabh&ch, Socaiach, Leac-na-muidiie, and the upper jjortioj 
of the Coe), and in the rock prominences which generally occur above 1200 ft. 
The lower slopes in the area have a thick cover of glacial debris, as mentione< 
above, overlain by spongy sod or peat which obscures the underlying rock to a 
marked degree. The steep upper slopes frequently have a cover of scree or 
spongy sod which mask structures. The absence of paths southward from 
Ballachulish is a deterrent to field work because several hours are required 
to get to the southern slopes of Sgorr Dhearg, Sgorr a’ Choise, and Meall Mor 
before the day*s program can be started.
In spring and fall the winds blow at such velocities it is impossible tc 
stand up even on the lower peaks, and it is most difficult to use maps, 
aerial photographs, and stereographic nets except in the occasional sheltere< 
spot. Frequent rains delay detailed field work appreciably because orientat: 
arrows do not stick to wet specimens, plotting measurements on a stereograph 
net can not be done at the locality, and aerial photographs can not be used 
effectively. In mid-October the snows begin to fall crx the slopes above 
2000 ft., and until the latter part of May the three highest peaks,
Sgorr Dhearg, Beinn Fhiodha, and 3g6r nam Fiannaidh, remain snow-covered. Ii 
summer there is sufficient daylight to be out-of-doors until 10 p.m. , in the 
late spring and fall until 7 p*nu, and in early spring and late fall until 
5 P. nu
2. Collection of sx^ecimens
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Most of the hand-specimens collected (614 of 709) are geographically 
orientated, and consequently can be studied in a variety of ways. Bedding 
planes were selected for measurement in the field wherever possible, but son* 
times cleavage planes or joint planes had to be measured because of poor 
exposures of bedding on the outcrop) or because of insufficient space in whid 
to maneuver the Brunt on compass. The strike end dip of the measured surface 
were marked in colored pencil on the rock surface by using the compass rim a; 
a straight edge, and the values recorded in field notebooks. An arrow point 
approximately to north was also sketched on the specimen T/ith colored pencil 
together with the specimen number. Somewhat of a problem in the rainy high­
lands v/as the necessity of having the rock surface perfectly dry so that the
colored pencil would adhere. Each specimen had to he wrapped carefully to 
prevent erasure of the orientation marks. Later the rocks were cleaned anc 
re-marked in waterproof India ink. An index card of macroscopic details hi 
been completed for each specimen. 27 rock specimens have been photographe< 
illustrate the text.
A rather crude type of universal joint was set up in the laboratory 
whereby specimens can be clamped and then orientated by means of the 3runt< 
compass into their original geographic position in the field. This enaulei 
the strike and dip of planes other than the one determined in the field to 
measured reasonably accurately. These laboratory measurements have added 
greatly to the completeness of the bedding, cleavage, lineation, and fold i 
maps.
3* Preparation of thin-sections
A total of 449 rocks were selected for thin-sectioning; the majority 
exhibit at least one foliation plane. If this foliation contained a linea: 
structure, the specimen has been cut perpendicular to the lineation, and s< 
times parallel to the foliation plane. If there were more than one lineat; 
the specimen iaay have been cut perpendicular to each one. vVhere no linear 
structure was apparent, the rock has been arbitrarily cut nor*.4L to the 
foliation and usually normal, too, to its strike. If there was no visible 
foliation, the specimen has been cut normal to a joint plane and usually 
normal to its strike.
Some tecliniccil difficulties arose when slicing specimens to cut exact! 
along the line marked on them and particularly to protect the India ink sy 
from being removed by the oil or by subsequent scrubbing to remove the oil 
Sometimes a rock had to be re-cut. Every time several layers of adhesive
and sellotape were put over the inked symbols and left on until after the 
rock was washed to prevent erasure,
After a slice had been cut from a specimen, the side of the slice away 
from the top of the specimen —  the "down’* side —  v.ras ground smooth and 
marked with an arrow in India ink. Only half of the arrowhead and a half be 
were drawn in order to indicate more readily which portion of the slice was 
used. The arrowhead always points to the top of the specimen. If the slice 
was normal to the lineation, a small *bw was drawn alongside. (Conventional 
the trend of a prominent linear structure on a foliation plane is taken as 
megascopic reference axis nbM. Reference axis lies at right angles to * 
and in the same plane. Reference axis ffcM is perpendicular to the wabw plai 
If there is more than one lineation, the notations n, *^2 ", etc. are usee 
so that each deformation may be referred to a distinct set of coordinates.) 
The corresponding mate to each arrow was drawn in India ink on the cut surfr 
of the rock. e.g. PI. XII, Fig.3* If the rock slice was friable, it was 
impregnated with Gum Daxnar before being ground smooth.
The marked side of the slice was affixed with Canada balsam, or in 
difficult cases with 3antolite M. H. P. or Lakeside # 7 0  plastic, to a 2,!x1 
glass slide so that the arrow shaft was parallel to the edge of the slide. 
(Glass slides of larger dimensions are not maneuverable with the Schmidt sl< 
on the Univcioil Stage). In mo8 I oases the slices were then ground very thd 
so that the quartz grains were gray to pale yellow under crossed nicols, nev< 
of a higher order color than first-order yellow or else the true extinction 
position of the grains was obscured and errors of measurement would be 
introduced into the petrofabrio analyses. A cover glass was affixed to the 
section, and the specimen number and arrow were scratched on one end of the 
slide for permanent identification.
Each thin section has been examined under the polarizing microscope fc 
structure, texture, mineral content, and grain size and shape, and the dets 
recorded on an index carxL Photomicrographs have been taken of nine thin- 
sections. In Appendix I are listed the numbers of thin-sections which are 
special interest.
C. General litholo&y 
1» Rock types
The lithology of the Ballachulish-Glen Coe district is one of metamorj 
rocks of sedimentary origin which belong to the Dalradian series of Kighlai 
Schists. They are regionally metamorphosed slate, phyllite, schists, 
quartzites, limestones, and marble; some have been thermally altered by the 
subsequent intrusion of the Ballachulish granite on the west and Glencoe 
granite on the east. Dikes cut across the met amorphic and igneous rocks. 
Although the highest peaks are quartzite and the main volley, Glen Coe, is 
limestone (see Map i), no definite relationship between the topography and 
litliology may be inferred for the lower elevations. For example, the nortfc
slope and summit of Sgorr a* Choise are slate, while the backbone of the
ridge is quart zite (pi. XVI, Fig. 1), and on Am tfeall the contact between 
Ballachulish slate and Ballachulish limestone cuts across the summit.
2. Age of the Paired ten series
The age of the Dalradian series is in dispute. Some geologists consid
it i‘re-Cambrian. The Geological Survey states that the series is of uncert
age, possibly Pre-Cambrian (Read anti regor, 1948, p. 7). Othere belies 
that some or all of the Dalradian is Cambrian (p. 34)* Fossils, by which t 
date the strata, are lacking. The author found no trace of any in the fiel
nor any graphite, which might indicate former org nic life. The inference is 
that there never were any fossils in the Dalradian. The strata are either 
Pre-Cambrian or non-fossiliferous lower Paleozoic (pre-Caledonian).
3* Strat igraphic succession
The general stratigraphic succession of the Dalradian series has been 
worked out broadly for the central Grampian Highlands, but the complexity of 
the local successions to the northwest, southwest, and northeast has prevents 
their correlation with each other ana with the standard Perthshire succession 
One of these local T,orphan" groups is the Ballachulish-Appin-Loch Eilde 
tectonic unit, which has been studied intensively by 12. B. Bailey (1922, 1930, 
193k, 1933). On the basis of Bailey*s field work, with modifications by 
R.G. Carruthers and T. Vogt, the generally accepted succession in the 
Ballachulish-Glen Coe area studied by the author is as follows, in strati- 
graphical order with the youngest beds at the top (Head and MacGregor, 1943, 
p. 26):
Appin phyllite (or mioa sciiist), often with much flaggy quartaite 
Appin limestone, dolomitic, sometimes with control band of quartzite and 
phyllite 
Appin quartzite, pebbly 
Appin Striped Transition Series 
Ballachulish slate, black graphitic and pyritous 
Ballachulish limestone
Dark gray or black limestone 
Calcareous and quartzose mica schist 
Cream-colored limestone 
Leven schist
Politic series
Banded series (Banded Passage Beds)
Glencoe quartzite 
Binnein schist 
Binnein quartzite 
Eilde schist
This is the sequence shown on the third edition of the geological map, Sheet 
and U3ed by the writer for her geological map, hap I, on the scale of two-and 
one-lialf inches to one mile (1 :2 5, 000).
J. F. N. Green (1931, correlation table preceding p. 547) has arranged 
a very different lithalogic succession by grouping together the Appin 
Limestone with the cream-colored Ballachulish limestone and the Leven schist 
with Appin phyllite, and by inferring a special type of unconformity between 
the dark-colored Ballachulish limestone and Appin quartzite.
The only recent workers south of Loch Leven have been W. G. Iiardie (1952) 
who has confined his attention to the district east of Caolasnacon, adjoining 
the eastern margin of the area under discussion, and I.D. Muir (1953), wiio 
has studied the hallacnulish granodiorite southwest of the limits of tliis 
paper-.
D. General tectonics
The tectonic picture of Dalradian distribution is even more complex than 
the stratigr&phic picture. The principal tectonrc worker in Ballachulish hag 
also been E.B. Bailey (1910, 1914, 1922, 1934, 1938). From his field 
observations both here and in the Alps he lias evolved an approach to highland 
geology which is radically different from that of his British contemporaries 
the concept that recumbent folding and fold-faulting (sliding) form the basis 
of Dalradian tectonics. Bailey "envisages recumbently folded rocks with 
associated slides as having been bent into secondary recumbent folds, all wi1 
gently pitching axes ... Locally, as at Loch Leven... , he infers that sub­
sequent ’sideways1 or ’twisting* movements were superimposed on this complex 
fold and slide system and T>roduced in it major ox- minor strike-bends or strii 
corrup tions with steeply pitching axes". (Read and MacGregor, 1998 pp. 32-j
According to Green (1931 P«546) the structural picture i3 one of 
gentle synclines and anticlines, rather than "abnormal” large-scale structure 
but this interpretation is not borne out by field evidence.
Subsequent mapping in other Dalradian localities by other geologists 
have partly substantiated and partly modified Bailey’s hypothesis. No 
further detailed work, however, has been published on the classic tectonic 
area of Ballachulish and Glen Coe. The author has un&ert ken to apply to tha 
section the Wetgmaxm (1929) technique of fold analysis, which is based on 
work by Argand and Lug eon in Switzerland and which is an extension of 
Bailey’s methods. In addition, the technique of petrofabric analysis lias 
been used to obtain microscopic structural data to coicpare with the macroscoj 
structural data.
CHAPTER II: LITHOLOGY
A* Preparation of the geology map
The lithology was mapped on six inches to one mile Ordnance Survey maps 
second edition (Argyllshire sheets XXX S. E., XXX S. W., XXXI S. W., XXXI N, 
XLIV N. E., and XIV N. W.), not for the purpose of re-mapping the area, hut 
order to understand better the rock specimens collected and their structured 
relationships and to check roughly the published geological map. Aerial 
photographs proved invaluable for verification of locality positions on low* 
slopes and on ridges, particularly as the six-inch maps are not contoured, 
use was made of the one-inch geological map, Sheet 53, third edition, as a 
general guide to the section and for the lithology of precarious steep slop* 
around Sgorr Dhearg, Be inn Fhiodha, Sghr na Ciche, and Sgir nam Fiannaidh wl 
the author did not attempt to examine*
The field data on the resultant lithologic map have been transferred tc 
two and one-half inches to one mile contoured map of this area (Map i). It 
be noted that the lithologic pattern is in general the same as that of the 
one-inch geological map, with minor differences on Sgorr a' Choise, on the sc 
slope of Sgbr nam Fiannaidh, on the east slope of Am Meall, and to the nortl 
Glen Coe House* These modifications are due partly to the different scales 
the two maps and partly to somewhat different field interpretations. 
Characteristics of the stratigraphic succession
From a macroscopic and microscopic examination of the metamorphic hand 
specimens collected the characteristics of each rock formation are given be‘ 
starting with the oldest. Future mention of rock types in the text will rej
to these descriptions* The descriptive terms "massive", "blocky", "slabby", 
and "flaggy" are used as advocated by McKee and Weir (1953)« The quantitati 
terms used to express grain size are: fine, less than 0.1 nan. in diameter;
small, between 0.1-0*3 mm*; medium, between 0.4-0*8 mm*; large, greater th
0.9 mm. The quantitative terms describing lineation are: very fine, less t.
0*1 mm* in width across a pucker; fine, bety»een 0.1-0.2 mm.; medium, between
0.2-0.3 mm.; medium-coarse, 0.4-0.3 mm.; and coarse, greater than 0.3 mm.
Cataclastic structure is a common feature in all of the formations. It 
shown by secondary twinning and gliding in the calcite of the limestones, by 
secondary twinning and gliding in the pl&gioclase porphyroblasts of the 
Banded Passage Beds, by bending of the mica and chlorite in Leven schist, ant 
strain shadows in the quartz of Binnein quartzite, Binnein schist, Glencoe 
quartzite, Banded Passage Beds, Leven schist, and .Appin quartzite.
All of the formations show re crystallization to some degree; it has
roccurred eitherbroadly penecontemporaneous writh deformation or continuing aftej 
deformation.
"Prom a physico-chemical standpoint the growth of crystals in a 
heterogeneous anisotropic solid medium is highly complex, and its effect 
correspondingly difficult to predict. Stable minerals form at the expei 
of minerals less stable under prevailing physical conditions in the 
particular chemical environment provided by the pore fluids. Moreover, 
individual grains of a single mineral vary in stability, so that some gi 
persist and develop while others are eliminated. Factors which tend to 
decrease stability are small grain size, irregular outline, local applic 
of stress on the crystal surfaces, strained condition of the crystal lal 
and presence of inpurities within the grain concerned. In the anisotroj 
grovfth medium afforded by a rock cut by regularly oriented slip surfaces 
micro-fractures, the crystallographic orientation of a grain in relatior 
the rock fabric is probably an important factor in determining whether t 
grain will survive or v.ill be suppressed" ^Turner, 1948, (2), p. 360/
Details of chemical analyses of Binnein quartzite, Appin quartzite, 
Ballachulish limestone, and Appin limestone which have been carried out main 
by the Geological Survey of Great Bristain are given in Appendix II*
1. 3IKKBIK QPART2ITE 
Macroscopic features (PI. I)
Granulose; medium-grained, granoblastic; white, due to white opaque fel 
grains in glassy quartz matrix (VB230); cui-rent-bedding conspicuous (VB237); 
jointed; rodding and fine lineation common on bedding foliation (VB231); che 
analyses of five samples (Appendix II) show typical great purity.
Microscopic features
Thick bands of medium to small, sub angular to subrounded, recrystallize 
quartz grains alternate with similar bands of small to tiny quartz grains an 
with narrow, discontinuous bands of small lath traces of muscovite, inclined 
bedding foliation anyCwhere from 15' tc 63 (V398, 101, 107); sometimes ther
a few large grains scattered throughout, with strain shadows inclined to the 
foliation (VB101, 231-2); or the medium-sized grains may show strain shadows 
embayment of boundaries, indicating only partial recrystallization (VB107); 
Bdhm lamellae may be conspicuous (VB232); where microfaults occur, very smal 
attenuated quartz grains may lie along the fault planes (VB232),
2. B U M P  SCHIST
Macroscopic features (PI. II, Fig, 1; PI* III)
Gneissose to schistose - 1" bands of white quartzite, often tightly 
folded, are transitional to the underlying Binnein quartzite and to the over 
Glencoe quartzite (VB328); medium - to fine-grained; silvery to dark gray; 
biotite porphyroblasts may cross-cut the finer-grained schistose bands (VI£?3 
lineation tends to be coarse on quartzite and fine on micaceous laminae.
Bands of medium to tiny, angular, recry stallized quartz grains alternate 
with continuous or discontinuous bands of lath traces of muscovite (VB108, 217 
in the more schistose portions the mica laths take on a herringbone pattern du 
to flow cleavage intersecting the original, but now folded^bedding, and the 
quartz is interspersed throughout this matrix (VB215, 233); large, distorted 
albite porphyroblasts may also occur, speckled with small secondary quartz gr* 
having a tendency towards attenuation in a rough swirl, implying rotation 
(VB215), or speckled with poikiloblasts of plagioclase, quartz, and mica (VB21 
the larger quartz grains frequently show strain shadows inclined to the 
foliation (VB217, 236-1); occasionally there are garnets enclosing small quai 
grains attenuated at an angle to the foliation (VB220); the quartz bands may 
composed ofline-grained layers alternating with ccarser-grained layers 
(VB220, 363)> and may be undulatcry (VB220), or the bands may contain small 
clusters of tiny grains (VB364-2 ); sometimes there are small laths of chlorii 
scattered throughout (VB3 6 3) or large porphyroblasts of secondary biotite (VBS
3. GLEECOB QUARTZITE 
Macroscopic features (PI. II, Fig* 2)
Granulose, locally cataclastic (VB110-2) and schistose (VB109); medium- 
grained, granoblastic; white to buff or gray, locally reddish where hornfelse 
(VB258); gritty quartzose bands in the lower portion of the formation contaii 
large grains of white and pink feldspar (VB238); current-bedding conspicuous 
(VB147, 256); jointed; lineation tends to be coarse on quartzite and fine or 
micaceous laminae*
Microscopic features
Thick bands of large to medium or of medium to small, subrounded to 
subangular, partially recrystallized quartz grains, with some strain shadows 
the larger grains (VB126, 219, 445) and Bfihm lamellae (VB68-1, 175, 321), an: 
with minor lath traces of muscovite and biotite inclined to the bedding 
foliation (VB253, 3^9, 325), sometimes forming discontinuous bands showing fj 
cleavage (VB122, 146, 432); there may be chlorite laths, too (VB110, 292, 
370-2); minor small grains of feldspar, frequently weathered, may be scattei 
throughout (VB110-2, 3^4, 523) or in discontinuous bands (VB537)j accasionai 
there are very large albite porphy rob lasts with polysynthetic twinning (VB23I 
which may have become sheared (VB182); sometimes albite may be turbid (VB25J 
sericitization may attack quartz (VB445) as well as feldspar (VB316); very 
large quartz grains may contain poikiloblasts of tiny quartz and mica (VB68-‘ 
175), and tend to fracture along rhombohedral cleavages (VB174, 254); they 1 
frequently embayed (not recrystallized); the presence of tiny grains around 
them points to incipient granulitization (VB187, 221-2, 257); sometimes the 
thick quartz bands altemat/e with very narrow bands of tiny quarts (VB182, 
238, 314)3 the bands ray be undulatory with blotchy aggregates of mica 
aggregates (VB313), where the rock is cut by microfaults, tiny quartz grains 
are attenuated along the fault planes (VB125); in schistose portions two se1 
of micas produce an "open lace-work" pattern of lath traces (VB109, 240), in 
some cases bending around garnets (VB240); rarely are there small zircons 
(VB319, 445), large-to medium-sized calclte porphyroblasts (VB110, 298), smaJ 
pyrite cubes (VB110, 123) and large porphyroblasts of biotite (VB123) and
Microscopic features
chlorite (VB398); in the Glen Coe granite aureole the matrix of quartz and n 
is finer-grained, the medium to small quartz grains have heen completely re­
crystallized (VB255); they are sometimes in discontinuous bands and lenticl 
(VB177), alternating with broad, mesh-like bands of tiny sericite laths, wit 
chlorite forming from feldspar (VB177); garnet and epidote are sometimes 
accessory (VB187, 512-2).
4. BANDED PASSAGE BSPS (PART OF LEVEE SCHIST)
Macroscopic features (PI. IV; V; XXX, Fig. l)
Bands of granulose, medium-grained, granoblastic, white quartz altemat 
with schistose, fine-grained, blackish bands (VB513); narrow, light-colored 
quartzose bands become increasingly frequent in the schist as the contact wi 
the underlying Glencoe quartzite is approached (compere VB224 and VB400); 
locally maculose (VB148A); flow cleavage common in schistose portions (VB22 
recumbent (VB647) end isoclinal (VB448) folding conspicuous; lineation tend 
be coarse on quartzite and fine on micaceous layers.
Microscopic features (PI. Vi)
Thick to thin, continuous and discontinuous bands of angular to suhrounc 
at least partially recrystallized quartz grains alternate with thick to thin, 
continuous and discontinuous bands oi medium to small lath traces of muscovil 
and biotite, o±ten inclined a few degrees to the foliation (VB69, 565, 647); 
sometimes the quartz bands are segregated into narrow layers of large, medium 
and small grains (VBJ56, 5 6 3) and may be lenticular in shape (VB5 1 3 , 882); 1
larger grains may show pressure shadows (VB149, 201) and Bdhm lamellae (VB63*
sometimes the mica bands are segregated into biotite (VB195) or muscovite 
(VB4, 229) and often reflect false cleavage crosscutting the bedding foliati 
(VB229, 401, 541); occasionally biotite laths may enclose a black nucleus c 
magnetite (VB4); some portions contain quite a high percentage of untwinned 
medium to small plagioclase grains (VB682), often sericitized (VB542); very 
schistose portions contain enormous porphyroblasts of untwinned albite, with 
pcikiloblasts of small, recrystallized quartz grains (VB14&A), or large turb 
porphyroblasts 01 ortheclase altering to sericite (YB403); large biotite 
porphyroblasts commonly crosscut the bedding foliation (VB148A, 226, 565)} 
Chlorite may be peeudoaiorphous after biotite (1/1*402, 436) and garnet (VB229) 
large crystals of chloritoid parallel muscovite cleavage (VB541); pyrite gr 
may form rough bands parallel to the bedding (VB647) cr may be scattered thr 
out (VB150, 624); medium-sized calcite grains frequently heal microfracture 
(VB47, 196); rarely tiny grains of epidote (VB4) and zircon (VB136) may be 
scattered throughout the matrix, and occasionally a garnet (VB224); in the 
Ballachulish granite and Glen Coe granite aureoles the biotite is commonly 
altering and coloring the matrix a bright yellow (VB478).
5* LEVEH SCHIST
Macroscopic features (pi. VIII, IX, Fig. l)
Schistose, maculose near contact with .Ballachulish limestone; fine-gra 
banded; silvery to green, locally black near centact with Ballachulish lime 
grades from green, cleaved phyllite (VB616) to green mica schist with red ga 
porphyroblasts (VB419) to silvery mica schist with biotite porphyfoblasts 
crosscutting the foliation (VB360, 389); coarse to fine lineations on all 
foliation surfaces.
Continuous and discontinuous bands of small mica laths (biotite, muscov 
and chlorite in varying proportions), sometimes marking the bedding foliatio 
(VB455, 534), sometimes in a herringbone or open mesh pattern due to flow 
cleavage intersecting bedding (VB458), which has usually been folded either 
isoclinally (VB531) or similarly (VB407, 462), or marking false cleavage 
intersecting flow cleavage (VB580) or bedding (VB57-1, 287 , 613); flow clea 
replaces limbs of small folds in VB419-1A; subordinate amounts of medium to 
small, sharply angular to subangular, recrystallized quartz occur either in 
intercalated bands (VB407, 456, 528,) streaks (VB207, 393), lenticles and 
pockets (VB209 , 388-3 , 676), or scattered throughout the matrix (VB359, 419) 
occasional large grains show strain shadows (VB393); large, recrystallized , 
occur in crosscutting quartz veinlets (VB613); large-to medium-sized calcit 
porphyroblasts are common near contacts with Ballachulish limestone (YB458, . 
702); sometimes they contain poikiloblasts of mica, quartz, and epidote (VB' 
large porphyroblasts of biotite (VB62, 291, 457) and of chlorite (VB287, 461 
5 3 2 ) may crosscut the foliation; accessory minerals are garnets, often unde: 
going incipient alteration and partly filled with poikiloblasts of small, 
recrystallized quartz grains attenuated parallel with the original bedding 
(VB62, 390, 407), epidote (VB62, 405), sometimes lying in the plane of folia 
with biotite bending around the crystals and also crosscutting the foliation 
ca. 45° (VB458) or sometimes in irregular masses bounded by chlorite (VB389-! 
magnetite (VB270A, 395), rarely ilmenite surrounded by leucoxene (VB462-2),
Microscopic features (PI. IX, Fig. 2; X, Fig* l)
pyrite (VB287, 420), apatite (VB270A), fibrous needles of zoisite (VB419-2), 
tourmaline (VB57-1 > 419-2); in some hand -spec imens micas have grown seconder 
across parallel micas (VB702) and chlorite is replacing mica (VB270A, 702), 
garnet (VB532), and calcite (VB408); micaceous pseudomorphs after ottrelite 
be the cause of the porous appearance of large laths filled with poikiloblast 
quartz, mica, and zoisite (VB461A-2, 462-2); in the Glen Coe granite aureole 
narrow bands of feather micaceous aggregates, mainly muscovite and sericite, 
alternate with discontinuous narrow bands of medium to small quartz grains, 
sometimes crenulate (minor recrystallization), sometimes subangular (partial 
recrystallization) (VB530, 672, 676); secondary chlorite is common (VB207, 6 
rarely with/9-zoisite (VB530).
6. BALLACHPI1SH UMBSTOKE
Macroscopic features (PI. X, Pig. 2; XI; XII; XIII; XIV, Pig. 1)
In part, granulose, locally maculose, with garnet porphyroblasts near 
contact with Leven schist (VB644)* to gneissose; medium-grained, granoblasti 
cream-colored (VB666) to blue-gray (VB454)> weathered surface of both usually 
characteristic orange-brown color (VB416); in part, schistose to gneissose; 
coarse- to medium-grained, with alternating bands of calcite and of quartz; 
silveiy to buff, greenish, or gray-blue; differential weathering produces sis 
pits in purer portions (VB46), sometimes with ribs of mica schist (VB416); 
similar (VB643) and contorted (VB664) folding common; in the Glencoe granite 
aureole the limestone has been thermally altered to coarse-grained tremolite 
schists (VB271, 410), sometimes with actinolite (Vb377)> near the granite 
contact c&loeilicate-hornfels has developed (VB674); coarse to fine lineatic
on all foliation surfaces; chemical analysis of one sample (Appendix II) shot 
up a fairly large (12$) siliceous impurity, which is to be expected from the 
alternation of calcareous and quartzitic bands.
Microscopic features (PI, XIV Pig* 2)
In the purer portions, thick bands of medium to small, subangular to 
subrounded, partially recrystallized c&lcite grains, often twinned, and with 
subordinate amounts of medium to tiny, angular to subangular, recrystallized 
quartz grains and small muscovite laths both parallel and inclined to the 
foliation (VB130, 284, 454); the calcite bands may contain alternating laye; 
of small grains and fine grains (VB331), and may be cross-cut by veinlets of 
larger grains (VB44, 304); sometimes calcite occurs in individual large gra 
(VB544), pockets (VB612), lenticles (VB44), and rarely in bands (VB131, 644) 
quartz seldom occurs in large grains with pressure shadows (VB415) and Bdhm 
lamellae (VB130); the large grains are generally recrystallized, either hea 
microjoints (VB331) and veins (VB286) or filling lenticles (VB70, 434), in w 
case they are often poikiloblastic; lenticles or pockets of medium to small 
recrystallized quartz may be intercalated in a calcite matrix (VB324, 331); 
thick to thin bands of small muscovite laths may also be intercalated (VB576 
sometimes with laths in radiating clusters (VB337), and often show false cle 
(VB331, 544, 566); biotite is much less common, it may occur as small laths 
(VB415), large laths in discontinuous bands (VB388), large porphyroblasts 
inclined to the foliation (VB576), or, rarely, in quartz veinlets (VB415); 
chlorite may be intergrown with mica (VB212, 644) and may even show some she
(VB212, 415), it may be pseudcanorphous after garnet and mica, with poikilobls 
of quartz attenuated perpendicular to the bedding (VB644); rarely there are 
slivers of rutile along cleavage planes (VB644); occasionally pyrite (VB351} 
garnet (VB644), and large feldspar grains, with poikiloblasts of calcite and 
quartz (VB642), are accessory; within the Glen Coe granite aureole thick bar 
of small, rounded calcite grains are acconpanied by long blades of actinolitc 
diopside, and large muscovite porphyroblasts, with very minor quartz and sma] 
muscovite laths (VB37S); the calcite may also appear in attenuated aggregate 
of large grains, in blobs of medium-sized grains scattered throughout the mat 
and in large poikiloblastic porphyroblasts together with long chlorite laths 
in discontinuous bands, large to small recrystallized quartz grains, and the 
accessories sphene (VB271) and iron-free soisite (VB376); nearer the granite 
contact the calcite practically disappears (VB178), being replaced bytremolit 
(VB206, 410, 449), sometimes diopside (VB194, 650, 671), and epidote (VB204, 
449, 675); the quartz is largely recrystallized (VB204), it often occurs in 
lenticles and pockets of medium to small grains (VB2Q4), perhaps attenuated 
parallel with the foliation (VB650), occasionally, however, the grains may ht 
crenulate, interlocking boundaries and strain shadows (VB651); biotite may 
occur in tiny laths (VB204) or in fairly continuous bands of large- to mediun 
sized laths (VB206, 411); muscovite may be in laths (VB449) or in large 
porplyroblasts (VB410); chlorite is also minor (VB2Q4, 206), replacing biotj 
(VB671) or in large porphyroblasts (VB674); accessory are large porphyroblas 
of albiclase, with poikilitic inclusions of mica (VB206), sphene (VB178), anc 
itf-zoisite (VB271, 410).
7. BALLACHULISH SLATE
Macroscopic features (PI. XV; XVI, Pig. I; XVII; XVIII, Fig. 1)
Schistose; fine-grained; dark gray; flow cleavage and false cleavage 
commonly cross-cut bedding foliation (VB55, 353); foliation surfaces often 
dotted with pyrite cubes (VBM>7); high polish on some fault planes (VB160); 
veins of white quartz abundant, as well as veinlets filling tension cracks 
along folds (VB161); locally thin bands or lenticles of quartzite (VB157) aj 
limestone (VB158) may be intercalated; coarse to fine lineations on all 
foliation surfaces*
Microscopic features (PI. XVI, Pig, 2)
Continuous and discontinuous bands of small to tiny mica folia (muscovii 
and biotite), frequently showing false cleavage (V3510, 519-1) and flow cleai 
(VB662, 66 3), with folded bedding (VB203, 662); sometimes streaks and lenti< 
of small to tiny, subrounded to subangular, partially re cry stallized, atteruu 
quartz gi^ns are intercalated in mica bands (VB55, 343-1, 592-1), or narrow! 
of medium to small recrystallized quartz grains alternate with mica bands (V3 
5 1 0 ); occasionally large biotite porphyroblasts are inclined to the foliatic 
(VB510, 543, 663); crosscutting veinlets usually contain medium to small qus 
grains (VB161), rarely chlorite (VB6O6); large calcite porphyroblasts (VB34j 
447, 543), large albite porphyroblasts (VB519-1), small garnet crystals, in v 
tiny quartz grains are attenuated parallel with the original bedding (VB447), 
very rarely ^ -zoisite (VB543) and zircon (VB161) are accessory.
8. STRIPSP TRANSITION SERIES (PART OF AFP IK QUARTZITE) 
i/acroscopic features (PI. XIX, Pig. lj XXI, Pig. 2; XXII; XXIII)
Bands of granulose, medium-grained, granoblastic, white quartzite alter 
with bands of schistose, fine-grained, black slate; narrow slaty bands beco 
increasingly frequent in the quartzite as the contact with the underlying 
Ballachulish slate is approached (compare VB75 and 607); foliation may be d 
with pyrite cubes (VB348, 591); flow cleavage common in slaty portion; ori 
bedding may appear as color bands on cleavage (VB469); tension fractures me 
healed with white quartz (VB587); recumbent folding on the scale of a few i 
to 20 feet in width often occurs; graded bedding may be conspicuous (VB277) 
lineation tends to be coarser on the quartzite and finer on the slate. 
Microscopic features (Pi. XIX, Pig. 2; XX; XXI, Fig. l)
Thick to thin, continuous and discontinuous bands of medium to small, 
subangular to subrounded, partially recrystallized quartz grains alternate y 
thick to thin, continuous and discontinuous bands of small to tiny mica latt 
medium to tiry, partially recrystallized quartz grains (VB121, 268, 472); 1
mica laths are frequently in clusters, sometimes outlining individual quartz 
grains (VB36, 303, 472), the laths reflect false cleavage (VB40, 354, 503) £ 
flow cleavage (VB609, 688) crosscutting the bedding foliation; the larger c 
grains are often embayed (not recrystallized) and show strain shadows (VB27*/ 
337, 347) and Bflhm lamellae (VB75, 95, 115); large recrystallized grains fa 
microjoints (VB115, 309) or form lenticles or pockets in a finer-grained mat 
(VB75, 275, 573) due to cataclasis of original very large grains; * discontir 
bands of weatered biotite (VB573*2, 593) and chlorite (VB688) appear in rock 
which flow cleavage crosscuts the bedding, occasionally there are large biot
porphyroblasts inclined to the foliation (VB569); other micas may bend aroui
them (VB503); abundant small recrystallized grains of microcline and plagio<
are scattered throughout, with a few large grains partly sericitized (VB75, *
347); pyrite occurs as elongate grains roughly parallel with the foliation
(VB428, 472), as "ghost" cubes filled with quartz (VB486), or as irregular g3
(VB33) or tiny cubes (VB113, 142) scattered throughout the matrix; calcite 1
goccur in subordinate amounts in the matrix in large to small grains, ar^ ilar 1 
subrounded, attenuated, sometimes twinned (VB24, 22, 335), or healing micro j< 
(TB42); more rarely small grains of zircon (VB23A, 367-2, 468) and tourmalii 
(VB24, 569) are accessory,
9. APPIN QUARTBITE
Macroscopic features (PI, XXIV; XXV; XXX, Pigs, 2, 3 )
Granulose, locally cataclastic (VB266); coarse- to medium-grained, 
granoblastic; white to buff; pebbly nature due to high proportion of larg* 
grains of pink feldspar in a finer-grained glassy matrix of white quartz (VBj 
current-bedding (VB31) and graded-bedding (VB303) are present locally; joint 
lineation tends to be coarse on quartzite and fine on micaceous laminae; cht 
analyses of two samples (Appendix II) show the great purity of this formatior 
when feldspar is a minor constituent.
Microscopic features
Large to medium or small, subangular to subrounded, largely recrystalliz 
quartz grains (VBI3 6) occur in thick bands, sometimes with narrow intercalate 
mica bands, which may contain small quartz grains (VB117, 141-1) or alternate 
with narrow bands of tiny quartz grains (VB52, 83); frequently there are str
shadows (VB27, 60, 80) and Bflhm lamellae (VB16, 82, 4*88) in the larger quarts 
grains, also embayed outlines (no recrystallization) (VB4-88) and poikiloblas' 
of tiny quartz (VB27) and mica (VB31, 263-1), rhombohedral cleavage may be 
conspicuous (VB266); plagioclase often occurs in subordinate amounts as larj 
to small, twinned, subrounded grains (VB133, 314-1), or in large microperthi 
grains (VB60); where cataclasis is partially developed, there are pockets o: 
large-to medium-sized quartz grains in a matrix of small to tiny quartz grai: 
(VB133, 3^6, 353), or medium to tiny grains may bound the larger grains 
(VB263-2, 303); the micas may be in discontinuous bands (VB604-1) or as 
individual laths scattered throughout the matrix (VB27, 33, 314-1); occasio; 
large blobs of calcite filling microjoints (VB52), medium-sized calcite 
porphyroblasts (VB118, 133, 343), and pyrite cubes (VB16, 60, 117) occur; i 
the Ballachulish granite aureole bands of small quartz grains alternate with 
bands of medium-sized grains and occasionally with bands of large grains 
(VB263-1); there has been partial recrystallization; BBhro lamellae and pre 
shadows are prominent in the larger grains (YB263-1); pyrite is abundant 
throughout ( VB636).
10. AFP IB UMKSTC-NB 
Macroscopic features (PI. XXVI)
Granulose; coarse- to medium-grained, locally fine-grained marble (VB1 
granoblastic to banded; cream-colored (VB87) to pink (VB621), locally green 
puiple (VB500); may contain folded micaceous bands (VB357, 617) or show flcr 
folding well (VB693), narrow veinlets of quartz (VB87) or calcite (VB346-1) 
may heal joints; lineation tends to be coarse on limestone and fine on mica'
laminae; the contrast in silica content (1 .7Q/0-25.88/*) in the chemical anal} 
of four samples (Appendix II) indicates very well the variation in purity. 
Microscopic features
Closely-knit fabric of tiny, subangular to subrounded, recrystallized 
calcite grains, with subordinate, small, subangular, recrystallized quartz gi 
scattered throughout (VB358, 382-1, 600); crosscutting veinlets contain larg 
recrystallized grains of quartz and calcite (VB87); sometimes tiny laths of 
muscovite are scattered throughout, they may be parallel with or inclined to 
foliation; the calcite is frequently twinned, especially the larger grains, 
occasionally narrow bands of calcite alternate with narrow bands of quartz; 
grain size tends to increase markedly over that of the matrix (VB357), rarely 
there are lenticles of coarse-grained calcite rather than bands (VB346); whe 
quartz is absent, the calcite tends to be very large (VB281, 282) and twinned 
with irregular embayed boundaries (probably not recrystallized) (VB440, 489); 
the Ballachulish granite aureole diopside has developed in clusters of tiny g 
at the expense of the calcite (VB494, 499 , 500); sometimes there are still s 
calcite grains in a ratio of 1:1 with small quartz, and with large porphyrobl 
of calcite scattered throughout (VB496), or, in the absence of quartz, medium 
small calcite grains may be scattered among the diopside (VB502), occasionall 
rough bands of quartz and calcite alternate with bands of calcite and diopsid 
(VB697); pyrite and sphene (VB493) are minor accessories*
11. AFPIN FHYLLITE
Macroscopic features (PI. XXVII; XXVIII, Fig. 2; XXX, Fig. 4) T '
In part, schistose, maculose locally (VB628); fine-grained; silvery to 
purple; flow cleavage common, with original bedding appearing as color bands 
cleavage (VB89, 895); in psrt, gneissose, with ^"-2" thick quartzite bands
intercalated in phyllite; fine- to medium-grained (VB259); silvery (VB598) 
greenish (VB685) or purple (VB696), locally dark gray where homfelsed (VB7) 
'thrusting may cut out limbs of folds (VB687); coarse to fine lineations on 
foliation surfaces.
Microscopic features (PI. XXVIII, Fig. l)
Narrow, continuous and disontinuous bands of small tc tiny mica laths 
alternate with bands of medium, small, and tiiy quartz grains (VB5, 88, 312) 
sometimes attenuated parallel with the foliation (VB601, 684, 692); micacec 
bands may show false cleavage (VB5, 18, 422) and may be composed of museovit 
sericite, biotite, and chlorite in varying amounts (VB36I, 686, 690); quart 
generally subangular to subrounded and partially recrystallized (VB311, 699) 
in the upper reaches of the River Laroch crenulate boundaries (VB91, 338) an 
strain shadows (VB338, 685) indicate incipient reciystallization, occasional 
there are pockets of larger grains in a finer-grained matrix (VB18, 628) or 
pockets of tiny grains in a coarse-grained matrix (VB709) due to cataclasis; 
large grains of secondary, recrystallized quartz fill cavities and heal 
microfractures (VB5, 88, 339); porphyroblasts of biotite (VB556, 700) and m 
rarely garnet (VB5), acapolite (VB629), kyanite (?) (VB311, 709), diopside 
(VB629, 683, 685), tremolite (?)(VB699), rutile (?)(VB630), and cordierite 
(VB628) may also occur; chlorite ma^ be pseudomorphous after mica sometimes 
parallel with and sometimes cross-cutting the foliation (VB690); small 
plagioclase grains may occur in minor amounts (VB93 , 685) or may make up a 
third of the matrix (VB490); large to medium-sized calcite grains may be 
present in blotches (VB341, 686), in an occasional band with diopside (VB683 
or with quartz (VB422, 602, 630), or heal micro joints (VB18, 91); small gra 
of pyrite (VB36I, 427, 601) and zircon (VB88, 630) may be scattered througho
the matrix; near the Ballachulish granite contact quartz may he completely 
absent, in its place are large, twinned porphyroblasts of cordierite in a fi 
grained matrix of cordierite (VB556), the large cordierites contain poikilol 
of spinel (VB560) or tourmaline and mica (VB556); there may be narrow bands 
sericitized albite (VB56O); other accessories may be andalusite (VB556, 560) 
magnetite (VB556, 560), sillimaaite (VB 560), and corundum (VB560); where 
quartz is present, it is associated with poikilitic plates of orthoclase, le. 
medium-sized grains of poikiloblastic albite, and large to tiny biotite latt 
(VB7-1).
f’
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CH PTKR III; T3CT0NICS —  PLANAR STRUCTURES
A. Collection of field data
At each outcrop the general lithology and structure were first ascerts 
Where the crop was partially obscured, excavation through a cover of peaty 
sod, or occasionally scree, was necessary. Planar measurements were made 
with a Brunt on compass. Sometimes adjacent rock had to be chipped away to 
make room for the compass. If a hand-specimen was desired, the portion of 
strata already bearing the pencil lines wa3 chiseled out, and the approxima 
north arrow and specimen number aodeci to it, as described in the Intro&ucti 
Chapter I.
If the bedding was not folded, one or two readings of bedding strike 
dip sufficed. Usually, however, the rocks were bent into broad, open fold 
into tighter, isoclinal folds. Then the fold axis direction and plunge had 
to be determined. Sometimes the axis was exposed and could be measured 
directly with the Brunton. Otherwise successive measurements of the beddin 
were t-ken across both liidbs of a fold, poles to t ese surfaces were plotte 
on a Wulff stereonet, and the fold axis constructed normal to the zone in 
which these poles lay (Wegmann, 1929). This procedure is described in deta 
under linear structures.
Bedding was frequently difficult to trace in very massive quartz it es 
like the Appin and Glencoe; prominent flat surfaces were usually joint plan
Sometimes only the joints could be measured in the field; the bedding had t
r •
be determined later in the laboratory by re-orienting the specimen in the 
universal clamp and measuring with the Brunt on. In a few cases the bedding 
was not determinable even in the laboratory.
In slate, phyllite, and schists the prominent surfaces were often flow 
cleavage planes or, less often, false cleavages. Laboratory re-orientation 
of such specimens has usually enabled measurements of bedding, additional 
cleavages, and joints to be made.
The presence of lineations, slickensides, joints, and faults was noted 
at each outcrop. If any of these features was conspicuous on a small-scale, 
a specimen was collected for further detailed examination in the laboratory.
B. Description of planar structures
The tectonic detail for Ballachulish and Glen Coe may be divided into 
three catagorie3: one-dimensional (linear) structures, two-dimensional (plan 
structures, and three-dimensional (folded) structures. Por convenience the 
linear structures will be discussed last.
1. Primary Planar Structures
a. Bedding
Bedding is well-preserved in the quartzose strata transitional to slate 
and schist (P1.V, Fig. 1; XXI, Fig.2) and generally in the rather thick-bedb 
Appin, Glencoe, and Binnein quartzites (FI. I; II, Fig.2; XXIV, Fig. 1). 
However, in some places on Sgorr Dhearg, Sgorr a1 Chose, and in Allt an t-Sit
the massiveness of the quartzite masks the bedding and makes its determina-
\tion quite difficult.
Graded bedding occurs in the Appin quartzite and Striped Transition Sej 
of Beinn Bhan and Allt a* Coire Riabhach and in the Glencoe quartzite on 
Sgor nam Fiannaidh. On Beinn Bhan thick layers of mottled quartzite alterra 
with thinner layers of streaked quartzite. The mottling is due to the high 
content of feldspar. A typical specimen is shovm in FI.XXIV, Fig. 2. The
upper portion consists of a fine-grained band 1 cm. thick of colorless, 
translucent quartz and pink opaque microcline grains 0.5-1 mm. in diameter, 
Below this is a coarser-grained band, 5*5 cm. thick, with both the quarts < 
feldspar grains increasing in diameter from 1 mm. at the top to 3"4 nam at 
bottom of the band. Below this is an extremely fine-grained band, 1,5 cm. 
thick in which the streakiness is due to the bedaing alignment of tiny fel< 
grains in a veiy fine quartz matrix. This band is followed by another 
coarse-grained band 0.7 cm. thick.
The localities of graded bedding particularly noted in the field are 
tabulated in Appendix III.
Current bedding is conspicuous in the Binnein (PI. I, Pig. 1) and Clei 
quart sites, but less prevalent in the Appin quartzite. The strata are the 
right way up in all cases but one, the latter possibly being an infold. T) 
instances examined by the author are tabulated in Appendix III.
Bedding in the schistose rocks can be determined cnly very near their 
contacts with quartzite or from a series of intercalated bands of differen 
cornpo sit ions (P1. II, Pig. 1j XI, Fig. 3; XII, Figs. 2, 3; XXVTI, Fig. 2), 
slate, phyllite, and schist cleave so readily. In Appin phyllite (P1.XXVT 
Pig. 1) and in Ballachulish slate (VB353) bedding often appears as color b; 
on flow cleavage or false cleavage. In the line-grained rocks bedding may 
only appear conclusively in thin-section. 
b. Map II: Strike and dip of bedding
The majority of bedding strike and dip measurements (1212 out of 1600 
are plotted on Map II. As a whole, the strike pattern reflects the patter 
the lithologic contacts. The general trend from i eall a* Chaolais and 
Sgorr Dhearg eastwards to the River Coe is north-nortneast-south-southwest
with local modifications due to medium-scale plunging folds, such as on the 
north slope of Meall Mor (099567) % to large-scale plunging folded 
structures, such as the Beinn Bhan syncline (067573) (see aerial photograph, 
PI*XXXIII). The general stride trend on the Sgir na Ciche-Sg&r nam Fiannaid 
range is northwest-southeast, with local modifications due to medium-scale, 
fairly steeply plunging folds, such as in the shore outcrop at Camas Calltui 
(102599) (Pl.m, Fig. 2), or due to more gently plunging recumbent folds, 
such as those on the north spur of Sgor nam Fiannaidh (PI. I, Fig. 2).
The dir: ctions of dip melee a much more complicated pattern than the 
strikes and are not entirely reliable for inferring synfonns and antiforms f 
the map. For example, within the Levan Banded Passage Beds outcrop on the 
northern slox>e of keall a* Chaolais (055588) the most numerous dips are 80^ 
or more. The directions of approximately a third are northwest and of about 
two-thirds southeast. But these opposing directions are not neatly confined 
to certain parts of the Leven outcrop; rather, they ere scattered over it, w 
the result that an 88°If*W. dip may be adjacent to an 83°S.E, dip. In the 
field (e.g. at Loc. 371, 062589) it is apparent that the bedding planes are 
nearly vertical, but warped into swells and swales. It depends on where the 
measurements are taken an these undulating surfaces whether the dip will be 
northwest or southeast. In other words, the limbs of the regional folds are 
themselves broadly plicated.
A further difficulty in inferring structural features from the directio: 
of dip on the map is due to the frequent recumbent nature of the Solds in th 
area. Two symbols with the same direction of dip and with roughly the same 
amount of dip may be either part of the saiiie limb of a regional fold or on 
opposite limbs of a fold, in which case the beds in uie limb are right way u
and in the other are upside down. Actually lap II must be used in conjunct 
with lap III (cleavage) to determine the directions of "younging" (Bailey* t 
term, 1934, p. 469) of the beds (see Wilson, 1946, pp. 269-271, and Text-ii* 
The amounts of dip on Map II are not significant by themselves. With 
gradations between recumbent folds and steeply plunging folds the amounts 
vary from 9° to 90°.
Major tectonic features can be discerned, however, from the strikes ai 
dips —  such as the af or mentioned Beinn Bhan syncline (067573), with its 
outer rim of Appin Striped Transition Series and quartzite and its core of 
Appin limestone and Appin phyllite. The strike changes from northeast on
tMeall a* Chaolais to almost east in Allt Giubhsachain to northwest on the 
northern slopes of Beinn Bhan bo northeast again on the southeastern slopes 
of Beinn Bhan; the dips in general point into the center of the structure. 
The amount of dip v ries from 52° to 80° on the rim, and from 17° to 39° 
nearer the center.
In like manner an antiform in the backbone of Sgorr a1 Choise with a 
synform nearer the summit can be inferred, but the "obvious" anticline on 1 
southeastern shoulder of Sgorr Dhearg referred to by Bailey (1916, p. 47) is 
not apparent. Tectonically Meall Mor should be the crest of an anticline. 
If so, the structure is gently plunging and recu bent, for the bedding strj 
are almost without exception northeast-southwest, and the dips northwest.
feature which does show up quite well is the synclinal nature of the slate
, x r  foutcrop west of Am meall (090573;.
No particular structure can be inferred on Sg6r na Ciche and 
Sg8r nam Fiannaidh. On the whole the Glencoe quartzite dips steeply (from
43° S.W. to 90° to 72° N.E.; see P1. II, Fig, 2) —  another instance of 
warping of near-'vertical bedding on a regional scale. This show’s very w e U
tin the exposed eastern side of the peak of Sgor na Ciche. The regularity of 
the northwest-southeast trend of the surface outcrops (as opposed to 
Beinn Bhan, for example) is excellently indicated on the aerial photograph, 
PI.XXXI. The structural relations west of Caolasnacon perplex Bailey, too 
(193*1-, pp. 484-4B5):
"The Pap of Glencoe outcrop of quartzite is about 1 ;V miles broad. 
This entails a prodigious thickness for the group unless there is some 
reduplication by folding, such indeed as is indicated by bifurcation of 
the outcroj:> not far north of the loch. )n the other hand, current-bedd: 
is abundantly displayed in the road-cut tings acrosu the outcrop south oj 
the loch, and gives no indication of folding other than that due to 
slip at the time of sedimentation. Presumably, sliding has suppressed 
one or more return limbs”.
As the multitude of symbols and dip values on hap II tends to obscure 
the main beduing trends, the most dominant strikes and dips have been picked 
out to give a schematic representation of the structural relations in 
Ballachulish and Glen Coe (Text-fig. 2). From left to right the following 
major features may be seen: (1) the soutnwest-plunging Beinn Bhan syncline 
flanked by near-vertical beds, (2) the southwest-plunging Sgorr aT Choise 
synform similarly flanked and separated from the former by (3) a- less well- 
defined antifoxm east and s. utneast of Sgorr Dhearg, (4) the ill-defined 
southwest-plunging Am meall and Meall kcr antiforms separated by a s,, nfonu, 
(5) the disrupted pattern south of Sgor nam Fiannaidh due to the intrusion o; 
the Glencoe granite, and (6) the northwest-southeast- trending regional limb
t* >.i f  •* •of Sgor na Ciche and Sgor nam Fiannaidh.
The igneous rocks are outside the scope of this thesis, and so flow 
banding, another primaiy planar structure, has not been studied.
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Text-figure 2# Schematic representation of oe&ding strikes adapted from M&] 
Long bar of symbol is the predominant strike, short bar is the direction < 
dip, cross-bar means beds are essentially vertical.
2. Secondary planar structures 
a* Foliation
(1) Terminology
The words "foliation1*, ” schist osity", and "cleavage" have been used in 
many different ways to describe met amorphic rocks. They are employed by th 
author as defined below.
Foliation is a descriptive tern for a more or less pronounced
aggregation of particular constituent minerals of the metamorphosed rock an 
lenticles or streaks or inconstant bands, often v. ry rich in some one miner 
and contrasting with continous lenticles or streaks rich in other mineralsif 
(Harker, 1 9 3 9 ,  p. 203).
Schistosity is a generic term for the tendency to a common parallel 
orientation of the crystal elements perpendicular to the direction of oroge 
pressure ( H a r k e r ,  1 9 3 9 ,  p. 1 9 4 ) .
"....Cleavage is the ability of a rock to part along certain parallel
t
planes, regardless of the nature and origin of these planes (iCvole, 1948,
P. 15).
Thus, these three terms are not strictly synonymous, but describe 
interrelated phenomena which usually grade into one another: (a) a parallel 
of minerals, (b) a general tendency for an infinite number of parallel plan 
to develop throughout a rock due to the parallelism of minerals, and (c) 
parting along these parallel planes.
(2) Types of foliation ’
The most common type of foliation in Ballachulish and Glen Coe is bedc 
foliation, due to 11 recrystal^izution in situ of grains, particularly mica, 
which had an initial air ngement parallel to the bedding at the time of
deposition” (Fairbaim, 1935, P* 592)* This is characteristic of the Appin; 
Glencoe, and Binnein quartzites and of the transitional strata. It can be 
deteimined less readily in the politic schists, limestones, slate, and 
phyliite. (The bedding strikes and dips which appear on Map II were genera: 
measured on bedding foliation in the field).
The second type of foliation is due to recrystallization of grains as 
the result of shortening and elongation of the rock mass during rock flowag< 
This has been followed by the development of flow cleavage, which is 
discussed below.
A third type of foliation is due also to recrystallization of grains, 
but it differs from the second by resulting from shearing between beds afte] 
their consolidation (Fairbairn, 1935, P. 592). False cleavage has thus 
developed; it is discussed after flow cleavage.
Consequently a foliation surface in a hand specimen may be a bedding 
plane, a flot cleavage plane, or a fisc cleavage plane. Great care has be< 
taken to differentiate between them in preparing the bedding, cleavage, and 
lineation maps (.V.aps H ,  III, IV).
b. Cleavage
(1) Flow cleavage
(a) Characteristics
All of the lithologic formations except the Binnein, Glencoe, and Appii 
quartzites contain good examples of flow cleavage, that is, the mineral
l
constituents are arrrnged in a parallel pattern vdiich is both dimensional 
and ciystallographic, and the rocks have a cap city to part along an inf ini' 
number of planes parallel with this pattern. In Appin phyliite (P1. XXVII, 
Fig. 1), Ballachulish slate, beven scnist, and Binnein schist the mica
grains are arranged with their bases (i.e. the plane of their greatest and 
mean dimensions) parallel or nearly parallel with the plane of cleavage —  
plane-parallel flow cleavage (Leith, 1903, P# 23)# In thin-sections cut 
parallel with the flow cleavage (VB628) mica is generally in small, angular 
cleavage sections or radiating, irregular masses of tiny cleavage laths. 
Sometimes there is a tendency towards parallelism of the crystals within th 
cleavage plane#
In thin-sections cut perpendicular to flow cleavage and to linear 
structures in the cleavage plane mica occurs in roughly parallel, continuou 
or discontinuous hands of small lath traces (FI. IX, Fig* 2), Sometimes th 
mica laminae bend around more rigid minerals, such as epidote (VB453) and 
garnet, or develop along the margins of other minerals, such as quartz 
(VB573-2), or are brolcen due to subsequent microfolding and microfaulting. 
Frequently a series of laths feathers out diagonally one against another as 
the result of rotation due to changing stres. es (VB43d). *f... The longer 
diameters or direction of growth of particles developing by rccrystallizati 
at any instant normal to the greatest pressure do not quite correspond with 
the longer diameters or direction of growth of particles developed by 
crystallization in preceding instants, for these latter have been rotated 
from the most favourable positions...”, (Leith, 1903, p. 114). Biotite 
often occurs as large porphyroblasts lying at almost any angle with the 
flow cleavage (VB62). This indicates that it developed later than the 
deformation producing the flow cleavage. ! f
In the thermally metamorphosed Ballachulish limestone actinolite and 
tremolite are generally arranged with their longest dimension in the plane
the flow cleavage hut the crystals are rarely parallel with each other in 
this plane (VB379, 333) ♦ In the cases of relating aggregates the crystal* 
lying in the cleavage plane are better developed than those cross-cutting 
the plane*
Quartz usually occurs in sraall, angular to subangular (i.e. recrystaX 
grains attenuated in the plane of flow cleavage —  a dimensional parallel^ 
Ciystallographic parallelism is not readily apparent from thin-sect ions, bi 
petrofabric analyses of the orientation of quartz optic axes in 59 rocks
reveal an aggregation of theV-axes in girdles (see contoured diagrams 1-6* 
P1. XXXIV).
Lines of inclusions, generally small, attenuated quartz grains, in ga 
(VB4-07, PX IX, Fig. 2) and in calcite (V3h5S) are sometimes inclined as m 
as 90° to the plane of flow cleavage. This is an indication that these 
porphyroblasts were growing while the rook was being deformed, i. e. while 
the principal minerals were reciysi alii zing into parallel alignment in flo 
cleavage planes.
The positions of quartz, feldspar, calcite, garnet, ottrelite, chlori 
and andalusite liave had much less influence upon the development of good 
flow cleavage than mica and aaphibole.
The flow cleavage plrnes are numerous and closely-spaced, ”... being 
separated only by the mineral particles or even by the cleavage plates of 
the mineral particles, The rting is usually* parallel to one plane... Tb 
structure is developed in planes or lines parallel to the great fist-elongati
of the rock mass, usually with the same relations to x>resoure that the 
elongation of the rock hears” (Leith, 1903, p. 1 2 3 ).
(b) delation of flow cleavaye to bedding and folding
Flow oleav ge may be par/HI el to the bedding, in v/hich case it is 
impossible to differentiate between the two in hand—specimen, or, as is raor 
usually the case, it may cross-cut the bedding at any angle from a degree o 
two to 90° (FI. IX, Fig. 1; X, Fig. 2). One locality brings out the cross­
cutting relationship very well. In the bed of a small stream on the northe 
slope of Sgorr a* Chaise (O8p3o1 the ; Hyllitic Ballachulish limestone is 
being eroded along the bedding planes (strike 17°, dip 33° 8.E,). In a pot 
in the stream bed the limestone is being eroded along the flow cleavage pla 
(strike 43°, dip 73° N*W.). Th±3 has given rise to an apparently unconform 
able "contact” within the formation.
Flow cleavage frequently parallels the axial plane of a fold, and 
usually occurs in relatively fine-grained rocks which show a low grade of 
metamoxpiiism (Fairbaim, 1935, P. 607)# There are several examples in 
Ballachulish and Glen Coe. The flow cleavage in PI. XXVI, Fig. 2, is paral 
with the axial plane of the small fold in Appin marble, and shows up as a 
series of lines across the fold parallelling the fold axis. In PI. XV, Fig 
coarse lineation in Ballachulish slate marks the trace of a succession of 
planes parallelling the axial planes of the innumerable plications into whi 
the bedding has been folded.
On a larger sc He, the folds in Appin phyllite exposed on the i north 
spur of Sgorr Dhearg (Text - fig. 4) are cut across their apices by cleavag 
planes parallel with the axial planes of the folds.
Relict bedding in Leven schist which has been folded isoclinally on a 
small scale occurs on the south slope of Meall Mor (VB417) and in the River
(7B407, 1. IX, Figs. 1 and 2). The bedding is roughly perpendicular to tb
flow cleavage, which is also an axial plane cleavage.
(c) Map III; Strike and dip of flow cleavage
All measurements (127) of flow cleavage strike and dip are plotted in 
red on Map III. In the southern part of the area the general trend is nort 
east-southwest, swinging to north-northeast-south-southwest and to north- 
south, and cvi n to nortJmorthwest-souti oh Leven. These
trends are ro ghly parallel with the regional fold axes (see Chapter V, 3
and Map V). The cleavage frequently cross-cuts the lithologic contacts at 
large angles, e.g. along the nose of the Beinn Bhan synoline (070580) and c 
the northern slope of Meall Mor (100565); in these cases it necessarily crc 
cuts the bedding strikes, too (see Map II). Sometimes the cleavage paralle 
the lithologic contacts and bedding strikes, e.g. along Gleann an Fhiod 
(075560) and Gleann Leac-na-muidhe (110550).
About 90 ' of the directions of dip are northwest or southeast (in con1 
to the variable bedding dip directions). The amount of dip varies from
15° to 90°, but the mean is around 60°. The distribution of dips indicate
that the .'axial planes of the regional folds dip westerly and that the folds 
are recumbent towards the east.
(d) Origin of flow cleavage
Mead (1940, p. 1016) gives a lucid description of the development of 
flow cleavage:
"Flow cleavage is not initiated until the limits of inter xanula: 
plasticity are approached, whioh means that it may not make its 
appearance until the later stages of -folding and thus escapes the 
distortion and change in orientation that would have “been necessary 
had it developed in the early stages of folding.
"...As folding proceeds by interatomic plasticity and the 
development of flow cleavage, interatomic plasticity is progressively 
diminished. Dynamic metamorphism of shales involves changes in com­
position, both chemical and mineralogical, and develops a slate or a 
schist less interatomic ally plastic than the parent-rock. Just as a 
limit of intergranular plasticity is reached by consolidation, a limf 
of interatomic plasticity is approached by metamorphism".
There are seven hypotheses on the origin of flow cleavage, (Swanson,
1941, pp. 1248-1249):
"(1) Flattening of grains or portions of the rock mass by 
differential pressure* (2) solution at points where the differential 
stress is greatest and deposition where it is least; (3) growth of ne1 
minerals along planes of weakness, such as joints or bedding planes, 
the new iidneals being oriented with respect to tnese planes- (4) grow 
of new minerals along planes where the supply of material is abundant 
such as bedding planes or joints serving as channelways for solutions 
either aqueous or aqueo-igneous, the new minerals again being oriental 
v/ith respect to these planes; (5) rotation of along ted or platy mine: 
into a common plane by movement during deformation... ; (6) gliding of 
mineral grains along preferred crystallographic directions in the 
mineral and along one or more shear planes in the rock, a process sim 
to that which develops oriented fabrics in the plastic deformation of 
sorae metals; and (7) growth of new minerals in such a way that their 
longest dimensions and cleavages lie in planes norrufL to the directio; 
of gr t tstress".
The first two hypotheses v/ould produce demensional parallelism but no 
c ry st allographic parallelism. The second two hypotheses may explain false 
cleavage (discussed in detail below), more particularly fracture cleavage, 
and gneissic structures, but banding is not characteristic of flow cleavag
(3) and (6j ar components of the movement hypothesis, and (7) is the
X i,
recrystaHisation hypotneais. iwo schools of thought have dev lo^ed from 
these two major ideas.
The recrystallization school regards metamorphic recrystallisation
"....as a contrivance for minimizing the internal stresses which are in 
existence during reciystallization... The presence of a large different! 
stress causes tabular or elongated grains of certain minerals (such as m 
and chlorite) to foim in planes normal to the great st stress. This 
relation, aided by the fact that the minerals have cleavages parallel to 
their larger faces, causes flow cleavage. The presence of shearing stre 
also affects, adversely or favourably, the stability of different minera 
and we may recognize a group of minerals, called stress minerals, whose 
crystallization seems to be favored by shearing stress.
"Mechanical processes, such as slicing, granulation, and gliding, 
contribute toward the development of schistosity but do not constitute t 
main orienting agent nor do they explain the development of new and * 
characteristic minerals. Their effects become progressively less import 
sis the reconstruction of the rock by crystallization proceeds" (Swanson, 
1941, p. 1250).
The Sander or movement school regards all ordered arr ngements of rock 
fabric as a response to the vectors of movement (Knopf and Ingerson, 1938, p..
"Some tectonite fabrics (i.e. those caused by rock flOwage)... can ' 
interpreted as the r suit of grain gliding, or a combination of grain 
gliding and movement of rigid grains in a flowing medium. Others can be 
explained by a combination of rupture and of reciystallization from seed 
Whose osition was determined by the orienting influences. Still other 
tectonite fabrics, mimetically crystallized, owe their preferred orienta 
to a posi—tectonic crystallizing, which records the plan of the defonna- 
tional movement, even intensifying it in some rocks" (Knopf and Ingers
19 5 8, ?. 17 9).
The author considers that the development of new minerals such as mica, 
actinolite, and tremolite in the politic and calcareous rocks of Ballachulish
pGlen Coe sucprts the reciystallization hypothesis more than the movement hypo 
in accounting for the northeast-trending flow cleavage of the area.
Swanson (1941, p. 1258) mikes out a good case against the movement hypoth 
on the origin of flow cleavage in discussing the deformation shown by a cross
section of a simple fold;
,1... Regardless of how the movement planes are oriented with respe 
to the fold, the amount of movement must he greater on the limbs than 
the crest of a fold, it must be greater in any one place on a fold if 
fold is closed than if it is open, and it must vary with the relative 
thicknesses of the competent and the incompetent beds that are invol
Certainly the flow cleavage pattern (Map III) in Ballachulish and Glen Ooe
does not show systematic differences that might reasonably be expected if t
movement hypothesis were the dominant cruse of flow cleavage.
Moreover, at the crest of a simple fold slipping betwe n beds is at a
minimum. 11‘Che direction of greatest elongation is perpendicular to the bed
and its amount is shown by the thickening of the incompetent bed” (Swanson,
p. 1258). The author agrees with Swanson that the amount of strain involved
could not cause rotation, twinning, and gliding sufficient to develop the
high degree of mineral orientation that is characteristic of flow cleavage
slaty beds. This is borne out by a study of several series of thin-section
cut normal to fold axes in Ballachulish and Glen Coe, e.g. VB115&, b, c frc
the Striped Transition Series and VB131&, b, c, d from the Ballachulish
limestone. The dimensional orientation of the quartz in these slides is
parallel with the bedding foliation; if flow cleavage had developed paralle
with the axial planes of the folds, the quartz would be attenuated parallel
with the cleavage. ^
As for the recrystallization hypothesis itself,
”there is no reason for believing that the oriented groyrfch of minerals 
under the influence of differential stress requires a gr at amount of 
distortion Or ev n a gr at amount of differential stress, hany exanrpl 
are known ./here an oriented crystal growth has taken place under the 
influence of what were apparently only minor stress differences. Alsc 
across the crest of a simple fold the stress condition is essentially 
uniform, consisting largely of compression normal to the axial, plane, 
together with mare or less hydrostatic pressure. Such a stress condit 
would account for the uniform character and attitude of flow oieav ge 
the vicinity of the crests of folds” (Swanson, 1941, p. 1259).
(2) False cleavage, including fracture cleav ge
(a) Charact eristics
The tern "false cleavage1* is used in this paper to include the 
varieties of cleavage due to .. low coherence of the rock across 
individually distinct planes of structural weakness, especially shearing 
planes". (Hills, 1943* P« 97). In contrast with flow cleavage the number
aof planes along which a rock will split is decid^Ly limited, and the
fissility of the rock is correspondingly less perfect. False cleavage may
be caused by closely-spaced shear planes, closely-spaced joint planes,
axial planes of weakness in microfolds and small macrofolds, and attenuated
limbs of very small-scale folds which, under continued stress, may finally
become small-scale reverse faults.
Where fracture has actually occurred, the term "fracture cleavage", as
used by Leith (1905, p. 119), is a more precise description. Leith defines
fracture cleavage as
"...a cleavage dependent for its existenc on the development of 
incipient parallel fractures or actual fractures which by subsequent 
welding or cementation remain planes of weakness... Rocks may be 
fractured along parallel planes quite independently of any arrangemeni 
which the mineral constituents may have, and the fractures may be 
cemented by infiltration of foreign material, by crystallization of ne 
minerals, and by recrystallization of adjacent minerals, or may be 
welded by bringing adjacent minerals by compression under bonds of 
molecular attraction".
The most common instances of false cleavage in Ballachulish and 
Glen Coe are those in which actual fracturing has not occurred, for example 
the minute crenulations on bedding in Appin Striped Transition Series 
(V340, PI. XXI, Fig. 1), Levon schist (VB57)* and Ball chulish limestone 
(VB416, P1« XII, Fig. 2) or cn flow cleavage in Leven schist (VBM>2,
PI. X, Fig. 1). The crenulations are r gular but unsymmetrical microfolds,
which tend to yield differentially along one limb. This produces a 
series of nearly parallel shear planes. "Between each pair of shear 
planes sigmoidal folds are developed on a microscopic scale, and the outi 
limbs of each minute fold merge tangentially into the shear planes". 
(Holmes, 1930, PP*378-379)# The mica near these shear planes has become 
oriented nearly parallel with them. Characteristically the false cleave 
does not extend into the more quartzose bands in the schists, phyliite, 
slate, and transitional beds. In the massive formations false cleavage 
occurs in the thin micaceous films between quartzite layers.
The polished surface of VB692, Appin phyliite (PI. jUYII, Pig. 2), 
shows well the false cleavage developing from small-scale asymmetrical 
folding in alternating layers of quartz and mica. In VB687, Appin 
phyliite (PI. XXVTII, Pig. 2), thrusting along one limb of a fold has 
produced a false cleavage.
Closely-spaced joints have also producedihlse cleavage, actually 
a fracture cleavage. On a small-scale a series of tension fractures occ 
on the summit of Sgorr a* Choise which has been healed subsequently by 
very narrow veinlets of white quartz (VB586, Appin Striped Transition 
Series). On a larger scale the closely-spaced joints in the shatter bel 
of Appin quartzite at the summit of Meall a’ Chaolais are probably due 
to fracture cleavage.
(b) Relation of false cleavage to bedding, flow cleavage, and folding
Palse cleavage may cut bedding and flow cleavage at any angle; 
frequently the angle is greater than 55° • An exposure of Leven schist 
in the stream bed in upper Gleann Leac-na-muidhe (Loc.738,105343) shows
very well a series of fracture cleavage planes cutting the bedding at 
high angles (Text - fig. 3)*
On the north spur of Sgorr Dhearg (Loc. 13,056572), for example, th< 
bedding of Appin phyllite has been bent into a large, rather steeply- 
pitching isoclinal fold, with small crenulations on the limbs and around 
the nose marking the intersection of flow cleavage, parallel to the axial 
planes of these minor folds, and the bedding. Cross-cutting the whole 
structure at about 50° is a series of parallel lines marking the trace 
of false cleavage across the outcrop. (Text - fig. 4).
Another example appears in FI. Ill, which shows a portion of the 
shore outcrop of Binnein schist west of Caolasnacon (130607). The 
influence of the type of rock upon cleavage and folding is well-illustral 
The axial planes of the folded quartzite bands are inclined 16° to the 
horizontal. The bands are openly folded and cut by cross-joints. The 
axial planes of the small drag folds, i. e., false cleavage, in the 
schistose layers are inclined 6° to the axial planes of the folded 
quartzite. The bedding is folded much more tightly.
False cleavage coincident with the axial planes of small zig-zag fo] 
in Leven schist and in phylli tic Ballachulish limestone is well -developed, 
(e.g., VB457 from Gleann Leac-na-muidhe (105543), VB533 from the south 
slope of Sgbr nam Fiannaidh (136569), and the numerous limestone outcrop* 
on the sout iwest slope of Sgor nam Fiannaidh (120585)* Attenuated limbs 
of small folds are responsible for the definite, but irregularly spaced 
false cleavage cutting the folded bedding of the shore outcrop of 
Ballachulish phyllitic limestone at Cnocan Dubha (081584). These planes
PLAN VIEW:
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cleavage
iext—1igure 3 * bedding oi Leven schist, Glenn leac—un—muidhe 
05543)* cut by a series oi nearly—vertical fracture eleavsy e 
planes which have dragged the bedding a few millimeters in 
the direct ion of movement.
PLAN VIEW-
Text-f igure 4* Folu .m quai vaosie ippin piyrllite, north spur, 
Sgorr Dhearg (056572), with bedding drag-folded and cut by 
closely-spaced axial plane flow cleavage planes and by a series 
01 less closely—spaced raise cleavage planes.
are healed with narrow veinlets of white quartz.
Reverse faulting along some fracture cleavage planes is seen in 
thin-sections of Ballachulish slate (VB353) from the northwest slope of 
Sgorr a* Choise (081353) and of horafelsed Ballachulish limestone 
(VB670) from theseuth slope of SgSr nam Piannaidh (136568).
It may be impossible to distinguish at times between flow cleavage 
and false cleavage; for example, when "post-tectonic crystallization...ma 
transform the fracture cleavage of a phyliite or pbyllonite into a 
crystallization schistosity indistinguishable from typical flow cleavage 
formed by paratectonic crystallization" (Turner, 1950, P* 561).
(c) Map III; Strike and dip of false cleavage
All measurements (164) of false cleavage strike and dip are plotted 
in black on Map III. There is no general strike pattern over the whole 
area as is the case of flow cleavage, although there seem to be tvro 
trends, one northwest-southeast, the other northeast-southwest. The 
directions of dip vary around the compass, and the amount of dip ranges 
from 14° to 90° .
(d) Origin of false cleavage
Unlike flow cleavage, false cleavage, particularly fracture cleavag 
may be a response to the growth of new minerals along shear planes due 
to movement, i. e., its origin may vfell be explained by the movement 
hypothesis of Sander, for an oriented fabric appears along certain, but 
not all, parallel planes. (Swanson, 1941, P- 1252).
3. Use of cleavage to determine superposition
The relative ages of strata may be determined in the field from the
relation of axial plane flow cleavage and axial plane false cleavage 
to the bedding. If the dip of the cleavage is greater than that of 
the bedding, the strata are right side i^ > and are progressively younger 
downdip. If the dip of the cleavage is less than that of the bedding, 
the strata are upside down and are progressively older downdip (Wilson 
1946, p p. 269-270).
The cleavage-bedding relationships have been studied in Ballachuli* 
and Glen Coe, and are plotted on a sketch map of the area (Text - fig. I 
The arrows point in the direction in which the beds become younger.
The arrows without an wo” refer to beds which are the right way up; tho* 
with an MoH refer to beds which are overturned. Disregarding for the 
moment those arrows with an "o”, the data bear out the younging of the 
lithology as shown on Map III, i.e. from the upper right-hand comer 
towards Camas Calltuinn (from Binnein schist to Appin quartzite), from 
the upper left-hand comer towards Gleann an Phiod (from Banded Passage 
Beds to Appin phyllite), northwestwards from the southeastern flanks of 
Sgorr a’ Choise (from Leven schist to Appin quartzite), and generally 
westwards from the slopes of Am Meall and Meall Lor (from Leven schist i 
Appin phyllite).
The numerous cases of upside down strata indicate the propensity ol 
Leven schist, Ballachulish limestone, Ballachulish slate, and Appin 
phyllite for recumbent folding; in this area the folds are generally 
overturned towards the east.
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■^Text-figure $. The arrows point in the direction in which the strata become 
younger* An non signifies that the beds are overturned, otherwise they ar 
right way up. Data obtained from the angular relationship between bedding 
axial plane cleavage.
The angle between bedding and flow cleavage varies with their 
positions in relation to the fold structure of which they are a part.
On the limbs of a fold flow cleavage intersects the bedding at a very 
small angle (VB260). At the crest or trough the flow cleavage intersec 
the bedding at right angles (VB407). This is well-illustrated by a 
comparison of Maps II and III which shows that deviations between flow 
cleavage and bedding arise where the bedding bends around the nose of 
plunging fold structures, while the cleavage continues its north-northe 
trend, e.g. around the Beinn Bhcln syncline. On specimens VB4&9 and 575 
from Beinn Bli&n the bedding of the Appin Striped Transition Series 
intersects the flow cleavage in a succession of colored bands.
Using the criterion of the angular relationship between bedding 
and flow cleavage it is possible to predict at several localities on 
Map VII, particularly on Meall Mor, the position of the specimens exami 
with respect to the folded structures of which they are a part. The 
diagrams at localities 949, 849, and 1045 with the bedding and cleavage 
planes roughly parallel indie te that the rocks on the eastern side of 
Meall Mor are on the limb of a regional fold (the diagram at Loc. 1443 
is not considered because the specimen contains a small fold). To the 
east the divergent planes in the diagram at Loc. 820 suggest that the 
centre of a regional fold has been reached. To the west, at Loc. 961 t 
planes begin to diverge until at Loc. 708 the center of another regiona 
fold is reached. The diagram at Loc. 560 ( 072579) with its partially 
div rgent planes is approaching the center of the Beinn Bhan sjrneline.
Around Camas Calltuinn (102599) the diagrams at both Loc. 140 and Loc. 2, 
are parts of medium-scale fold structures (PI.XXI, Fig. 2). They at 
least corroborate each other that the centre of a fold on some scale is 
very near. Unfortunately the examples at Loc. 132 (125604) and Loc. 625 
(093583) are isol ted, but the former indicates that the center of a 
fold is nearby and the latter that the specimen is on the linib of a fold
c. Slickensidea
Slickensides, the surfaces that result from friction along a fault 
plane, are sometimes smooth and even, such as the polished surfaces on 
Ballachulish slate in the abandoned quarries of West Ballachulish 
(075583; YB160). More commonly they exhibit a well-marked striation 
(VB43), which may often indicate the direction of movement along the 
plane. These surfaces may be coated with quartz crystals and subordinat 
epidote (VB2Q4) or with mica and a red epidote (X) (VB43).
d. Shear zones
Shear zones are "narrow zones usually 0.5~3cm. thick along which 
movements have taken place without the formation of actual slickensides" 
(Xvale, 1948, p. 23). Kvale differentiates between those shear zones in 
which mineral grains are arranged with their longest dimension parallel 
to a direction which is different from the direction of mineral lineatio 
in the rock and t ose shear zones which cross the flow cleavage and 
along which the flow cleavage has been slightly bent, indicating movemen 
along the zone (p. 23). No examples of the first case have been seen by 
the writer in Bal .achulish and Glen Coe. The cnly instance similar to
the latter one occurs in one of the abandoned slate quarries of West 
Ballachulish (075333) where a medium-scale recumbent fold is exposed.
A small fault approximately parallels the axial plane and is bordered 
by a gouge zone; the bedding has been bent nearly parallel with the 
plane of movement,
e. Joints
(1) Types
In Ballachulish and Glen Coe most of the joint surfaces examined sa 
planar, with an occasional curved one (VB313). There are four main 
types;
(a) cross-joints ("ac” - or tension joints), tiose occur-ring at 
nearly right angles to the dominant linear structure in the 
rock (VB100, PI. I, Fig. 2; 115)
(b) oblique joints, those forming roughly a 45° angle with the 
lineation (VB121)
(c) longitudinal joints, those steeply-dipping ones which strike 
parallel to the lineation (VB18, PI. XXX, Fig. 4; 47)
(d) regional joints, those which can be traced over a mile or more 
they are generally vertical or nearly so.
The degree of development of joints depends upon the character of 
the rock and the intensity of the tensile stress. Rocks containing much 
mica usually yield under tension by plastic flow until their elastic 
limit has been reached (see Table I, p.56). If analogy with sandstone i 
valid, then quartzites would be expected to have a low resistance to 
tensile stress. The majority of joints and those with the most regular
surfaces have developed in quartzite and quartzitic bands; these competent 
rocks commonly show variable angles of rupture between the planes of failur 
under stress, in the other hand, m role, limestone, slate, and schist have 
few, poorly-developed joint surfaces; strain rather than stress is more 
important and there Is a limited number of possible angles between joint 
planes.
Small-scale joints are frequently healed with calcite (VB44, Pi.XIV. 
Fig. 2; VB91) or quartz (VB157, 264).
Many times in the field it was not possible to distinguish between 
the four types, particularly as the more massive quartzites frequently lack 
any linear structure. Probably the nest common ty e, however, was the 
cross-joint. Of the 36 harid-s peciraens whibh contain a folded structure 
(Appendix V) 20 show "a-c11 jointing, i.e. jointing perpendicular to the fol 
axes.
(2) Stereo;-run, of joints
Poles to all measured joint planes (411) have been plotted on the low* 
hemisphere of a Schmidt stereonet, and the point diagram contoured for a 
1*o, 2/o, 2.5$, and 3b concentration of poles. The resultant diagram 
(Text - fig. 9) shows that the joint planes have four general trends.- nortl 
northwest-south-southeast (the maximum concentration of poles), west- 
no rthwe st -east - so utheast (submaxinium concentration), no rt h-no rt he as t - soutl 
southwest (submax Liium concentration), and east-northeast-west-southwest 
(submaximum concentration). The first two are predominant. The amount of
dip varies from horizontal to vertical, but by far the largest propoz-tion < 
planes are vertical or nearly so. No field evidence was obtained for 
determining whether one set of joints is older than tize others or whether 
they are contemporaneous.
(3) Origin of joint planes
According to Kvale (1948, p. 40), joints in metamorphic rocks may 
originate in two ways:
"They may have been produced by the same forces that imprinted 
upon the rocks their '-resent planar and linear structures. The joint) 
then represent the reaction upon these forces by the rocks when... und< 
pressure-tenrperature.. conditions in which they could not yield by 
plastic deformation. We may expect the position in space of these 
joints to have a definite relation to the other structures of the roc] 
provided the plan of deformation had not been changed. But some of tJ 
joints may also have been produced in a later phase of the same 
deformation or in a later period of deformation, which was not suffic: 
strong to leave its mark in the planar and linear structures of the 
rock. Joints of the latter kind cannot be expected to bear any defin: 
relations to the other structures of the rock, although these structu: 
may exercise some influence upon the positions of tne new joints, in 
particular if the difference between the two plans of deformation are 
moderate".
f. Faults
(1) Regional
Both normal and thrust faults oc 'ur in Ballachulish and Glen Coe on 
both major and minor scales. The absence of Ballachulish limestone betwee] 
Ballachulish slate and Leven Banded Passage Beds along the southwestern 
slopes of Sgor na Ciche and Sgor nam Fiannaidh (Map I) and the absence 
Ballachulish slate between Ballachulish limestone and Appin Striped 
Transition Series in the shore section west of St. John’s Church (Map I, 
O66588) are two examples of large-scale faulting between tectonic units wh
LU X < - LLL O
occurs repeatedly in the area. From 
tectonic contacts it would seen that
Horizontal displacement has occurred in the slope south of 
Caolasnacon (140600) where Binnein schist has been laterally displaced 
northeastvrards the width of its outcrop by a nearly-vertical fault.
Probably the most striking fault in the field is the nearly-vertical 
upthrust in the northwestern slo£>e of Bgorr a 1 Choise which has c erried 
Ballachulish slate higher in elevation than the younger Appin quartzite wi 
forms the backbone of the ridge (P1 • XVI , Pig. 1).
When the faulting occurs within a tectonic unit, its attitude and exi 
are more diff lcult to estimate. the gosh in the northeastern slope of 
Meall a* Chaolais in the upper reaches of ullt Beamach (Pi. XTX} Pig. 1' 
marks a sh tter belt in Appin quartzite. The rocks are so jointed and 
fragmented that the direction and amount of displacement can not be deten 
in the field.
Bailey (Sheet 53, third edition, Ordnance Survey) has mapped anc 
shatter belt in the ugpper wall of Allt a’ Co ire Riabhaich. Jne fault 
separates regularly-dipping Appin quartzite from contorted Striped Tz 
Series (F, , PI. XXIX, Pig. 2). To the northwest a few tens of yards 
fault displaces the folded Striped Transition Series (F^j PI*XXIX, Fi 
These faults have not been studied in detail by the author because of 
precarious nature of the corrie slopes. 1
lediura-scale faults_______________________
Smaller-sc ale f ults occur in the bed of the River Laroch (070549),
where a dike cutting Apuin quartzite has been displaced laterally four and
one-half feet to the southwest, and in the shore section west of 
St. John's Church (066588) v/here a series of en Echelon normal faults cuts 
the Striped Transition Series near its contact with Ballachulish limestone 
(PI.XIII, Pig. 2).
(3) Small-scale faults .
Of the 13 hand- spec linens showing faulting (Appendix IV), eight faults 
are normal and five are thrust. 3everal typical examples appear on PI. XX 
In addition, a low-angle thrusting acting along axial plane cleavage has c 
out one limb of a small fold in quart, zose Appin pny 1 1  ite (VB687, PI* XXVII 
Fig. 2). Small-scale tension fractures frequently cross-cut the bedding i 
Ballachulish slate (P1. XVTII, Pig. 1) and Appin Strip-ed Transition Series 
(V3586). Usually the fractures are healed with white quartz.
CHAPTER IV: TECTONICS —  FOLDED STRUCTURES
A. Folding
Folding has occurred in all of the lithologic formations in Ballachulist 
and Glen Coe —  from Binnein quartzite through Appinjphyllite (Text-fig.13)• 'I 
intensity and scale of folding reflect the competence of the rock and the amc 
and type of stress to which it has been subjected*
1* Competence
Competence is a relative factor, for it is roughly an expression of the 
crushing strength and massiveness of one rock formation as compared with thal 
another. A competent rock transmits stress and at the same time supports its 
own weight, with the result that each layer retains its thickness during folc 
the fold is a simple flexure. For example, the layers in Binnein quartzite s 
no appreciable thickening or thinning in the recumbent folds near Caolasnacor 
(138607) (PI. I, Pig. 2).
An incompetent rock neither transmits stress nor supports its own weight 
"It is passively folded, the folding may be more or less replaced by shearing 
and the beds are thickened and thinned corresponding to the degree of pressur 
material being moved from the limbs towards the crests of folds" (Kvale, 1948 
p. 35). This is quite characteristic of folds in Binnein schist (PI. II, Fig 
Ballachulish limestone (PI* XI, Figs. 1, 3j PI* XII, Fig. 3)# and the like. 
"The difference in curvature /of a fold? between the top and bottom surfaces 
the competent beds creates potential spaces on the crest, such spaces being 
occupied by incompetent material that has flowed in from the limbs", (Swanson 
1941, p. 1258).
Details of the amount of thickening and thinning in hand-specimens 
containing folds are given in Appendix V, column six. Of 36 rocks, 24 show
thickening on the crests or in the troughs of folds with a corresponding 
thinning on the limbs; three show thinning on the crests or in the troughs 
with a corresponding thickening on the limbs. The crests may break up into i 
series of smaller folds. This happens frequently in the schistose facies of 
Ballachulish limestone (P1. XI, Fig. 2).
Folds in competent strata are open, bow-shaped, and large (PI. XXII, 
Fig. 2), compared with the compressed, small concertina folds of incompetent 
strata (P1. XI, Fig. 2). These features are well-illustrated side-by-side ii 
PI. Ill by the small asymmetric drag folds in the phyllitic bands between th< 
larger, more open, isoclinal folds in the quartzitic bands of Binnein schist.
Variations in the competence of beds arise due to the combinations of 
thickness of competent and incompetent beds. For example, if the incompetent 
bands form relatively thin layers between competent beds, the deformation of 
the weaker strata is subject to a broad control imposed by the stronger ones. 
In the case of thick zones of incompetent material with a few thin competent 
bands, faulting and folding produce a great variety of local stresses. "Witl 
such zones, the minor folds and cleavage structure may have no direct relatii 
to the major structure” (Swanson, 1941, p. 1260).
2. STRESS
A. Compressive stress
Flexure folds are the result of lateral compression or of a couple actii 
in the direction of the bedding plane and producing lateral shortening of th< 
strata, e.g. the double fold in PI. XXIII, Fig. 1. No compression folds hav<
been noted in the area vAiich are the result of compression acting perpendicu 
to the bedding plane (i.e., doming), although there may be examples near the 
granite complexes and small plutons.
Flow folds are characteristic of incompetent strata. They have formed 
compression in rocks which have been subjected to a sufficiently high temper 
and pressure to become plastic or which are inherently plastic. Flow folds 1 
symmetry; their axial planes are Irregular surfaces rather than planner. T1 
axial directions, however, may be fairly constant over small areas,
b. Tensilestress
Tensile stress produces radial tension joints in competent bands and 
corrugations in incompetent bands, but no folded structure as such. These 
features are well-shown in the Striped Transition Series Bpecimen VB586, fra 
the summit of Sgorr a* Choise (085551) where a series of small-scale joints hi 
been healed with white quartz, and in P1. XVTII, Fig. 1.
c. Shearing stress
Shear folds are formed by shearing stresses acting along closely-spaced 
fractures crosscutting the bedding of a rock and producing minute displacemei 
along these par/allel planes. "...The thickness of a layer is constant when 
measured parallel to the shear planes and consequently varies considerably wt 
measured normal to the curvature of the fold... .^Shear fold^... do not invol 
any lateral shortening of the rock and can not be straightened out" (Kvale, 1 
p. 38).
3. Relation of competence and stress
Table I gives the average resistance of various rocks to compressive
tensile, end cheering stresses. It shows thet sandstone^quartzite,
TABLE Is AVERAGE STRENGTH OF ROCKS (in kg./cm.*) AND BULK TENSITY (in g./ci
«ock Compressive Tensile Shearing Bulk
stress stress stress density
Sandstone 500-1500 10-30 50-150 2200-2600
Quartzite 1100-2000
3345*
no data no data 2640-2730
Conglomerate 1200-1300 no data no data no data
Limestone 400-1400
1685*
30-60 100-200 2300-2700
Marble 800-1500 30-90 100-300 2700-2850
Slate 700 250 150-250 2700-2800
Schist 2495* no data no data 2700-2950
Hornfels 3480* no data no data no data
Data from Fhemister et el (1946); all other data from Keseler (1927). 
conglomerate, marble, schist, and harnfele stand up to compression much bet 
than limestone and slate. On the other hand, slate is far more resistant t 
tensile stress than the othere. Marble and Elate withstand shearing better 
limestone and sandstone, although the difference is not nearly so marked as 
the cases of compression and tension. These figures are generally borne ou 
Ballachulish and Glen Coe by a lithologic evaluation of the folded structur 
(Text-fig.13) •
B. Types of folds
1. Compression folds
a. Flexure folds
Most of the folds in the Ballachulish - Glen Coe area are the 
flexure type. The smallest number of folds is found in the quart 
~  Binnein (Text-fig. 13, D.1), Glencoe (D.J), and Appin (B.9), a
these are all large-scale. A relatively small number of folds occn 
in Leven schist (D.5), which is not surprising a£ schist as well ai 
quartzite has a high resistance to compression. But there are as n 
small-scale folc s as there are large-scale, mainly due to addition*
•' ft -
folding by shear,
b. Flexural-slip folds
Where schistose bands are intercalated with quartzite, as in 
the case of quartzose Binnein schist (X.2), Banded Passage Beds (l. 
and Striped Transition Series (1.8), the strats fold quite readily, 
due to the ease with which individual layers slip over the micaceoi 
bedding foliation of the incompetent bands; the competent bands fc 
by flexure. These transitional formations contain three of the foi 
largest concentrations of folds.
A fairly small number of folds in Ballachulish (B.6) and Appir 
(b.10) limestones would be anticipated from the experimental data. 
While this is true of the Appin, the largest concentration of folds 
any formation occurs in the Ballachulish limestone. This apparent 
discrepancy is simply explained by the schistose nature of the 
Ballachulish limestone and by the fact that half of the folds are s 
scale shear folds. The narrow bands of calcite have folded readily 
slippage on and within the intercalated micaceous laminae. 
Ballachulish slate (B.7) and Appin phyliite (D.11) fold easily by 
compression, as would be expected from Table I, but, as in the case 
of Ballachulish limestone, shearing is also quite important.
°* folds
Folds In Ballachulish and Appin limestones are characteristically of the 
flow type. An excellent example is VB693 (FI# dXVI, Fig* 2), in which at the 
time of folding the white calcite became sufficiently plastic under pressure 
for the bedding to buckle and to flow along flow cleavage planes for short 
distances. Many larger scale examples may be seen along the Ballachulish 
limestone outcrop on the southeastern slope of Meall Mor.
2. Shear folds
Kone of the lithologic types in Table I for which data arc available art 
particularly resistant to shearing. Unfortunately the record is incomplete 
for quart site, schist, and hornfels. Svery formation in Ballachulish and 
Glen Goe except the Binnein, Glencoe, and Appin quartzites is represented in 
Appendix V (description of the %  hand-specimen© showing folded structures) 1 
at least one rock in which thickening and thinning occurs across a fold*
. v *
Differential thickness in the quart zites has not been noted in the field by 1 
author, perhaps because the scale of folding is so much larger than in the 
other formations.
3# Combinations of folds
Combinations of flexure folds and shear* folds are more common than the 
pure types of folds. For example, the isoclinallyfolded Banded Passage Bed 
in specimen VB44&, PI. V, Fig. 2, are certainly the result of compression, b 
close examination of the layers shows one band which thickens from 10 m *  on 
limb to 30 mm. in the trough, then thins to 15 xa>-: • on the other limb. Gbvioi 
shearing has played a part, too. Similar examples occur in Leven schist 
(FI. Till, Figs. 1 and 2) and in the Striped Transition Series (PI* m i l ,  F5
CHAPTER V: TECTONICS —  LINEAR STRUCTURES
There are two main categories of linear structures: lineations and fold
axes.
A. Lineations
Lineation is any linear parallelism in a rock, and in metamorphic rocks : 
i& always a secondary feature. Of the 709 STiecimens collected in the field, 
300 have only one lineation, 159 have two, 38 have three, 10 have four, and oi 
has five.
1. Types
a» Lineations due to parallel orientation of1 prismatic and pinacoidi 
minerals
On the east slope of Meall Mor and around Signal Rock, Glen 
(VB410, Loc. 822, 122565) tremolite forms mats and even bands in 
thermally metamorphosed Ballachulish limestone. The individual 
crystals are sometimes aligned roughly parallel with the bedding 
strike, e.g., VB321, 404, 413* Sometimes they are inclined ca.
with the strike, e.g., VB206, 544. At one locality on Meall Mor
/(Loc. 760, 117561) actinolite occurs instead of tremolite and 
roughly parallels the strike (VB381).
Along the shore west of Caolasnacon very thin cleavage sect 
of chlorite are aligned in Glencoe quartzite parallel with the f 
axes in the area (VB370, 371, Loc. 751, 125606). In the same 
district secondary biotite porphyroblasts in Binnein schist are 
aligned almost parallel with the dip of the bedding (YB233, Loc. 
378, 131607).
Lineations due to arrangements in streaks and rows of more 01
equidimensional minerals
Alignment of attenuated quartz grains is responsible for
very fine lineation on the bedding of Ballachulish slate, 
e.g., VB592, Loc. 1356, 081554 • This feature is well shown 
the following thin-sections; VB24-2, 424-2, 473-2, 519-2, and 
688-2, and in many others.
Lineations due to stretching of conglomerate fragments
The only example from Ballachulish and Glen Coe is Binnc 
schist near the contact with Glencoe quartzite south of 
Caolasnacon (VB216, Loc* 359, 141601). Here the schist conta 
small, flattened, and elongated quartz pebbles, oriented with 
their longest dimension at right angles to the strike of the 
foliation.
Lineations due to grooving and striation not caused by miners
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orientation or stretching
These may occur on bedding, cleavage, joint, or fault pi 
and may or may not be related to tectonic axes. Frequently i 
Ballachulish and Glen Coe they pitch 90° from the strike of t 
planar surfaces upon which they occur in which case they mark 
the direction of slip of one lamina over another.
Lineations due to the int ere sect ion of planar surfaces
The intersection of bedding with flow cleavage, false 
cleavage, or jointing, or any combination of these four plans 
surfaces often produces a conspicuous lineation on at least c 
plane. The lineation may be color-banding, as is the case wi
bedding transsecting flow cleavage (VB89, PI. XXVII Fig. l) or 
false cleavage (VB5C7), or it may occur as crenulations, varyi 
in width across each pucker from 0.1-8 mm. (PI. II, Fig. 1;
V, Fig. 2; XV, Fig. 2; XXVI, Fig. 2; XXX, Figs. 1, 4), with 
occasional "pencil" rods 20 mm. across (PI. IV, Fig. 2; XV Fig 
The narrow lineations tend to be parallel and continuous; the 
wider ones are frequently subparallel and discontinuous.
The more pelitic rocks tend to show at least two sets of 
sections on one planar surface. Generally speaking, one linea 
is coarser than the other, and in the majority of cases is due 
false cleavage. The finer lineation is usually due to flow 
cleavage inter-secting bedding or to slippage along certain pi 
More rarely there are three or more sets of lineation; f 
example, one specimen of slate (VB325) (PI* XV, Fig. 2) from 
north slope of Am Meall (Loc. 629, 094580) has one fine lineat 
cross-cut at 61° and at 85° by two sets of coarse crenulations 
The fine lineation is due to the intersection of a false clea 
on bedding.
2. Map IV; Direction and plunge of lineations
All lineations except those due to joint planes intersecting other 
planes have been plotted on Map IV. As the latter kind have no tectonic 
importance, they have been omitted. Wherever possible the types of 
lineation have been differentiated by symbols and colors, Lineation due 
to the elongation of minerals (TyPe a) is shown by a black line with a 
solid black circle at one end. Lineation due to streaks and rows of 
mineral grains (Type b) actually marks the intersection of bedding and f
cleavage, and is shown by a black line with a soid black triangle at one 
end. Lineation which is the result of stretching of conglomerate fragmei 
(Type c) is included in the category of differentiated lineation due to 
the intersection of bedding and false cleavage, as the one rock specimen 
showed both features. Idneation due to grooving and striation (Type d) ] 
been included in the category of undifferentiated lineation due to the 
intersection of bedding and false cleavage, as the two can not be told aj 
in hand-specimen. The great majority of lineations are due to the 
intersections of planar surfaces (Type e), more particularly, to the int< 
section of bedding and flow cleavage and to the intersection of bedding j  
false cleavage, and are shown by black and red symbols. Those lineation! 
due to the intersection of flow cleavage and false cleavage and to the 
intersection of false cleavages have been omitted because they have no 
pertinent structural significance.
As flow cle wage in Ballachulish anc* Glen Coe is generally the axial 
plane type, its trace on the bedding parallels the axis of the fold stru< 
This axis is conventionally called the ,fbw-axis or "b* - direction, and i 
lineation which is parallel to it a "b" - lineation. All of the black 
symbols with a solid triangle on Map TV thus represent ttb" - lineations.
False cleavage may or may not be the axial plane type. Where suffi< 
fold data are available to ascertain this, the lineations due to the tra< 
of false cleavage on bedding have been differentiated as the "b"-type by 
solid red triangle on a red bar. Where additional data are not availabl< 
a red arrow has been used. Some of these arrows, by analogy with the rec
and black triangle symbols, are obviously "b"-lineations, too, e.g. aroui 
061543 and. 10 1580, but to designate these as such would inject a subject: 
note into the field information.
The pattern of symbols on Map IV is very complex; it will be discuj 
later in conjunction with Map V (fold axes).
3# Stereograms
The 166 lineations due to the intersection of bedding and flow cleat 
have been plotted on the lower hemisphere of a Schmidt stereonet, and th< 
resultant point diagram contoured at 1$, and Gfo (Text - Fig. 6).
In like manner, the 547 lineations due to the intersection of bedding an< 
false cleavage have been plotted and contoured at 1%, and 3 *3^
(Text - Fig. 7).
A comparison of the two diagrams reveals two maxima in each and in 
roughly the same relative positions. From the "b"-lineations of Text -Fi 
it may be inferred that there are two trends of fold axes in Ballachulisl 
and Glen Coe - one almost due north (176°) and another west-southwest (6l 
The plunges vary between 48°-58° N.W,, averaging 52° N.W., in the former 
instance and between 40°-55° S.YU, averaging 45° S.Y/., in the latter. A; 
the pattern in Text - Fig. 7 is so similar, it suggests that the majority 
lineations due to false cleavage intersecting bedding are also approximal 
"b"-lineations. Again, two trends of folds may be inferred, one due norl 
(0:), the other west-southwest (80°). The plunges vary between 60°-94° N< 
(i.e., some folds have been overturned), averaging 77° N. in the first c« 
and between 44°-72° S.W., averaging 58° S.W. in the second. The greater 
variation in plunges in Text - Fig. 7 as compared with that of Text - Fi* 
is due to the more random relation of false cleavage lineation to tectoni 
axes as compared with flow cleavage lineation.
text-Figure 6* Plot on the lower hemisphere of a Schmidt stereonet of
166 lineations due to the intersection of bedding and -Plow cleavage; con­
toured at 1>o, 3a  > 4$ and 6>u
Text-figure 7* Similar plot of 347 lineations due to the intersection of 
bedding and false cleavage; contoured at 1%, 2/ ~, %  and 3*
Text-figure 8. Similar plot of 374 fold axes; contoured at 1>, 2/ , 3;- and
Text-figure 9* Similar plot of poles to 411 joint planes; contoured at 1?1,
2/ ., 2# 3?' and 3^ 4
B. Fold axes
1. Definition
The axis of a fold is the direction which is parallel to the curved 
surface or mantle of the fold or is the best average of small variations f] 
that curved surface (Wegjnann, 1929, p. 102). In nature the direction and 
plunge of the axis frequently change wit}in relatively short distances. F» 
example, the fold in Banded Passage Beds, PI. XXXI, Fig. 2, plunges 67° N. 1 
for a few inches, then flattens out to 55° N.W. In the road cut just west 
of the Glencoe boathouse on Loch Leven (Loc. 239, 102599) the axis of a fo 
in the Striped Transition Series may be traced for about five feet. In th 
distance the plunge varies from 58° to 61° to 54° to i+4° to 64° to 76° S.I? 
The axis of the bifurcatin small fold in Ballachulish slate, specimen VB2 
changes its direction 6° within a few inches. But in many places the axes 
remain remarkably constant over considerable distances.
2. Measurement
Fold axes in Ballachulish and Glen Coe have been determined in three
(1 ) by direct measurement, (2 ) by geometrical construction, and (3 ) by 
measurement of the lineation produced by the intersection of flow cleava, e 
bedding. fc
a» Direct measurement
The direction and plunge of 213 fold axes were measured in 1 
field with a Brunton compass. These data have been plotted on tl 
lower hemisphere of a Wulff stereonet according to the size of tl 
fold. Diagram 1 on Map V is the stereogram of fold axes of 110 
small-scale structure^ that is, those in which the width of the J 
is less than one foot. Diagram 2 on Map V is the stereogram of i 
axes of 103 larger-scale structur es, that is, those in which the
width of the fold is more than one foot and less than 50 feet. !I 
data have been plotted in a similar manner on the basis of lithoi 
(Text - Fig. 13) and geographic distribution (Text - Fig. 14); 1
have also been plotted on the lower hemisphere of a Schmidt stere 
(Text - Fig. 8) and on Map V as arrows showing trend and amount c 
plunge.
Geometrical construction
Sometimes the axis of a fold is not exposed in the field, ar 
consequently cannot be measured directly. If sufficient areas oJ 
both limbs crop out and if the fold is cylindroidal, the fold ax' 
can be constructed in the manner described by Wegmann (1929, p.K 
Briefly, a series of measurer entsj^ f bedding strike and dip is mac 
across both limbs of a cylindroidal fold. The jb'ole to each 
measurement is plotted on the lower hemisphere of a Wulff stereo: 
and will be found to lie on the same plane or, where accuratereac 
are not possible, in the same zone across the net. The normal t< 
this plane or zone is the direction of the fold aiis, and its 
distance from the periphery of the net is the amount of plunge.
The method is illustrated in Text - Fig. 10, The strikes ai 
dips measured at successive stages across a fold in a schistose 
facies of Glencoe quartzite are: 14°, 65° N.W.; 24°, 57° N.W.; 2( 
66° N.W.5 165°, 52° S.W.j 91°, 76° S.VJ.j 124°, 64° S.W.j 146°, 
61° S.W.j 159°, 62° S.W.j 168°, 63° S.W.j 11°, 62° N.tt.j 166°, 
62° S.W.j 154°, 61° S.W. The normal to each of these readings ii 
plotted on tracing paper over the lower hemisphere of a Wulff 
stereonet, the normal intersecting the hemisphere as a point. Tl
Text-fig. 10. Poles to bedding measurements across a fold in a schistose 
facies of Glencoe quartzite, Loc*751 (130607)# plotted on the lower 
hemisphere of a Wulff stereonet; fold axis trends 67°# plunges 
59° S.W.
Text-flg. 11. Poles to all bedding measurements in the entire shore 
section west of Caolasnacony axial strike 79°, axial plunge
51° S*W. Small cross, quartzite; dot, phyllite.
Text-fig.12* Poles to all bedding plane: 
entire Ballachulish - Glen Coe area;
• axial strike ca. 58°, a-xi plunge 
ca.50°s#,;# Symbols same as above; op< 
circle, limestone.
tracing paper is rotated until the narrow band of points coinc 
with a great circle on the stereonet. On the E.-V,. great circ 
the pole of the axis (a point) is plotted 90° away from the p] 
The tracing paper is again rotated, this time until the point 
on the N.-S. great circle. The co-ordinates of the point are 
read off: the direction of the axis is the position of the nc
arrow on the periphery, and the amount of plunge is the distar 
along the E.-S. great circle from the periphery to the point, 
the example cited the fold axis trends 67° and plunges 59° S.V 
The direction and plunge of 179 fold axes were constructe 
this way, and the data added to all of the plots of directly- 
measured fold axes (Map V, with diagrams 1 and 2; Text - Figs 
1 3 , and 1 4 ).
Measurement of *b"-lineations
Quite oiten fold axes are not apparent in the field. The 
can be inferred, however, where flow cleavage intersects beddi 
for the resultant lineation (a "b"-lineation) parallels the aa 
of the fold. The direction and plunge of 166 fold axes have t 
determined in this way. The size of the folds, unfortunately, 
not be estimated; consequently the data are plotted separately 
the lineation map (Map IV) and in Text- Fig. 6 instead of bein 
added to Map V and to Text - Figs. 8, 13, and 14*
Lineations due to the intersection of bedding and false 
cleavage are much less dependable for determining fold axes* 
Sometimes they do roughly parallel the axis of a fold, but ju: 
commonly they may be at right angles to it, i.e. an "a"-linea1 
or inclined at almost any angle to the axis. The somewhat raz 
pattern of red symbols on Map IV compared with the pattern of 
black arrows makes this unreliability quite evident* Where tl 
red arrows roughly parallel the black, it seems reasonable to 
assume that the false cleavage in these cases is approaching * 
axial plane cleavage.
The relationship between fold axes and lineation is furtl 
illustrated by the detailed study of hand-specimens containing 
folded structure in Appendix V. Of these 36, 15 have one 
lineation parallel with the fold axis ("b"-type), five have 02 
lineation perpendicular to the fold axis ("a"-type), 11 have 1 
"a"- and "b"-lineations, and five show lineation inclined to 1 
fold axis as well as a "b"-lineation.
Rvale (1948, pp. 32-33) summarizes the causes of an absei 
of parallelism between lineation and fold axes:
"1. The lineation may be grooving on bedding planes
produced by slippage of the individual beds over eac 
other during the folding. The grooving may also, 
according to Cloos (19 3 7, p. 5 5 ), be accompanied by 
stretching of minerals. This grooving or lineation 
be at right angles with the axes of folds...."
”2. In shear folds, grooving or lineation may he formed c
cleavage planes by the shearing that produces the fol 
The linear structure is thus produced in the same way 
as in the first case, but it occurs on other planes. 
The linear structures must be at right angles with tfc 
axes of folds..."
"3. V,, Schmidt (1932, p. 60 et sqq. ) deduced by theoretic
considerations that during ’dreiachsige Ver f cjjkuig* tv 
systems of shear planes may be formed* Each system 
consists of two shear planes that intersect in a lin« 
which may appear as a linear structure in the rock, 
two lines of intersection formed in this way must be 
right angles with each other. This explanation of 
crossing linear structures may be used if they inters 
at right angles and if evidence of two systems of sh< 
planes can be found..."
This may explain the five lineations inclined to the fold 
noted above.
"4. The crossing linear structures are not formed
simultaneously. They need not be formed in differenl 
periods of deformation but in different phases of th< 
same period...."
This also may explain the five lineations inclined to the 
fold axis.
3. Map Y; Trend and plunge of fold axes
The fold axes around Caolasnaeon (13^607), the Glencoe boathouse sh< 
section (102399), and the southwestern slopes of the Pap of Glen Coe hav< 
in general a southwesterly plunge varying from 23°-84°, with a mean of 5 
whether the structures are large-scale or small-scale (Map IV). On the 
southwestern slopes of Sgir nam Fiannaidh, however, the larger-scale fol< 
have a pronounced northwesterly plunge, varying from 47°-83°, with a mea 
of 64°, and the small-scale ones a southwesterly plunge, varying from 
23°-830, with a mean of 71 °« Further to the southeast both scale struct:
take on a westerly plunge varying from 37°-72°, with a mean of 50°. The
arrows near the Glen Coe granite undoubtedly snow local northwest-south 
trends rather than regional trends. Except for the southwesterly-plung 
arrows on the east slope of Meall Mor (117560) there is no real pattern 
the folds of Am Meall arad Meall Mor. This is probably due to the natur< 
of the lithology —  plate, limestone, and schist —  which would respond 
all local stresses*
The arrows on Cnocan Dubha (079585), and westward along the shore 
of Loch Levan, on Sgorr a' Choise, in Gleann an Ehiod, and on Sgorr Dhei 
make up a heterogeneous scatter regardless of fold size. Again, it mus' 
inferred that the absence of an orderly pattern is due to the lithology 
(Appin plqyllite, Striped Transition Series, slate, and limestone) react: 
differentially to local stresses.
Disregarding the size of the folds, a comparison of the plot of tin 
"b" lineations on Map IV with the plot of fold axes on Map V provides 
strong corroboration of the pattern of plunging arrows on Map V. Appar< 
discrepancies on Map V appear also on Map IV; for example, the local 
deflection frcm the general trend near the Bridge of Coe (105588).
4* Stereograms *
a. Based on the scale of folds
A coup arisen of the two diagrams on Map V both plotted oi 
lower hemisphere of a \Vulff stereonet, shows the following details:
1 15 small-scale 259 larger-scale
folds folds
N* E* -S* W* trend 66% 6($
N. W*-S. E. trend 54$
S* W* plunge Wi% Kl%
N. E. plunge 2 13 %
N. ¥* plunge 21 % 29%
S* E. plunge
> 1
The number of northeast-southwest-trendinv small-scale fold: 
is twice that of the northwest-southeast ones, while the number < 
northeast-southwest-trending larger-scale folds is one and one- 
half times that of the northwest-southeast ones. Folds with a 
southwesterly plunge account for nearly one-half of the total 
numberi small-scale folds with this direction of plunge are 
double the number of those with a northeasterly plunge and also
of those with a northwesterly plunge, and three times the number
• . '  1 < • • ■
with a southeasterly plunge; larger-scale folds plunging south­
west occur more than four times as often as those plunging south 
east, three and one-half times as often as those plunging north­
east, and one and one-half times as often as those plunging nort 
west* Proportionally more larger-scale folds than small-scale o 
have gentler plunges*
The northwest direction of folding may have preceded the 
southwest direction and may have been partially obliterated by 
Caledonian movements, or it may post-date the southwest direct! 
but may have been a much weaker folding. Whether the two trend 
are due to different deformations or to different stages in the 
same deformation can not be deduced from the above data. 
Stereograms based on lithology
A All of the fold axes have been plotted on the lower heanisp 
of a "ojlff stereonet according to the size of the fold and on tl 
basis of lithology (Text - Fig. 13). From a study of the 11 
diagrams the folpwing observations can be made:
(1 ) Folds are much more frequent in Binnein schist,
Banded Passage Beds, Leven schist, Ballachulish slate 
Ballachulish limestone, Striped Transition Series, an 
Appin phyllite than in the other more competent 
quartzose formations. Of these seven the majority of 
folds occur in the Banded Passage Beds, Ballachulish 
limestone, and Striped Transition Series*
(2) Except for Binnein quartzite, no general direction of 
plunge is restricted to any particular formation* The; 
all show both nor t hwe s t - sou theast and southwest-north 
east trends as illustrated in the following table. T3
Text-fig. 13« old axes plotted on the lower hemisphere of 
a Wulff stereonet on the basis of stratigraphic succession, 
from oldest to youngest: 1. Binnein quartzite, 2. binnein 
schist, 3. Glencoe quartzite, 4. Banded Passage Beds, 5* 
Leven schist, 6* &&11 a c h u 11eh limestone,‘7. Ballachulish 
slate, 8. Gtriped Transition Series, 9« Ippin quartzite,
10. Appin limestone, 11. Appin phyliite. bolid circle, 
folds less than one foot in width; open circle, folds more 
than one foot and less than 50 ft. in width.
plunges are generally in northwesterly and southwest 
directions. The folding post-dates the deposition a 
consolidation of all of the 11 formations. (Five of 
fold axes plotted for Binnein quartzite were measure 
just east of Caolasnacon and are, therefore, not she 
on Map V; even including these adjacent readings th 
are too few axes tc be significant.)
1 or;.,? t ion N. F.-S. W. trend N. W.-S. E. tr
Appin phyliite 55%
Appin limestone too few axes too lew axes
Appin quartzite too few axes too few axe3
Striped Transition Series 81% 19%
Ballachulish slate 64-%
Ballachulish slate 62% 38J4
leven schist 53% k7%
Banded Fassage Beds 52% i&f
Glencoe quartzite too few axes too few axes
Binnein schist 78% 22y.
Binnein quartzite too fev; axes too few axes
o\
(3) There is no relationship necessarily between the siz< 
and the direction of plunge in any particular format
Stereograms based on geographic distribution of fold axes
Besides the general considerations of the distrlbutiorjbf ft
axes on Map V, the fold axes have also been investigated from
point cf view of areal distribution and rock type. For conven:
Ballachulish and Glen Coe have been divided into major division
II, III, and IV, as outlined on Map VI. In Text - Pig. 14 the
folds are plotted on the lower hemisphere o 1 a Wulff steronet,
an "ow for limestone, an wxw for quartzite and quartzose schisi
and a dot for slate, phyllite, and schist. The trends and plui
intogether with the prom^nt rcc& type and its plunges, are 
summarized in the following table.
1 1
II i n IV Total Area
; Pumber of axes 107 33 73 161 374
|N.E.-S.W. trend 
N.W.-S.E. trend
__ - - .....
69%
31%
.....
62%
38%
70%
30%
5?%
4B%
62%
38%
S.W, plunge 
K.E. plunge 
N.W. plunge 
S. S. plunge
33%
36/6
16%
15%
21 %
29%
9%
55%
15%
26%
4%
47%
6%
38%
9%
46%
16%
27%
11%
Prominent rock 
type
,S*W. plunge 
N.E. plunge 
N.W. plunge 
S.E. plunge
qtzte. <*■ 
qtz. sell.
39%
35%
14%
12%
si*
38%
23%
31%
. 8%
qtzte,
50%
25%
25%
0%
1s.
56%
16%
26%
2%
qtzte. & 
qtz. sch.
53%
4%
38%
5%
qtzte. & 
qtz. sch,
kfyc
18%
25%
9%
From these data it can be seen that there is a rough patt
in the heterogeneous scatter of arrows exclusive of the 
Sgbr na Ciche-Sg^r nam Fiannaidh—Gaolasnacon section (Division 
from which a pattern has already been described. About two-th
Text-figure 14* Fold axes plotted on 
the lower hemisphere of a Wulff 
stereonet on the basis of geographic 
distribution and rock type;
1« Division I -
2. Division II .
3* Division III
4» Division IV
Total area
of the fold axes have a northeast-southwest trend and one-third 
northwest-southeast trend, and the southwesterly plunges are ah 
twice as numerous as the northwesterly ones. Only in the
are the northeasterly plunges as significant as the scuthweste 
ones; that is due to the structural control exercised by Appi
In Division IV an almost equal number ox folds have a ' 
northwest-southeast trend as have a northeast-southwest one, a 
the number of northwesterly plunges compares relatively closel 
with the number of southwesterly ones. However, the prominent 
rock types (Glencoe quartzite and Banded Passage Beds) tend to 
have a substantially larger number of southwesterly plunges th 
northwesterly ones* These rocks differ from their younger cou 
parts in Division I by having very few northeasterly plunges.
The plots for I, II, III, and IV have been put onto one 
stereogram to give the total area distribution. The picture, 
general, is the same as that for I, II, and III. The folds oc< 
mainly in the quartzites and quartscse transiticnal strata, in 
which the southwesterly plunges predominate substantially over 
the northwesterly plunges*
All of the fold axes have also been plotted on the lower 
hemisphere of a Schmidt stereonet, and the point diagram contoi 
at 1%  2>*, 3$>, and kfi (Text - Pig. 8). The double tre^d of the
Sgorr Dhearg-^eall a* Chaolais-Beinn Bhan section (Division I)
quartzite and the Striped Transition Series.
axes shown by "b"-lineations (Text - Fig. 6) is less evident, 
one, and vexy pronounced, maximum has a west-southwest trend (6 
with extremely variable plunges (between 34°-92°), averaging 
62° S.W. This compares quite favorably with the 68°, 45° S.W. 
plunge of the "b " - 1  ineations. A small submaximum indicates a 
second trend of 168°, with plunges varying between 62°-68° N.W 
averaging 65° N.W. Again, this is similar to the 176°, 52° N . 1 
plunge of the "b"-lineations.
Axial direction 
a* Construction
"Axial direction" involves the concept of "fold rhythm" 
(Vjegmann, 1929, p* 104)* It is a conpilation of all fold axes 
within a given region, and is determined, not by averaging the 
individual fold axes themselves, but by plotting normals to al! 
bedding planes in the area on tracing paper over the lower 
hemisphere of a Wulff stereonet. As in the geometrical constn 
of fold axes, the normals appear as points on the hemisphere aj 
form a zone corresponding to a great circle if a large enough 
number are plotted. The axis of this great circle gives the a: 
strike and axial dip, which together are the axial direction 
(Text - Fig. 11). Owing to errors in measurement in the field 
to local modifications of structure a certain amount of scattei 
points can be expected, and the zone frequently becomes a more 
less broad girdle (compare Text - Figs. 10 and 11).
Stereograms and Map VI: Axial strikes and plunges
Wegmann, (1929, p* 105) suggests that a large area to be 
studied from the point of view of axial direction should be 
divided into quarters, and these portions treated statistical!, 
and separately —  the variations from one region to another th 
stand out clearer. He also recommends differentiating between 
rock types, because individual rocks have different defoimatio; 
Styles and rhythms.
Ballachulish and Glen Coe have been studied along these 
lines: (1 ) as a whole, (2) in four major divisions, and (3 ) ii
siuallCer subdivisions. The axial directions and boundaries of 
divisions and subdivisions are plotted on Map VI. The divisioi 
boundaries are topographic: I includes Sgorr Dhearg, Beinn ¥ht
Beinn Hhkn, and Meall a1 Chaolais; II includes Sgorx a* Chois< 
Gleann an Phiod, and Cnocan Dubha; III includes Am Meall and 
Meall or ; and IV includes Sg&r na Ciche, Sg&r nam Fiannaidh, 
and An t-Sron. The subdivision boundaries are largely arbitral 
for they necessarily depend a great deal upon the amount and 
density of field data, but topography has been used as far as 
possible as a basis of division.
(1) Total area
In Text - Pig. 12 all of the normals to bedding (ca. 1600) 
in the Ball&chulish-Glen Coe area have been plotted on the lor/e 
hemisphere of a Wulff stereonet on the basis of rock type. The 
is a very broad scatter of points; the great circle drawn in
seems the best approximation to a girdle. The resultant axial 
strike is ca. 38° and the axial plunge ca. 50° S.W. Admittedly 
this axial direction is rather subjective. However, it comes 
quite close to the obvious trend of individual fold axes in the 
total compilation in Text- Pig. 14, D. 3, where the axial strike 
is roughly 54° and the axial plunge ca. 60° S*W. The lithology 
does not seem to have any marked control over the girdle pattern.
(2) Major divisions
The 1600 or so bedding normals have also been plotted 
according to their geographic distribution and rock type. In 
Text - Pig. 15 are the stereograms for the four major divisions 
outlined on Map VI. The axial strikes and plunges are tabulated 
below together with the general strikes and plunges to be inferre< 
from the individual fold axis stereograms in Text - Fig;. 14:
- --------------
Division
'I r .1! 1 . -ifmi rii mi i m l
! ..1Axial direction
1_____  ______
General fold direction
I
II
III
IV
----------------
nil ■■ 1 1 ri... ... ,»„r mt
44°, 40° S«V«
29°, 60° JS.E.
48°, 50° 8.W.
90*. 50° W.
ca. 33° > 70° S.I* 
ca. 20°, 70° S*l¥. (too few 
data to be significant) 
ca. 36°, 43° S*W* 
ca. 80°, 63° S.W.
The lithology seems important only in Division IV* In 
Text - Fig. 15, D. 4, the schist, phyllite, and slate have an 
axial strike of ca. 29° and an axial plunge of ca. 20° N.E. which 
is quite a deviation from the general axial strike of 90° and 
axial plunge of ca* 30° W. The pelitic strata seem to carry over 
the deformation style of Division II.
iCext-figure 13* Poles to beddii% planes plotted on the lower hemisphere of 
Wulff stereonet on the basis of geographic distribution and rock type:
1. Division I. Axial strike ea«44°> axial plunge ca.40° S.W.
2. Division II, Axial strike ca.29°? axial plunge ca. 60° N.B.
3* Division III. Axial strike ca.48°, axial plunge ca. 50° S.W.
4» Division IV. Axial strike in general ca. 90°, axial plunge ca.^0° '
axial strike for schist, phyliite and slate ca. 29°> axial plunge 
ca. 20° N. B. .
(3) Subdivisions
The four divisions have been further subdivided in order 1 
brear; down their axial directions into their cornponent parts, 
example, compare Text - Pigs. 10, 11, and 15, D. 4# One of th< 
typical individual folds in the shore section west of Caolasna< 
fan: has a trend of 67° and a plunge of 59° S.W, The axial 
direction for the subdivision of which the fold is a part is 
79°, 51° S.V*. —  a deflection to the west. The axial directioi 
for the Eiajor division, IV, is 90°, 50° . —  a further defied
towards the west.
C»ver Map VI as a whole the subdivision brings out the 
diversity of the axial directions which is otherwise masked to 
large degree. The stereogram on Map VI is a plot of all of t] 
subdivision axial directions. The distinct tendency for a 
northeast-southwest axial strike reflects the axial strike oonsi 
ed in Text - Pig. 12 for all of Ballachulish and Glen Coe. In 
Text - Pig. 16 are plotted the axial directions within the foui 
major divisions. There is certainly a pronounced tendency for 
northeast-southwest strike in divisions I, II, and III (D. 1-3! 
which compares favorably with the constructed divisional axial 
strikes in Text - Pig. 15, D. 1-3* The westerly tendency in 
Division IV (Text - Pig. 16, D. 4) corroborates the divisional 
axial strike constructed in Text - Pig. 15, D. 4, but there is 
sn^ ge:. lion of the subsidiary northeast-southwest tend, too.
^Text-figure 16* Axial directions plotted on the lower hemisphere of a 
Wulff stereonet on the basis of geographic distribution*
1* Division I
2* Division I I
3* Division i n
if* Division IV
CHAPTER VI? HMOPIBBIC STBUCUSES
A. General principles of petrofabric analysis
The structural and textural features of a metamorphic rock are a respoz 
to the stress to which that rock has been subjected, and conprise its fabric 
Petrofabrics is the study of tliese features and their spatial relations. Yd 
a rod is deformed without destroying the cohesion between the grains, it is 
called a tectonite. The metamorphic rocks in Ballachulish and Glen Coe falJ 
into this category. Grain rotation, intragranular lattice displacement, anc 
ionic migration may all give rise to a preferred orientation of the mineral 
constituents, and the resultant pattern is termed a deformation fabric. The 
pattern of the deformation fabric can be used to deduce the location of pl£
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of weakness in the rock and to deduce directions of deformation in the area. 
59 oriented thin--sections from 10 formations have been prepared and examinee 
statistically for these purposes.
K statistical stud;/ of mineral orientation was not possible until 1925  
when Schmidt imp roved the Federov Universal Stage, whereby a thin-section n 
be rotated into any position in space. The Universal Stage is fixed to the 
stage of a polarizing microscope so that the Universal Stage axes and the 
microscope axis intersect in a point lying in the plane of the thin-section 
centered in the field of view. A low-power objective is used.
Twenty-two minerals have been studied in this manner by structural 
petrologists, the most frequently used minerals being quartz, mica, and calc 
In tliis thesis 62 petrofabric analyses of quartz have been made from 59 hand 
specimens (PI. XXXIV, D. 1-62). The llthologlc representation is as follows
Binnein quartzite, 4 diagrams; Glencoe quartzite, 13# Banded Passage Beds, 
Leven schist, 5# Ballachulish limestone, 7; Ballachulish slate, 1;
Striped Tr&nsitioi Series, 9; Appin quartzite, 9; Appin phyllite, 1; Qle.x 
granite, 1.
Preparation for petrofabric work begins in the field, for all rocks to I 
analysed statistically must be orientated geographically* The procedure has 
already been discussed in the comments on field work in the Introduction, 
Chaper I • As stated previously, hand-specimens are described in terms of 
three reference axes: "b", the direction of lineation, waw, at right angles 1 
**bM and in the same foliation plane, and ucn, normal to the "ab" plane. 
Tectonically, wan is the direction of transport in a rock, and may be a 
direction of shearing or a direction of compression; "b" is normal to the 
direction of transport, lies in the plane of slippage, and cc^incides with tt 
tectonic axis.
Inliomogeneities in grain fabric are greatly exag erated in petrofabric 
analyses of thin-sections cut normal to the "a" and ncw megascopic reference 
axes. The "b" sections, cut normal to the tectonic axes, give the most relis
data; wherever possible, the thin-sections analysed in this thesis are
perpendicular to linear features*
; - #*
Pairbairn (19 3 7, pp* 68-69) explains the differences in the value of the 
sections as follows:
nSuperindividuals /i.e., aggregates of crystals acting as a 
single element/7 commonly break down to lens-shaped masses whose lor 
axes are parallel to fb f of the fabric* Study of separate lenses 
indicates their probable origin from a super individual# The 
granulation of such a grain results in a group of smaller grains wl:
orientation is essentially the same as that of the parent super­
individual* The best statistical measure of the fabric is therefoi 
obtained from that section which includes the raximum number of the
lenses* Dpe to the arrangement of the long axes parallel to 'V, 
the ’b ’-section shows the best profile, and is the one to be measu 
wherever possible*
"The sar.e ex lanation hoi is for folc s and quim les* Their axe 
are parallel to the tectonic axis ’b ’ and as a result the most 
complete profile is seen in a *b’-section* Keasurement of this 
section gives the best statistical pic^Wre of the orientation and 
most reliable indication of the position of the ’s’ ^tnicturaj/- 
surfaces"*
B. Procedure for preparation and orientation of petrofabric diagrams 
Only quartz, the most abundant tectonite mineral, has been studied 
petrofabrically for tills thesis* "Its lattice orientation is determined thr 
measurement of its vertical crystal axis Tcv ’ .No constant relation holds 
between lattice and dimensional orientations" (Fairbaira, 1949* p* 8)* The 
geographic co-ordinates of the optic axis in a quartz grain are measured by 
rotation of the thin-section on the Universal Stage until the grain is at 
extinction, and noting the azimuth and inclination of the section on the 
and A2 scales of the stage (See Ilaff, 1938 and 1942, for detailed procedure) 
These co-ordinates are plotted on the lower hemisphere of a Schmidt c qual-a 
stereonet* The same procedure is carried out for each quartz grain in succe 
traverses across the thin-section until about 300 optic axes have been 
measured* The tipper glass hemisphere mount should be the type with a Schmie 
sledge attached so as to provide a common starting point for each traverse* 
The upper and lower glass hemispheres must have the same index of refractior 
If the index of refraction is not the same as that of quartz, the readings n 
be corrected by using Plate I in A* Wlnchell's Principles of optical mineral 
which gives the graphical correction of Universal Stage angles necessary foi 
differences in indices of refraction of the mineral crystal and hemisphere 
glass. The resultant point diagrams are then contoured to bring out the arc
of density (ilaff, 1938, pp. 558-565).
The petrofabric diagram is orient'd geographically by the arrow whic 
is on both the thin-section and the plane of the thin-section on the hand-spec 
The angle between the normal to the base of the thin-section (the 0° position 
Ai of the Universal Stage) and the arrow shaft is measured and plotted to the 
right or left of the zero (a) position on the periphery of the diagram. A sma 
geographically oriented sketch of the structural data of the rock being studie 
(bedding, cleavage, lineation^ fold axis, axial direction, plane of thin-secti 
and position of the arrowhead) is drawn on tracing paper over the lower hemisp 
of a stereonet. The distance on the plane of thin-section (P^ p) between the ar 
head (A) and the intersection of Prn with the bedding (P^) is plotted on the 
periphery of ihe petrofabric diagram. The distance between the normal to P*p a 
the normal to PB is measured by rotating -the tracing paper until both points 1 
on the same great circle. This distance is then plotted on the petrofabric 
diagram by rotating the paper until the intersection of Py and Pp lies on the 
horizontal axis of the net and both normals lie on the same great circle,
i.e., the vertical axis of the net. The paper is then rotated until the inter 
section of and PB lies on the vertical axis; the trace of Pg is drawn 90° 
away from the pole to Pp. The same procedure is followed in plotting the 
geographic horizontal (P^) , flow _cleavage (Ppj,) false cleavage (Pg>ft) and join 
planes (Pj)»
C. Analysis of the Ballachulish-Glen Coe petrofabric diagrams
1. Relation of quartz orientation to maxima
iSander’s fracture hypothesis has become the basis of petrofabric 
studies. According to him, quartz grains under deformation are first 
fractured into needles whose dimensional axes are parallel to the
planes of shear with their dimensional axes parallel to the direction of
movement. Subsequent recrystallization may destroy the distinctive needle«
shape but the orientation of the crystal axes remains the same. (Fairbai 
1949, p* 117). It is the orientation of the "c" crystal axis which is 
measured for quartz petrofabric diagrams. The areas of maximum concentrat 
of this "c"-axis are significant in determining the type of lattice 
orientation in a rock fabric.
Hietanen (1938, pp. 33-36) describes quite clearly the detailed 
mechanism of quartz deformation as far as it is understood;
"When strain first acts upon an undeformed quartz lattice, 
gliding along (0001) takes place, but only to a limited extent, 
as the translations in the quartz lattice are slight. This 
gliding is connected with glide-folding and unruptural strain 
shadows. In the continued deformation there appear Bdhm 
striations or ruptural strain shadowst or both together* In the 
case of B8hra striations the gliding causes a feeble breaking of 
the ciystal lattice.....
,rWhen the mechanical strain.. .grows stronger, fractures 
appear perpendicular to the Bdhm lamellae and gliding along 
the prism faces begins. In other cases the gliding along (0001) 
has taken place in the beginning of deformation only to so 
limited an extent that BdJhrn striations do not appear at all. 
During the continuation of the deformation the quartz latlice 
breaks also in this case into needles parallel to the c-axis.
"This breaking seems to be the process in which the quartz 
lattice is able to 'turn its front*. This turning of front may 
take place in such a way that one or another of the three 
preferred translation directions turns parallel to the glide 
direction caused by a shear..• The Si-atons build the lattice 
planes of the closest packing parallel to the gliding and one or 
another of the gliding surfaces is formed, subparallel to the 
shear surface.
crystallographic axes. These needles then become rotated roughly into the
"The characters of the gliding parallel to (0001) and 
parallel to the prism planes are different. In the former case 
the gliding at first seena to proceed smoothly and to be 
accompanied by glide folding (undulose ext notion) but soon it 
causes broad streaks of twinning along rhombohedral faces or 
broken zones in the quarts lattice (Bdhm striations), whereas in 
the latter case breaks appear as fine ruptures parallel to the 
c-axis. The friction in the translation along (0001) seems to 
increase to such an extent as to set a limit to gliding in this 
plane, mdtt is probably at this stage that breaking takes plac< 
instead of continued glide-folding,..Besides immediate breaking 
of the lattice, gliding along the pris i faces in the direction
[0001] must be assumed".
It has been discovered experimentally that there are eight possible 
positions of maximum concentration s in relation to the "b" direction, whi< 
is the direction of the tectonic axis and to the "a" direction, which is 
the direction of transport. Fairbaim (1949) has plotted the distribution 
of maxima types on a stereonet in Fig. 9-2 (p. 119)*
In order to determine the patterns of maximum quartz concentrations i: 
Ballachulish and Glen Coe, the 62 petrofabric diagrams were rotated in te; 
of "b" and "a"^  that is^ so that "b" and "a" in turn became the centre of 
the diagram (see PI. XXXV D. 1-62). The resultant schematic distribution 
of maxima (solid circles) and submaxima (open circles) in each case were 
then compared with Fairbaira’s Fig. 9-2, and classified in the explanation 
of h. 1-62; PI.XXXIV.
Fairbaim lists the abundance of types of maxima as follows: most 
!>x>n I j IV, and VT; less common, III; still less common, II; and lean 
common, V^ VII and VIII (p. 120), In Ballachulish and Glen Coe the maxi] 
on 47 diagrams are either type IV or VI or transitional between the two, 
three diagrams have type II, and the remainder are indecisive.
2. Relation of quartz orientation to girdles
As deformation is not a static thing, minor changes in the dire 
of stress are reflected in ninor changes in the direction of the qua 
optic axes in the deformed strata. The resultaM pattern of optic a 
con entrati ns is a girdle associ ted with the maxima.
Girdles like maxi have been classified Into several types,
significant tectonically. he patterns are sbow diagrammatic ally b
Fairbairn (1949, p* 10 Fig. 2-1), and have been compared with the 
diagrams in PI. XXXV to determine the kinds of girdles in Ballachuli 
and Glen foe. According to Fairbairn (p. 122) the "ac" girdle is th 
most common. This is certainly true in this area, A count of the 
various patterns listed in the plate explanations for D. 1-62, PI. X 
reveals 52 "ac" girdles, 26 "be", 10 "ab", and eight others.
The "ac" girdle is thought to be due to forward movement parall 
with "a" plus a rotational .movement about "b", There are 'Tiree hypo 
these about the latter rotation: (a) it could be due to grain rotati 
relative to fixed 3 train axes, which would make maxima I, IV, and VI 
the controlling orientations for the development of a girdle paralle 
to "ac"; (b) it could be due to rotation of strain axes around ubn 
relative to a fixed grain position^ thus,™ad* girdles could form tb 
successive changes of the movement direction without any necessary 
rotation of grains! ,b* would...be the intersection line of an unli 
number of ’s ’ ^structura]^ -surfaces" (Fairbairn p. 122); (c) it c
be due to the formation of microfolds, for a complete "ac" girdle is 
formed by the flexing of a structural surface in which the quartz aa 
have developed only incomplete girdles.
Usually, where there is rotation about "b'\ the rock is a B-tect 
that is the axis of the fabric girdle (B) is coincident with the "b" 
tectonic axis* This applies to all of the metamorphic rocks analysed 
from Ballachulish and ( len Coe. Whether "bw in any particular ins tan 
is an axis of external or internal rotation can not be determined fro 
the contour pattern, for an "ac" girdle is equally characteristic of ' 
types. However, when this can be determined from field evidence, the 
rocks whose fabrics are predominantly the result of flexure or flexur 
slip are termed R~tectonit©s (Sander, 1930, PP* 220-222). Examples a: 
found in D.10, 13, 13-20, 24 26, 27, 29-32, and 38 of PI. XXXIV.
Sometimes there are two girdles present in the same quartz fabri< 
(PI. XXXIV, D. 1, 2, 4-9, 13, 16, 17, 21-23, 27, 28, 36, 41-48, 31,
33, 36, 39, 61), in which case the rocks are called B A B'-tecto ites 
(Sander 1930, pp. 239-243)* The normal to the more complete girdle : 
taken as "B" and the normal to the other one as A BaB'-tectonii
is caused by the superposition of two deformation patterns which may \ 
unrelated or \tfiich may be two phases of the same general mo eraent.
In roost cases the two girdles intersect at approximately right 
angles; these rocks are termed BLB-tectonites (all diagrams listed 
a ove except 5 , 23 , 27 and 43). ‘ urner /l948, (1), p. 220/ states the
BIB*-tec ton ites are the most widely distributed class of BABf-tectonii 
a fact borne out by the Ballachulish-Glen Coe diagrams, and "the BIB* 
pattern therefore seeros to be a stable pattern rather than an unstable 
transitional type of fabric!t.
Over half (18) of the 31 diagrams cited above have an "ec" girdle 
(i.e., normal to the b=B of the megascopic fabric) accompanied by a 
partial **bcft girdle (i.e., noriial to the a^B* of the megasco ic fabric] 
(D. 4, 6-8, 17, 2 2, 36, 41-44, 46, 31, 33, 33, 56, 39, 61).
"Girdles parallel to *bc * are conventionally interpretec 
as resulting from some degree of rotation about *a* / 5y , ,,. 
during a deformation in which the a in axis of rotation was 
still *b * Possible rotations atout ’a 1 include exterru
rotation of individual jydneral grains and internal rotation c 
slip planes, both of which are pictured as movements that 
accompany a general elongation of ihe deformed mass parallel 
*b ^  such as certainly occur when a complex strain ( *crossec 
strain*) develops es a result of rotational kneading transvei 
to 'b‘ i?J7yruraer, 1948, (1 ) pp. 221-227-
Seven of the 31 diagrams have an **acw girdle accompanied by a 
partial "ab" girdle (i.e. normal to the c=B* of the megascopic fabric) 
(D. 1, 2, 9, 13, 16, 21, 48). rihis combination is virtually ignored bj 
Turner and Fairbairn. Hie tan en (1938)^  however^ describes several 
"ab" girdles from the Karelidic quartzites of Finland. In these cases 
"prism planes have acted as gliding surfaces and ruptural grain 
deformation has been dominant** (p. 1 1 1 ).
Different combinations of quartz planes parallel to shearing plane 
and glide directions parallel with "a* explain the Nb ’c" and Ma ,b" girt 
combination of D.47, the four BABf diagrams —  D.5 (nacn girdle plus oi 
extending from "by* between "a^ ** and **c"), D.23 ("ac" girdle plus one 
extending from "bM between "a" and **c"), D28 (two girdles passing throt 
"c" and sy ime trie ally inclined to T*a** and "b") and D. 45 ("b^" girdle 
plus one extending from ”a'H between Mb '* and "c") —  and the one exam] 
of three girdles, D. 27 (Mbcw and "ac" girdles plus one inclined to "al
3. Relation of girdle patterns to linear structures
llany of the diagrams on PI. XXV show an interesting relation betw< 
girdle patterns and linear structures. If a lineation on a foliation 
surface is conventionally selected as ihe "b" direction, structurally 
direction of the tectonic axis what happens in the cases where there 
more than one lineation? Which lineation is "b"? Take as an example 
D. 2a, b, c, and d on PI. XXXV. She petrofabric diagram D. 2 on PI. XX 
has been rotated in terms of the four lineations , L^, 1^, and L^, i 
each instance assuming that L = rtb". waw has been located 90° away 
fro a wbw and in the same foliation x-lane, and the petrofabric diagram 
been rotated also in terms of a*| a^, and a^ . The resultant pattc
are : one girdle symmetrical about b% (L»), one girdle slightly distoi
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about bj (L^), and two girdles unsymmetrical with respect to b£ (li?) 1 
b^ (L^). 7ro i these sketches the dominant structural control seems tc 
be exercised by b^. Whether this control wa3 stronger than the other? 
or whether it was later and thus not partially obliterated can not be 
deduced. Now coitpare these data with the causes of lineation stated :
the plate explanation for D. 2, PI, XXXJV. Lj is due to bedding inter
*secting flow cleav ge. As seen in Chapter this intersection gives 
direction and plunge of the fold axis. Thus the girdle pattern in D. 
is due to rotation about the tectonic axis. is due to slippage on 
flow cleav. ge foli tion. This direction happens to be near to Ly  an 
so the girdle pattern is only slightly distorted* The other two linea
are due to false cleavage intersecting flow cleavage. Unlike the caj 
of these intersections do not parallel fold axes. As the patten 
are unsyr/metrical but roughly the mirror-image of each other, it may 
suggest ihat the false cleav, ges are actually a pair of shear planes 
which developed approximately 45" to the direction of compression.
Similar reasoning a.y be applied to the girdle patterns in D. 1, 
7, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, and 21, PI. XXV. In D. 14 a and 1 
for example  ^ the patterns are the reverse of one another; i.e., ”b^* 
na2” are the s&; e, ”b2 " and r,a-jw are the same. Lg take a to equal M1 
on the diagram, is due to the trace of axial plane flow cleavage on 
bedding foliation and thus marks the direction of the fold axis. T1 
justifies the assumption that Lg 35 b2* luj taken to equal b^, is du< 
the trace of false cleavage on bedding foliation. Prom field data i 
known to be nearly normal to the fold axis, thus, it is an wa"-linea 
As and "b"-lineations are perpendicular to each other, it is to
expected to find two symmetrical sets of girdles, the one with the 
tectonic axis the centre of rotation and consequently having an "ac” 
deformation plane, the other one with Mbcf' the deformation plane.
4« Sy-Tnetry o fabric
Symmetry of the lattice orientation in metamorphosed strata is
closely linked to the patterns of movements which ddformed the rock.
Orthorhombic symmetry results fro:i simultaneous movement, on two sets 
Structural planes whicA -are sy mmetrica/ respect to the Compress'w
Aforce; wabw, "be", and '’ac'1 are symmetry planes/Turner. 1948, (1),
p. 19^/* Monoclinic symmetry is ro uced by laminar slip in one 
direction on a single set of' structural planes (p. 189); the deform 
plane ”acn is the one plane of symmetry. Triclinic symmetry developi 
when external rotation about ”bw occurs together with rotation of si
about "aH or McH or when one monoclinic defor nation is superposed on 
another, and the axis of the two movements do not coincide (BaB*); tl 
are consequently no planes of symmetry.
Only monoclinic and triclinic syrnmetry have been observed in the 
petrofabric diagrams for Ballachulish and Glen Coe. By far the great* 
proportion have a triclinic pattern (see plate explanations for D. l-< 
PI. XXXIV). As Turner says (p. 191), this does not necessarily imply 
than one period of metamorphism. Minor changes in the orientation of 
tectonic axis during a single ma.jor deformation would also cha:nge the 
direction of slip.
5* Homogeneity of fabric
Petrofabjfcic diagrams fro the sane locality, e.g. fror ad.jacent t 
(D. 30, VB117, and D, 31, VB118, PI. XXXIV) or from opposite limbs of 
folded band (D. 13, VB101, and D. 27, VB100) may show some variation c 
data because of imperfections in method and because of minor differenc 
in the rocks then selves. A comparison of D. 30 and D. 31 from the sail 
limb of a plunging fol shows general agreement but not down to the ] 
detail. In both cases "acn is the deformation plane, the type of tecl 
is R=F(b), the type of lattice orientation is ,Th", with maximum IV, ai 
the fabric symmetry is triclinic. But D. 31 also has a maximum II, ai
D. 30 suggests that the lineation is due to axial plane cleavage, a f£ 
which is borne out in the field.
A comparison of D. 13 and D. 27, which are the fabrics of the upp 
and lower limbs respectively of a horizontal recumbent fold in Binneir 
quartzite (Pi. I, big. 2), together with tr ir plate exulan/u ion,
indicates that the quartz in both cases has a crystallographic orientat: 
parallel to the flow cleavage and roughly to the bedding (the Hab" plan* 
in other words, the pr©deformations! pattern has only been partially 
obliterated. In both cases R=F(b) and the girdle and maxima patterns aj 
indecisive^ and there is a suggestion of a possible pair of shear f>lan& 
inclined with respect to the fold axis F(b). However, D. 13 is a BlB*- 
tectonite, whereas D. 27 is a BaB* one. Obviously in reality they shou! 
be^  and are, the same. Petrofabric diagrams studied collectivoly from 
one area should, therefore, be used in a general way, and not too 
specifically.
6. Map VII: Geographic orientation of quartz optic mea
Over the entire Ballachulish-Glen Coe section the metamorphic rock 
obviously have a heterogeneous pattern. This is evident from Map VII 
on which are plotted 56 petrofabric diagrams geographically oriented. 
The heterogeneity is not unexpected, however for "the fabric of a rock 
that has been affected by pure flexure or by flexural-slip is obviously 
inho ogeneous within the field of a complete fold^ although within a sm 
field, one of the li ibs for instance ^ it may be substantially ho ogeneo' 
^Turner, 1948, ( 0 y p. 1 9 As seen in Chapter IV, flexure and flexur 
slip folds are quite common in Ballachulish and Glen Coe.
As ”ac" girdles are normal to tectonic axes the trend and plunge < 
"b" (=B) axes can be deduc d from the orientation of these girdles. Wi 
the exception of the 11 diagrams at localities 23, 73, 76, 90, 158, 300 
395, 403, 406, 431, and 563, j^ae girdles shown on I/Sap VTI are all, at 
least in part, the "ac" type. Their "b”-axes have the follow ng geogra; 
distribution: ,
Direction Division Division Division;DivisOn Total deduced Total raeasi 
of plunge I II III ; IV fold axes fold ax*
N.W. 3 2 5 3 13 (29/.) 27$
N.E. 2 1 0 3 6 (13$) 16%
S.W. 3 2 1 10 16 U m 46/t>
S.E. 1 0 : 3 2 6 (13$) 11$
V ertical 1 1 0 2 4 (9?o)
....
Unfortunately the data for the ma,jor divisions are too sparse to
a valid comparison with the geographic distribution of fold axes discu 
in Chapter V, B., 4c. The figures for the total area, however, are mo 
significant, and are given in percentages for comparison with the perc 
for measured fold axes over the total area* In general, the two kinds
date tally quite well, but there is a greater preponderance of measure
fold axes with a southwesterly plunge.
A closer correspondence of the data can not really be expected.
”As the mechanism of orientation of quartz is
imperfectly known its use in regional problems is at b«
a ’fingerprint* method by which consistent differences :
orientation from place to place can be observed. The
’fingerprint* application is useful, however, in an 
e-pirical way.. • 'Hacb areal ircves igation of orientation 
tectonites provides an addition link in the chain of da* 
which if hot immediately comprehensible, nevertheless i 
to our factual reserve” (Pairbaixn; 1949, pp* 191, 194).
su im n r and c o ic u jsio k s
The Ballachulish and Glen Coe area has been examined in detail in 
an attempt to deduce its tectonic pattern and history. For this purpose 
field and laboratory data have been collected and analysed, embracing 
all scales of structures from large-scale regional f olds, lo the microscop: 
structures and fabric orientations shown in thin-section. The features 
of particular value have been the alignment of planar structures (bedding 
flow cleavage, and false cleavage), the alignment of linear structures 
(lineations, fold axes, and axial directions), and petrofabric structures, 
Petrofabric analysis is a relatively new approach to tectonics and has oh 
been applied to a limited degree to tectonic problems, especially in 
Great Britain. Determination of the crystallographic orientation of 
mineral constituents has been found by the author not only to help a grea* 
deal in correlating and explaining the megascopic and microscopic structu: 
but also to supplement these data in the synoptic study of the whole area 
under consideration.
The various lines of examination enumerated above corroborate each 
other to a significant degree, and indicate that there is no one simple, 
uniform regional pattern, but rather two main structural directions, the 
predominant one trending in general northeast-southwest and plunging 
southwest, and a subsidiary one trending in general northwest-southeast a 
plunging northwest. The former is illustrated by the following data:
(1) the northeast-southwest alignment of the lithologic contacts exclu­
sive of those on Sg&r na Ciche and Sg&r nam Fiannaidh
(2) the northeast-southwest alignment of bedding strikes
(3) the general northeast-southwest pattern of flow cleavage strikes
(4) the roughly northeast-southwest pattern of one of the two trends of 
false cleavage strikes
(5) the southwesterly plunge of most of the lineations
(6) the southwesterly plunge of the majority of fold axes and axial
directions
(7) the southwesterly plunge of the largest proportion of tectonic axes 
deduced from petrofabric girdles.
The subsidiary direction is shown by the following data:
(1) the northwest-southeast alignment of the lithologic contacts on 
Sgor na Ciche and Sgor nam Fiannaidh
(2) the roughly northwest-southeast pattern of the second of the two 
trends of false cleavage strikes
(3) the northwesterly plunge of a substantial minority of lineations
(4) the northwesterly plunge of a substantial minority of fold axes and
axial directions
(5) the northwesterly plunge of a significant proportion of tectonic axe 
deduced from petrofabric girdles.
From the field and laboratory data it can not be ascertained definite 
whether the subsidiary structural direction preceded, accompanied, or 
followed the development of the major trend* Certainly both directions 
post-date the deposition and consolidation of Appin phyllite, the younges- 
formation studied in the area. Intermediate directions are probably due 
to local modifications of the deformation movement or movements which 
caused the northeast-southwest and northwest-southeast trends.
The structural pattern of a dynamically metamorphosed area can be 
constructed by using the types of data described in this thesis, but the 
elucidation of the tectonic history is not usually possible from the 
examination of only one limited area. The determination of the tectonic 
history of Ballachulish and Glen Coe must await the results of similar 
structural studies in adjoining areas of the Scottish Highlands#
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Fig. 1* Current bedding in Binneln quartzite (VB237), vrast 
of Caolftsnaoon (134605)# indicates that the strata are right 
way up.
Scale 
1 in. = 2
Fig. 2. \ horizontal recumbent fold in uinnein quartzite 
(VB100, 101), west of Caolasnaoon (133507); the fold axis 
trends 129 and plunges 26° &• W.j a fine !,b'' lineatlon 
parallels the axle. For the quartz crystallographic orienta­
tion see petrofabrio diagrams 13 and 27, PI. XXXIV.
? i #  n
Fig# 1# Asymmetric folding In quart zoo© Binnein schist (VB328 
shore section, west of Caolasnaeon I130607)# accompanied by 
thickening of layers towards the crest and thinning on the 
limbs; a coarse lineation roughly normal to the fold axis is 
due to slippage of the layers along the bedding foliation 
away from the crest# .
Fig# 2# steeply-dipping Glencoe quartzite at 2100 ft# elevati< 
on the northwest slope of 3gor na Ciche (127595)5 the general 
strike of the bedding is 133° and the dip 70° N. W #~90 •
PI. Ill
Differential competence of Jlnnein schist along its shore 
outcrop west of Oaolasnacon (130607); the quartzite bands 
have folded isoclinally, while the phyllitic layers have 
flowed into the troughs and crests and have responded to 
drag folding.
Seafc
/in, = I
PI. IV
Fig. 1 . K slightly overturned fold in Banded -Passage Beds 
(VB547), south slope, Tom Breao, Glen Ooe (115530); the fold 
axis trends 43° and plunges 79° 3. W.j a medium-fine ' 
llneatlon parallels the axis. For the quarts crystallography 
orientation see petrof^bric diagram 33, PI. XXXIV.
Fig. 2. Redding in Banded Passage Beds, southeast slope, Tom 
Breao, Glen Ooe (117580), trends 119 and plunges 76° N. W.
Fig. 1. ^93t of Clachaig Hotel, Glen Coe (126567), thin 
pegmatltio veins roughly concordant with the bedding of 
Banded Passage 3eda (VB400) occasionally widen to form 
augen*
Fig. 2 • Isoclinal folding in Banded Passage Beds (73448) on 
the southwest slope of 3g&r nam Fiannaidh (128567); the fold 
axis trends 148° and plunges 67° N. W» | a coarse r,bM linea­
tion parallels the fold axis, a fine Har* lineation is normal 
to it.
PI. VI
Fig. 1. Photomicrograph (x30) of a biotlte porphyrobiast 
inclined 16° (Pg»o) to the bedding foliation (PrJ in Banded 
Passage Beds (Vrr>55) on the Glencoe Estate (101597).
Fig. 2. Photomicrograph (x53) of lamellae (L) and strain 
shadows (3) in quartz in one limb of a northeasterly-plunging 
fold in Banded Passage Beds (VB623) on the Glencoe Estate 
(103593). .
PI. VII
Fig. 1. Looking north towards the southwestern slopes of 
Sgor na Ciche, on the left, and of 3gdr nam Flannaidh, on 
the right# From the ridge crest downslope to the lower 
limit of the heather (blackish) Glencoe quartzite out­
crops; below this It lnterdlgltates with Banded Passage 
Beds.
Fig# 2. Looking east up the glaciated trough of Glen Goe at 
the threshold of the cauldron subsidence. On the left is 
the southern slope of 3gdr nam Flannaldh, a continuance of 
Fig. 1; its general structure is roughly synclinal, with 
Glencoe quartzite surrounding Leven schist and Ballachullsh 
limestone, and with Glencoe granite penetrating along and 
across contacts. In the right foreground is \n t-Sron, mainly 
of Glencoe granite. In the right background are the lavas of 
Bldean nam Blan. (See Map I).
p i . m i
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Fig. 1. Chevron folding due to compression in Leven eohiet 
(73705) on the south slope of 3gorr a 1 Chois© (091543); the 
fold axis trends 6l° and plunges 42° 3. </. ; a fine lineation 
crosses the crests at about 45° to the fold axio.
O I 2 3 4 5 CM.L___ i___s___ i___i__ I
Fig* 2* Symmetrical isoclinal folding due to compression of 
relict bedding in hornfelsed Leven schist (VB531) on the 
south slope of 3gir nam Fiannaidh (139570); the surface in 
the shadow on*the right-hand aide marks the axial plane flow 
cleavage*
PI. IX
Fig. 1. A polished section (natural size; cut perpendicular 
to the flow cleavage (Py^) of Leven scnist (VB407-1) from 
the River Coe ( 1 2 1 5 6 5 ) crumpling is due to a couple acting 
parallel with the original bedding (P3 ), which is roughly 
normal to the axial plane flow cleavage; light-colored, 
rounded grains are garnets.
Fig. 2. Photomicrograph (xl7) of the same specimen of Leven 
schist (VB407-1); the trend of the small attenuated quartz 
grains (white) in the garnets (black) marks the original bed­
ding (P3 ). which is normal to the horizontal bands of mica 
marking flow cleavage (Ppr ); the trend of the larger attenuate 
quartz grains in the matrix reflects somewhat asymmetric foldi 
in the bedding, i. e., the crumpling in Fig. 1, with their 
axial planes parallel with the flow cleavage. For the quartz 
crystallographic orientation see petrofabric diagrams 5-7f 
PI. XXXIV.
p i , x
Fig. 1 . Photomicrograph (x35) of i-ev©n schist (73462-1) from 
the southeast slope of Sgorr a 1 Jholae (037544)# the hori­
zontal bands of mica laths mark the trace of flow cleavage 
(P ^ ); corrugations In these bands are due to false cleavage 
(P*ra> intersecting flow cleavage at ca* 39°; normal to th© 
flow cleavage is the original bedding (P3 ) In isoclinal fold! 
whose axial planes are parallel with the flow cleavage* For 
the quartz cryatallographio orientation see petrofabric 
diagram 2, PI. XXXIV.
Fig. 2. Schistose Ballachulish limestone (78333) near its 
contact with Leven schist on the east elope of Meall Mor 
(11556 1); the bedding (*g)» marked by the junction between 
the white oalclt© facies and the black biotite-muacovite- 
tremolite facies, is crosscut at ca. 17° by flow cleavage 
(PF L ).
KXPLAIvmoK OF FLfcTB XI
P o lis h e d  s u r fa c e  o f  B a l la c la i l i s h  l im e s to n e  (VB 6 4 3 ) ,  from th e  n o r t h  
s lo p e  o f  He all F o r  (0 9 9 5 6 7 ) ,  snow s q u i t e  u n i fo r m  th ic k e n in g  o f  
la y e r s  f ro m  2 mm, on l im b s  o f  t h e  sa&all f o l d  t o  10  imm a t  th e  c r e s t ;  
th e  fold a x is  t r e n d s  3 ° ,  p lu n g e s  5 7 °  S , W ,;  & m edium  ( ’"i)* ’ ) l i n e a L ie n
p a r a l l e l s  th e  a x is ,  a f i n e  ( " a " )  l i n e a t i o n  i s  r o u g h ly  n o rm a l t o  i t .
P o l is h e d  s u r fa c e  o f  B a l la c b u l is h  l im e s to n e  (V B 6 64 ) t* om th e  o r th e a s t  
s lo p e  o f  M  M e a l l  (0 9 9 5 7 7 )  r e v e a ls  a  s m a ll c h e v ro n  f o l d  w i t h i n  w h ic h  
t h e  a l t e r n a t i n g  ban ds  o f  m ic a  ( d a r k )  and c a l e i t e  ( l i g h t )  a re  c o n to r te d  
and g a n  e r a  t h i n  o n  th e  l im b s  o f  s u b s id ia r y
a x is  t r e n d s  4 0 ° ,  p lu n g e s  8 3 °  5 ,W . ; a  m edium  ( * b w) l i n e a t i o n  p a r a l l e l s  
t h e  a x i s ,  a  V e ry  f i n e  ( " a ” ) l i a e a t i o u  i s  a p p ro x im a te ly  n o im o l t o  i t ,
A la r g e r  f o l d  i n  m ore q u a r ts o s s  B a l la c fa t t l ia h  l im e s to n e  (V i>644), n e a r  
i t s  c o n ta c t  w i t ;  le v c n  s c u is t  o g  th e  n o r t h  s lo p e  o f  l e a l l  f o r  
( 0 9 9 5 6 7 ) , t r e n d s  4 4 t , p lu n g e s  76 . t h e r e  h a s  been  a
s u b s id ia r y  m ovem ent o f  la y e r s  a lo n g  a s e r ie s  o f  f r a c t u r e  c le a v a g e  
p la n e s  (P  w h ic h  c r o s s - c u t  th e  b e d d ii i ;  f o i l n c i o n  ( p ft) a t  2 4 ° ;  
a  c o a rs e  ("1® *) l i n e a t i o n  p a r a l l e l s  th e  f o l d  a x i s ,  a  m edium  {"&.*) 
l i n e a t io r x  i s  n o rm a l t c  i t ,  a n o th e r  c o a rs e  l i n e s  t i o n  i s  o b l iq u e  t o  
i t ,  P0 1 * q u a r tz  c r y s t a l l o ^ r a p h ic  o r i e n t a t i o n ,  see p e t r o f a b r i c  
d ia g ra m  1 0 , P la te  XXX3V,
fl. XI
Fig. 3
EXPLANATION CP PLATE XII
Pig. 1. Ptygmatic vein of white quartz cross-cutting bedding foliation of
schistose Ballachulish limestone (VB 403), west of Clachaig, Glen Coe 
(127366); vein tiickens on crests and in troughs.
IK* , A series of closely-spaced false cleavage planes (Pr,g) transects the 
beddiiv; foliation (Pw) of schistose Ballachulish limestone (VB416) 
at an angle of 3(r j differential weathering has prodi^sd ribs of 
mica sci 1st Vi-ieh stand out frc/n depressions of almost pure calcite. 
Typical of limestone outcrops on Am Meall and Meall Mor*
Pig. 3* A fold in the more calcitic Ballachulish limestone (VB131), north­
east of fteall iior (1 1 3 3 7 3 )> trends 16°, plunges 23° 3.W.; a fine 
("b") lineation parallels the fold axis, a fine (”an) lineation is 
roughly perpendicular to it; a band ox almost pure calcite (dark 
grey) tl lichens greatly in trough^ a band of almost pure quartz 
(white) and a band of calcite and quartz (light grey) thin in the 
troughs*
?  I 2 3 4 5 C ML- ——i-------1— i_____ i_____i
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PI. XIII
Fig. 1. Part of the shore section west of Ballachulish (066531 
in the middle foreground is the undulating, near-vertical 
contact (note hammer) between Ballschulish limestone (light 
gray) and the quartzose Banded Passage Beds (darker gray;; th< 
general trend of the contact is 45°*
Fig# 2. Part of the shore section west of Ballachulish (06658 
showing the folded contact between pitted Ballachulish lime­
stone on the left and a 10-inoh thick black phyllitic band of 
4ppin Striped Transition Series on the right; the lighter ban 
on tho extreme right is a porphyrite dike; a series of small 
en echelon faults (F)# striking between 175° and 5°» cuts the 
contact; the effects of weathering and erosion on different 
llthologies are well-illustrated by these three rock types; t 
general trend of the bedding^nd of the contact varies betwee 
43° and 52°.
PI* XIV
Pig. 1. The slightly irregular contact between schistose 
Ballachulish limestone and Glencoe quartsite (VB130). Alit 
an t-»Sltheln 114057?), la due to false cleavage ( P p J  inter® 
seating the bedding (P^) at a low angle#
Fig# 2# Photomicrograph (x25) of Ballachulish limestone (V344 
taken near its contact with the Appin Striped Transition 
Series, in the shore section west of Ballachulish (065538) -• 
at the hammerhead in PI# XIII, fig# 2; the impurity of the 
rook, as shown by the alternating bands of mica and quartz, 
is typical of much of the Ballachulish limestone formation; 
aicrojoints crosscutting the bedding are healed with calcite#
Fig. 1. Holding and the finer lineation mark the intersaotior 
of axial plane flow cleavage on the belling foliation in 
Baliachuliah slate (VB567). west-northwest of Sgor na 3iche 
(102598).
o 1 2  3 4 5 C M
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Fig. 2. Strongly lineated Ballaohulish slate (VB325) from th€ 
north slope of 1m Meall (094580); L, marks the trace of flow 
cleavage on the bedding foliation, and L_ the trace of 
false cleavages on bedding. *
pi. v n
Fig. 1. Looking ei&st toward Bgorr a* Ihoise, with Bidean nam 
Bian in the background. The backbone (right foreground) of 
Sgorr a ’ Shoise is Appin quartzite, while the north slope and 
summit are Ballachulish slate; the near-vertical whitish line 
downslope from the summit marks the trace of an upthrust (F)«
Fig* 2* Photomicrograph (x25) of asymmetric small-scale foldi 
of bedding (Pg) in strongly lineated Ballachulish slate (VB35 
1 ) on the northwestern slope of Sgorr a* Choise (081555); the 
white bands are quartz, the blackish bands slate; a series of 
false cleavage planes (Pjpr) has developed across the bedding 
as a result of a couple acting along the bedding foliation. 
For the quartz cryataliographic orientation see petrofabrlc 
diagram 21, PI. XXXIV.
PI. XVII
1 * On the right is Ballacnullsh slate quarry, cut into 
;e *10rt^wedtsrn slope of \m Meall; in the center is the 
glaciated trough of aien Coe, and to the left 3gor nam 
riannalah and 3gor n& Ciche.
Fig, 2, Looking into the Baliachuliah slate quarrv from itsri* “• s*”"*1 strik» 5f SJ LS“s i;
4? p ** two nearly horizontal joint planeprovide convenient platforms for working the slate.
PI. XVIII
Fig. 1 . A folded band of quartzite cute across the bedding of 
Ballachulish slate in an abandoned quarry, West Ballachulish 
(074582); its fold axis trends 14° and plunges 9 S. W.; a 
coarse 'bM lineation parallels the axis, a fine lineation is 
inclined to it; the band is out by a aeries of tension Joints 
nearly normal to the bedding and healed with white quartz; the 
general bedding strike is 10 and the dip 65 N. W.
Fig. 2. A horizontal chevron fold in the Appin Striped Transi­
tion Series (VB475). north spur, Beinn Fhlodha (063569); the 
fold axis trends 75° and plunges 0°; a fine ' V  lineation is
normal to the axl6.
Fig. 1. 4 polished section (natural size; of s slaty portion 
of \ppln Striped Transition Series (V8263)# Goire Riabhaich 
(063567)# shows crumpled bedding foliation (Pb) in the lower 
part of the epecimen and an upper band of telescoped layers9 
in which fragments lie approximately perpendicular to
the bedding.
Fig. 2. Photomicrograph (x64) of a quartzose portion of the 
Appln striped Transition Series (VB75-1)# lilt a* Goire 
Rlabhaloh (073573)# showing the outline of one large quartz 
grain which has reorystallized into smaller grains with 
straight boundaries (mosaic structure); the surrounding 
small, angular quartz grains have reoryataliized similarly 
from larger grains.
Fig. 1. Fhotomlorograph (x25) of Appin itriped %ranaltion 
Series (V375*l)» Allt a 1 Oolre Riabhaioh, with only the 
polarizer shows the approximate 1 : 1  ratio of quartz (light 
gray) and feldspar (darker gray).
\  —  --------------------------- — — -- — 1
Fig. 2. Photomicrograph (x25) of the same thin-aeotion with 
crossed nloole.
PI. XXI
Fig. 1. 
seating 
Striped 
ahullsh
Photomicrograph (x33) of false cleavage (P^o) inter­
bedding foliation (Pa) in a slaty portion or Appin 
Transition Series (VB40), shore section, tfest Balla- 
(067536).
Soale;
1 in.=  5ft.
Fig. 2. A fold in the Appin Striped Transition Series. Camas 
Caltuinn (102599); the axis trends 67° and plunges 59® 3 . W.; 
the strata are cut by a series of joints normal to the bedding
Fig. 1. A large synclinal fold in the Appin Striped Tranaitioi 
Series is exposed in the bed of the River Laroch at Brecklet, 
South Ballachulish (032577); the fold axis trends 74° and 
plunges 52° 3. W. (toward the upper left-hand corner); the 
trace of a joint plane (Pj) cuts across the bedding near the 
nose of the fold.
Fig. 2. The nose of a broad, open fold in the Striped Transi­
tion Series, Coire Riabhaich (066568); the fold axis trends 
35° and plunges 30° S. W. (towards the upper left-hand corner, 
a series of cross-joints has developed normal to the bedding#
PI. XXIII
Fig. I. \ double fold in the 4ppin 3triped Transition Series! 
upper Coire Rlabh&ich (066566); the axis of the oreat on the 
left trends 68° and plunges 14® 3. >U, the axle of the trougl 
on the right trends 66° and plunges 7° N. £.
Fig. 2. To the north of the same outorop shown in Fig. 1 a 
large reoumbent fold has an axis trending 72° and plunging 
17° N. £•; there is conspicuous Jointing perpendicular to 
the bedding.
/'VAui. i
FlS. 1 . A close-up view of the upper portion of Got re 
Riabhaich (065566); the general strike of the Appin 
quartzite is 60° and the dip 20°N. W.; the grassy slope 
is Striped Transition Series, thrown into fairly large- 
scale folds (see PI, XXI, XXII); the contact between the 
two formations is marked by an upthrust (Fj^  in Fig. 2, 
PI. XXIX).
Fig. 2. Graded bedding in Appin quartzite (VB303)f Beinn 
Bhan (063576); the opaque grains are feldapar, the trans­
lucent grains are quartz. For the quartz crystallographic 
orientation see petrofabric diagram 56, PI. XXXIV.
PI. XXV
View of the western scopes of >einn Bhin and Beinn Fhiodha. 
The large light-colored patch in the center is a bedding 
plane of Appin quartzite dipping northwest; downslope and 
to the left is the trend of a long outcrop of the same 
quartzite dipping southeast. From the aerial photograph on 
PI. x x x iXI it will be seen that these two outcrops are the 
two limbs of the Beinn Bh^n syncline, whose fold axis 
plunges toward the southwest (the right-hand margin of the 
photograph).
PI. XXVI
PB (0
Fig. 1 . Narrow, folded micaceous bands crosscutting the flow 
cleavage (P$v) of Appin marble (VB617), on the southeast 
slope of Sgorr a' Sholae (032548)# mark an earlier foliation, 
probably bedding ( ? ) ;  one limb of each plication la paralle 
to the flow cleavage.
Fig. 2. Flow folding along flow cleavage (Pfr) in Appin 
marble (VB593)# southeast slope, ^einn Fhioana (069550); the 
bedding (Pg) shows as minor ridges on the upper surface of 
the specimen; the fold axle trends 23° and plunges 53 £•;
the lineation parallels the axis; there is a thickening of 
the layers on the orest.
/.
Pi. XXVII
Fig* 1. Nodding (P*) appears as color banding on flow cleavai 
In Appin phyllite V/839) from Oleann an Fhiod (078565); the 
small fold (F. \.) *t the top trends 35° and plunges 13° N* 
there is no thickening of layers at its crest; a fins r,4rt 
llneatlon (L)# perpendicular to the axis, is due to slippage 
of laminae away from the crest.
Fig. 2. Small-scale parallel folding in quartsose Appln 
phyllite (V3692), Allt Sheilach (069560); the polished surfa< 
shows every gradation from undisturbed bedding (Pn) to bands 
folded asymmetrically with respect to the false cleavage plai 
(*Vr) re8P°nae t0 a ooupls acting along the bedding foliai
rJLm AAVJLil
Fig. 1. Photomicrograph (xl7) of orenulate boundaries betweei 
quartz grains and of strain shadows in the larger quartz 
grains In quartzose Appin phyllite (VB333), upper Gleann an 
Fhiod (065546), features typioal of quartzltic rocks which 
have only undergone incipient recrystallization*
Fig. 2* Thrusting along false cleavage (?#*&) has out out one 
limb of a steeply-plunging fold in quartzose Appin phyllite 
(VB536), southeastern slope, Jgorr ^hearg (067546)*
Fig. 1. The Beinn Bheither range, southwest of Ballachulish; 
Beinn Bh^n in center foreground, Allt a* Ooire Riabhaich and 
Beinn Fhiodha to the left, the snow-capped peak is Sgorr 
Dhearg, and its northern spur (to the right) Meall a* Chaolais 
the gash (F) between the trees on the latter slope marks a 
fault son© in ippin quartzite.
Fig. 2. Looking southwest up Allt a 1 Ooire Riabhaich from 
Gleann an FhiodH; quartzite float in foreground; glacial 
deposits obscure rock exposures on the lower valley slopes, 
above them rises a massive wail of well-bedded, Jointed 
Appin quartzite; F. and Fg mark two fault zones in the west 
face of the corrie.
KXPLAN AT I ON OF PLATE XXX
Fig. 1
Fig. 2
Fig. 3 
Fig. 4
• Surface normal to the coarse lineabion of Banded Passage Beds,
Glencoe Estate (103598), showing small-scale normal fault with a
displacement of 1.5 mm*
. Surface allowing low-angle thrust fault in Appin quartsite,
Sgorr Dheerg (056564)^ which has displaced a coarse-grained quartz 
vein 10 mm. (quartz, white; feldspar, bl?ck).
. igh-angle reverse fault in Appin quartzite (VJ$JG7)>SgOXT Dhearg 
. (064570), has displaced 11 mm. a joint plane healed with white quartz.
. Surface normal to the ro og in quartzose Appin phyllite, southeast
slope, Sgorr Dhearg (062545), shows small joints normal to the bedding 
and a normal fault, displ cing the layers 8 mm. For quartz crystsllo- 
grephic orientation see petrofabric diagram 11, Plate XXXIV.
Fig. 3. Fig. 4.
EXPLANATION OP PLATE XXXI
The lines on the overlay trace structural trends in Glencoe quartzite from 
the summit cl* cr or nam Fiannaidh (upper left-hand corner) to the summit of 
Cnap Glas (left-eeatre) ani to the south-east slox;e of Sg5r na Ciche (lower 
left-hand corner), as s own by stereopairs of aerial photographs, scale 1:10,000 
Compare with strikes of bedding and cleavage for this area on maps II and III.
(Crown copyright reserved; not to be reproduced without permission 
of the Air Ministry.)
%
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EXPLANATION GF PLATE XXXII
The lines on the overlay trace structural trends on Sgorr a* Choise as 
revealed by sten^bpaxrs 01 aerial pho graphs, scale Is 10,000. Comp are with 
strikes of beddinr and cleavage for this area on maps II and III,
(Grown copyright reserved; not to be reproduced without 
permission of the Air Ministry.)
PI. XXXII

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXIII
The lines on the overlay trace structural trends across Eeinn Phiodha,
A 1 It a* Co ire Uiabh&ich, and Be inn Htufo from top centre to lower left hand 
side respectively, as shown by she^bpairs of aerial photographs, scale 1:10,CXXV 
Compare with strikes of bedding' cleavage for this area on maps 11 and III.
(Crown copyright reserved; not to be reproduced without 
permission of the H r  Ministry.)
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Diagram No. 4 2 ,
Specimen Ko. 
and locality
VB419; Loc. 849* S« slope, 
Meall Mor
VJ3462; Loc. 961, S. L. 
slope, Sgorr a’ (hoise
Formation:
specimen
description
Leven schist: very thin al­
ternating bands of mica and 
of quartz, with garnet por­
phyroblasts; 3 fine linea­
tions: may be due to 
slippage on flow cleavage,
Lp and Lj due to false 
cleavages intersecting flow 
cleavage, one coarse lineation 
( L j , due to trace of bedding 
on flow cleavage
Levan schist: alternate 
bands 2-3 ram* thick of mica 
and of mica and quarts; 4 
lineations: very fine (L^), 
due to slippage on flow 
cleavage, fine (Lg) and 
medium-fine (L4), due to 
trace of false cleavage on 
flow cleavage, medium-coarse 
(L3), due to trace of bedding 
on flow cleavage
Position of 
thin-section
Roughly X Lo; inclined to
?(v)
Jll-i ; inclined to r(b*)
Thin-section ; no. and 
description
VB419-1: ^oall mica lath traces 
arranged in a herringbone pat­
tern, those X arrow mark trace 
of flow cleavage, those in­
clined mark traces of false 
cleavages and relict bedding; 
predominantly medium to small, 
subangular quartz grains fill 
in mica matrix and occasion­
ally form discontinuous bands 
parallel with flow cleavage
VB462-1 : Narrow bands of mica 
laths, sometimes parallel 
with flow cleavage, some­
times inclined (due to 
intersection of false 
cleavage intersecting flow 
cleavage), alternate with 
narrow bands of medium to 
small, subangular to sub­
rounded, quartz grains and 
small mica laths attenuated . 
parallel to flow cleavage 
and in undulating pattern 
nor aal to flor* cleavage 
(folded relict bedding),
(PI. X, Fig. i)
No. optic axes 329 292
Contours ^» 2 , 3) 3*5 1 , 2 , 3 , 3.5.
General con­
tour pattern
Peripheral (ape) girdle ♦ 
tendency for central girdle 
(just off ab); pair of shear 
planes parallel but inclined 
to bedding foliation; second 
pair inclined to F(b*)
Peripheral (a^c, a 30) girdle 
+ slight tendency for central 
girdle (just off eb); pair of 
shear plaines parallel but 
inclined to bedding foliation; 
second pair inclined to ; 
third pair also inclined to Uy
Type of 
tectonite
L-LL-i * )
B * uj, » bh 3 F(b) » roughly 
F(b')
D I D ’
IB * L1 =, bn » P(b)
|F(V) 3 Lj t 
I B ’
Tyue of 
lattice 
orientation
J(?>, with Max. VI j(?), with nax. VI
Fabric
symmetry
Triclinic jMonoclinic
Remarks QK9jXftl JfQUt be due to quartz orientation alongtalse cleavage tPRRiJ
Central girdlejwr be due to
lfti£ez o W # # 0"8
diagram ro. .......
Specimen No. and locality VB224; Loc. 370, Craig- rannoch, W. Ballachulish
VB300; Loc. 560, N* slope, 
Beinn Bhan
formation: Banded Passage Bedsx Striped Transition Series;
specimen
description
quartzose schist, thermally 
metamorphosed, with 3 fine 
lineationss L-j, JUg» an<^  L3 , 
all due to false cleavage 
intersecting, bedding  ^
foliation
flaggy quartzite, with 3 fine 
lineations: , an ’a1* type, 
1*29 approaching a "bM type, 
a id L^, all due to false 
cleavage intersecting bedding 
foliation
Position of 
thin-section
JL Bp; inclined to F(b*) X  L2 ; JL interpolated fold 
axis of Beinn Bha 1 syncline
Thin-section 
no. and 
description
VB224: narrow bands of 
medium to small quarts 
grains, angular to sub­
rounded, alternate with 
narrow bands of small mica 
laths and fine, attenuated 
quartz grains; individual 
mica laths inclined 24°,
43°, and 63° to bedding; 
sor»e large biotite 
porptyroblasts inclined 19°> 
36°> 5^°, and 68° to bedding
VB300: bands of small, sub­
rounded quartz grains, 
individually separated by 
narrow bands of tiny mica lath 
aggregates; bedding not 
disturbed; individual laths 
not inclined
No. optic axes 418 247
Contours 1 , 2 , 2.5, 3# 1 , 1.5, 2 , #
General con­
tour pattern
Peripheral (&2°) girdle; 
pair of shear planes in­
clined to 1*2 and responsible 
for and L*; second pair 
parallel but inclined to 
bedding foliation
Peripheral (ape) girdle + 
central (bgc) girdle; pair 
of shear planes inclined 
to F(b*) and responsible for 
L,^ second pair inclined to 
PCb*); third pair parallel 
but inclined to bedding 
foliation and responsible 
for
Type of 
tectonite
B = 1*2 = bo 
B / P(b’)
B * F(b*)j approximately 
= l>2 = b2
B i d ’
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
h, with Max. IV with Max. IV
Fabric
symmetry
Monoclinic Triclinic
Remarks
f-Q - bedding foliation plane
3?FL - flow cleava. e foliation plane
- false cleavage foliation plane
PjT - plane of the geographic horizontal
c - pole to bedding
L - lineation on foliation plane
N or S - true north or south
F(b) - fold axis intersectin thin-section
F(b#) - axial direction intersecting thin-section
- orientation arrow on thin-section1
A  - 0° point on \ of the Universal Sta e
1 w
•XT
Specimen No* 
and locality
VB407; Loc. 820, River Coe Same as D. 5
Formation: Leven schist: contorted Same as D. 5
specimen
description
relict bedding approximately 
normal to conspicuous flow 
cleavage; biotite and 
garnet porphyroblasts 
throughout; 3 lineations: 1 
very fine (L-|) , due to false 
cleavage intersecting flow 
cleavage, 2 fine, L2 also due 
to trace of false cleavage 
on flow cleavage and L^ due 
to trace of bedding on flow 
cleavage (pi. IX, Fig* 1 )
Position of 
thin-section
-L L3; J- F(b); JLF(b') Same as D. 3
Thin-section 
No* and 
description
VB407-1: Small mica laths 
form narrow, rather 
discontinuous bands marking 
flow cleavage and narrow 
bands of similar folds 
whose axial plane parallels 
flow cleavage; quartz occurs 
in tiny grains where mica 
is most abundant, in small 
grains in garnet porphyro- 
blasts, and in larger grains 
in the more quartzose bands; 
grains usually subangular to 
subrounded; large garnet 
porphyroblasts have preserved 
relict bedding (P1. IX, Fig. 2)
Same as D, 5
No* optic axes 31U (in matrix only) 300 (in garnets only)
Contours 1, 2, 2*3, 3.23# 1, 1.75, 2.23, 3*
General con­
tour pattern
Peripheral Ca1c> a2c» a3c) 
girdle + slight tendency for 
central girdle (b^ and 
between a^ and c); pair of 
shear plaines parallel but 
inclined to bedding; second 
pair inclined to L2
Peripheral (a^c) girdle + 
a rough central (be) girdle
Tyoe of 
tectonite
B * L3 = b3 s F(b) * F(b») 
BA ’
B « L* = b, = F(b) a F(bf) 
13 JL: *
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
j, with Max. IV j, with Max. IV
Fabric
symmetry
Monoclinic Triclinic
Remarks Central girdle marks quartz 
orientation due to relict 
bedding
diagram iio. 7 8
Specimen Ro* 
and locality
Same as D( 5
i
VB458; Loc. 949, S. slope, 
Meall Mor
formation:
specimen
description
i Same as £• 5
i
ii
i
Leven schist: biotite 
schist near contact with 
Ballachulish limestone; 
porphyroblasts of pink calcite;
3 lineations: fine (L1)> due to 
beddiig intersecting flow 
cleavage, coarse (Lg) and fine 
(L^)# due to trace of false 
cleavages on flow cleavage 
. ...... . |
Position of
thin-
section
dame as L. 3 -1- , F(b) and L^; axial 
direction lies practically in 
thin-section plane
Thin-
sec tion Ho. 
and
description
Same as D. 3 VB458-1: long lath traces of 
biotite in more or less continuous 
bands marking flow cleavage; 
medium to small, angular quartz 
grains attenuated parallel with 
flow cleavage; epidote and calcite 
porphyroblasts conspicuous, mica 
does not bend around them
no. optic 
axes
61 If (in matrix and garnets) 358
Contours 1, 1.5, 2, 2.tf0 1, 2, 2.3, 3f*
General con­
tour 
pattern
!
Peripheral (a^c, a-^ c) girdle 
+ tendency towards a central 
(bo) girdle; pair of shear 
planes inclined to Lg; 
second pair inclined to
Irregular peripheral (a^c) girdle 
♦ rough central (b^c, b^c) girdle
Type of 
tectonite
B a L. s ?(b ) = P(b') 
BXB*
B a L 1 a b-,* F(b); F(b') = a, 
BIB*
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
j, with Max. IV j, with i^ax. IV (?)
fabric
symmetry
Triclinic Triclinic
Remarks
I
Central girdle marks quartz 
orientation due to relict 
bedding

Biagram no. 9 10specimen no. 
and locality
.■VB509i Loc. 1045, K. B. 
slope. Am jiieall ^644; Loc. 1443, h. slope, eall ior
formation:
specimen
description
Ballachulish limestone: iBallachulish limestone: near
folded bands of bluish-white 
quarts 3 thick alternate 
with folded bands of gray 
calcite and mica 1 - 2 mm. 
thick; 3 lineations: 2 fine 
(L>|, 1*2) , both due to trace 
of false cleavages on flow 
cleavage, 1 coarse (Lx), due 
to intersection of bedding 
and flow cleavage
contact with Leven schist; 
alternate bands 1 - 3 mm. thick of 
quartz, of calcite, and of mica, 
folded into a small synform 
trending 69°, plunging 76° jjfc 
3 lineations: 1 medium (L^), due 
to trace of false cleavage on 
bedding, 2 coarse (L^j.L^;, also 
due to intersection of false 
cleavage and bedding (pi. XI,
*ig. 3)
-.....  - iPosition of 
thin-section
Rou^hlyJLbn; almost Jl bx 
and F(b) -Lb2; inclined to b^ and p(b)
Thin-section 
no. and 
description
VB509-1 : bands of small cal­
cite grains and small odea 
laths alternate with bands 
of medium-si zed, angular 
quartz with minor calcite 
and mica; thickness of indi­
vidual bands varies due to 
minor small-scale folding; 
mica laths inclined ca. 14° 
20° f 90° to flow cleavage
VB644: folded bands of medium 
to small, subangular to sub­
rounded quartz and weathered 
feldspar alternate with folded 
mica and quartz bands contain­
ing some porphyroblasts of 
of chlorite, garnet, and calcite; 
undulations in bedding mark 
traces of false cleavages
ho. optic axe's 339 335
Contours 1 , 1.5, 2? 2.5., ^9 2 , 3 , 4> __r.... ...
General con­
tour pattern
*
Peripheral (a-jc, a*c) girdle 
♦ rough central (ab) girdle; 
one set of shear planes pos­
sibly responsible for &
L^; second pair inclined ca. 
1b° - 2 1° to bedding folia­
tion; third pair normal to 
bedding foliation and inclined 
ca. 70° with respect to each 
other
Distinct peripheral (a2c) girdle; 
pair of shear planes inclined ca. 
30° to L 2; second pair 
unsyrametrically inclined to 
bedding foliation
Type of 
tectonite
B =L^=b^ m p(b) = a2; ^  
I d
R = L 5 = b3 = F(b) = / F(b’)
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
j (?), with Max.IV (?) h, with Max. IV
Fabric sym­
metry
Triclinic Tri clinic
Remarks Central girdle marks quartz 
orientation due to bedding; 
peripheral girdle marks quartz 
orientation due to flow 
cleavage
jlkstnm No. --...  11- .......... 12 I5peci&en No.
and locality
uoc. 26. u; per 
(fieann an iftiicd
Vh3l , hoc. 37 , Kudh* e »*naid 
aeithe
/oraa tiom
specimen
description
Hppin iitfliite: fia*ar Appin qua; tsite: flaggy
quarts!te, jointed into 
s. all blocks , with one 
fine { )  and one very 
coarse ) lineation; 
Uj due to trace of 
false cleavage on flow 
cleavage, L2 due to 
rudding on flow 
cleavage and. probably 
parallels direction of 
transport (a)
quart, its, with one very coara t 
and one fine (u2) 
iiaeation; ;-.ay be due to 
current-bedding intersecting 
bedding foliation and repreeenl 
direction of transport (aj, dg 
due to trace of false cleavage 
on beuding
idsition of 
thin-section
X  i  ; ’(b*) li. in 
thin-secti;n guane
1- ; iocunSi to ■ ^ of j
Thin-section
no. and
description
y*ilS—1s '^ enrral 
attenuation of saediusi 
to very fine quarts 
grains aa»rks flow 
cleavage, occasional 
pockets of coarser 
grains; foiaed relict 
bedding flow cleavage; 
discont nuous bands and 
isolated ; atches of 
mica latns, narrow, 
coarse-grained vein- 
lets of cslcite cross­
cut cleavage
Vh31J ^arge to medium quartx 
grains, subangula< to embayed, 
so&e attenuated parallel to 
bedding foliation; txny iaica 
iatns scattered poikiliticaiiy 
through quarts and inclined 
22° to foliation
No.optic axes m _____________ ____ y e
. a to ol’s 1* 2j 3» k f . 11 3. 3*3, „ .......
General con­
tour pattern
i eripheral (a^c) girdle; 
pair of shear planes 
inclined to ; second 
pair of shear planes 
inclined to flow 
cleavage
rsrlpneral Xe^cj girdle; 
pair of shear planes parallel 
but inclined to bedding 
foliation
s Type of 
teotonite J" 1 L1 i-“Xa =b.a / > ( * » ,
| Type of 
lattxce 
orientation
h, with & cis. • XI h9 with iisx. 11
b: xc
yaii«;etry
konociinlc Ti'iciiiiio
r.euiarke i.ttenuation of quarts in 
tnin section snotr.s folded 
relict bedding roughly 
normal to flow cleavage
PI. XXXIV, L>. 9-12
In D. 11In a. 9, 10, and 12 'c" Is the pole to ' o is the pole to the flow cleavage*
,012 VB3I
the bedding;
VB 509
Dll VBI8H
no. . _  _______ 1i 1 4 .,.pecimen no* 
and .Locality
VhlOl; doc* 107# a* of 
Caoia8nacon
Vh1l0; ijoo. 132, fc* slope, 
hNr na c ..che
Formation: 
a. eciiuen 
descri tion
binnein cuartzite: auart- Glencoe quart site: mediur*-
zose quartzite, taken 
from upper limb of 
recumbent fold trending 
129°, plunging 26° ?<*;, *
( 1. I, Fig*2); 2 fine 
lineations, a "h" 
lineation due to inter­
section of axial plane 
flow cleavage on bed­
ding, 1*2 an *aH lineation 
due to slippage of beds 
over bedding foliation
grained quartsose quarts!te 
with very tain intercalated 
black pelltic bands; 2 fine 
lineations: L»* , approaching 
an "a" lineation, due to 
trace of false cleavage on 
bsdoittg foliation, end up, 
a Hb” lineation due to 
intersection of axial plane 
flow cleavage and bedding 
foliation
foaition of 
.tnin-section
X  dj *nd Bpi almost X X  v and a.; almost X  F i b )  2 1
,'hin-a action 
no. and 
description
Voids hands of medium 
to small quarts grains 
alternate with bands of 
small to tiny quarts 
grains and small mica 
laths; quarts sub- 
angular to subrounded, 
attenuated oa* 10° to 
becUUng (trace of axial 
plane flow cleavage), a 
few large grains show 
strain shadows; indi­
vidual mica laths 
inclined 31°, 40°, $1° 
to bed ling foliati n
VB110-1: Thick bands of 
medium to small quarts grains 
and mica laths alternate 
with thin bends of small to 
fine quarts a m  calcite g sin 
individual mica laths 
inclined 24°, 39°, jb°  , 
and 60° to bedding foli­
ation
Ho* optic «oms £ 8 0
proCV
s.^ ontours 1 .  2 .  3_*
General con­
tour pattern
;.................
ieripheral (s^  c ) girdle + 
slight tendency for 
central (ab) girdle; 
one pair of she^r planes 
inclined to I* and ?(b)
i eri heral ( c , h| c } girdle; 
one possible pair of shear 
planes cut bedding obliquely 
and straddle f(b)
(T ype of 
] tectonite
, roughly *1*
»So  
1  )*
B w f ( b ) a l*2 xbp; almost
jYype of 
iat ice 
orientation
j * ,  i tri - ( ) h, vith kax* IV
fabric
iyaaretry
TriclirXc Tricllnic
l : emarlcs
Diagram no. 13 10
opecirsen no* 
and locality
^£1^4; Loc. 14 6, shore sec­
tion, Cwaas Callthuinn
V-121; hJc. U7, River
Laroch
format! Mt
specimen
description
triped Traos tl.n * cries: striped Transition Leries:
f 1 t>ggy quart*! tef folded 
asymmetrically, with axis 
trending plunging >4 
.5 2 fine lineations:
L* due to trace of false 
cteavage on beddingt hj cue 
to ax54! plane false clea­
vage Intersecting bedding *
1 -6 ram* t ick bands of whit# 
quartKite alternate with 0*2 I 
nta. thick bands of black 
slate; jointing prominent in 
2 directions; part of • v-*0 
liab of synforn trending 74 * 
plunging $2° b. (i-1 . aaII, 
**!£• 1 ) J 2 fine l*aeatl ns:
L, approaching a "b" linea­
ls on and an "a" Ideation, 
both cue to false cleava* ea 
/intersecting bedding folia­
tion
Position of 
tbin-seotion
J-L*, inclined to i\b) . '1 :o£tXii . UMlia#d to Kb]
_______  _______________1
Thl (i- section 
no. and 
description
VB114: medium to small, &£* 
angular to ?uby>r ..unded, 
quarts grains, *ith occa- 
si nal large ones in aartxx 
nross-cotting v.inlets; 
attenuation both parallel 
to bedding and normal to 
it (trace of axial plane 
i bl»t ~leav e}; >*nor 
mlc# laths inclined 30“ 
to bedding*
VB121| Medium to tiny,sub­
rounded to sub* An;; ilar quarts 
grains} some attenuation in- 
ollned to bedding foliation 
in micaceous lands narks 
trace of axial plane false 
cleavage; micaceous bands 
consist o f cluster* o f tiny 
mica lath# and small suartx 
grains; subordinate small 
^r^ins of ale H e  and 
plagioclaae scattered through^ 
out
bo. opt'c axe*' 249 _____ _ _____ ______ j p j .__________ ______________ ,
Contoors „1 • ••. ✓> --•> . .......... .General con­
tour pattern
x srinheral Cai°) circle; 
one pair of shear planes 
parallel but inclined 
quite stoeplj to bed­
ding foliation
Peripheral (a-jc, a*c) > irdle j 
♦ with tendency for a central* 
V ab) girdle; one pair of 
s ear plena* parallel but in­
clined to bedding foliation; 
two pairs nomal to bedding
Type of 
tectonlte b) t almost *L2»b2 !“'*i^ (b) « ! j . .
-X *..... . . ........ .. .
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
h, with Max* IV(f) J(?) 1 tr •!>:* XV
Fabrio
^yasaetry • Monoolinic _Vrlci1r»5ij-------  --------
Remarxs
PI. XXXIV, D. 13-16
Diagram no* 17 18
Specimen no* 
and locality
VB130; Loo* 194, Glen Coe Vi3142; Loc. 239, 
Camas Calltuinn
Formati n: pallachulish limestone: Striped Transition Series:
specimen
description
quartzitic band in con­
torted liaiestone; part of 
small synform trending 32°, \ 
plunging 26° S. 1.; 2 
lineations: 1 medium (L-j) 
due to irregular bedding 
foliation intersecting 
measured bedding foliation,
1 fine due to false 
cleavage intersecting 
bedding
part of qaartizite band 
intercalated in contorted 
phyllite, having fold axes 
trending ca. 61°, plunging 
67u S. W#; 2 fine lineations 
(kj and Lg ) both due to 
false cleavages inter­
secting bedding foliation
Position of 
thin-section
Almost X  L gently
inclined to F(b)
X  u* , somewhat inclined 
to F(b)
Thin-section 
no* and 
description
VB130'• continuous bands 
of small to fine calcite 
grains marking bedding 
foliation alternate with 
narrow, discontinuous 
bands of medium to small, 
subangular to subrounded 
qua rt a grains; b&hm 
lamellae in some of the 
larger quartz grains; 
individual muscovite laths 
inclined 6°- 10°, 27°- 32°, 
and 59^ to bedding 
foliation
VB142: medium to fine, an­
gular to subangular quartz 
grains with subordinate 
tiny muscovite laths and 
blobs; some quartz atten­
uation parallel bedding 
foliation and some inclined 
ca* 4CP to bedding (trace 
of axial plane false 
cleavage); individual mica 
latns inclined 27° and 
39° to bedding foliation
ho. optic axes 331.................... 293 ____________
Contours i, 1 *3» ^» 3 . . . f . ... f 1,* 2, 3. 4, ..... _
General con* 
tour pattern
Roughly peripheral (s^c, 
«2 c/ + two central 
(hjc, bpc) girdles; two 
pairs of shear planes cut 
!bedding foliation near 
and 1^ 2
Peripheral (aj c) girdle; 
one pair of shear planes 
parallel but inclined to 
bedding foliation
Type of 
tectonite
RsF(b), almost J, 1^  and b1 
BX
K=P(b), almost =L^  * b.
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
j^with iviax* IV h, with Max. IV
Fabric 
k ymmetiy
i friclinic iTriciinic
Remarks
>
Diagram no. 19 20 ,
!Specimen no, 
and locality j
TO1L3; Loc, iif2 , shore sec­
tion, Camas Calltuinn
Loc, fj. slope, 
Am Meall
Formation: Banded Passage Beds; por­ i llfichnlish l.iiestonaf thin—! specimen 
;de serif tion
tion of contorted quartzite 
bands just S. of Bailey's 
side; taken from fold 
trending 13 7°, plunging 34° 
6, E.| 2 l:neations: coarse 
(L-j) and fine (I#)* both 
due to false cleavages in­
tersecting bedding
■* r i bbin" llin«sro«ifi u/iTbbedded-paper-thin micaceous 
laminae; part of fold trending I 
71^, plunging 52° S. .; 2 
lineati nai very  fine (L1 ) 
due to trace of false cleavage 
on bedding and coarse (L2) 
almost a whM lineation, due to 
axial plane false cleavage in­
tersecting bedding
Position of 
thin^ section
ax hly JL L-j; gently in­
clined to 3?(b)
JL and bj
Thin-sect!on 
no. and 
description
VB143; large to tiny, an­
gular to subangular quartz 
grains throughout, iih 
sane narrow, discontinuous 
bands of fny quarts marking 
bedding foliation; attenua­
tion both parallel bedding 
and inclined ca. 80 (trace 
of axial plane false 
cleavage); individual mica 
laths inclined 18° and 730 
to bedding
VS324: narrow, straight bandal 
of small, angular to sub­
rounded calcite grains alter­
nate with narrow bands of 
small, angular to sub-rounded 
quartz grains, with occasional 
sporadic lenticular bands of 
medium-si»ed quartz; both 
calcite and quartz attenuated 
parallel with bedding; tiny 
mica laths scattered throu, h- 
out. many parallel with 
bedding others inclined 9 “ 
1 3 °, 18°, and 26" to bedding
Ho. ootic axes 234 . . ..... _______
Contours 1 . 2 , 3 , . 1 . 2- 3 , to - . _ _____  ______
General con­
tour pattern
Peripheral ^a^c, a2c) girdle; 
two pairs of shear planes cu1 
j bedding foliation near Li 
and Lg
Peripheral (?2o) girdle; two 
pair of shear planes parallel 
but inclined to bedding 
foliation
Type of 
tectonite
R *J\b) *  a-j; BlL^ and b. H = F(b) *  L2= b2
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
h, with Max, IV h ,  with Max. t v* f
!Fabric 
Symmetry Triclinic Triclinic
Ref a arks
P I .  XXXIV, D. 17-20
Diagram no. 21 22
Specimen no. 
and locality
VB353; Loc. 708, N. W. 
sio e» gorr a* Choise
VB544; Loc. 122^, Tom Dan, 
Glen Coe
Formation: ballachulish slate} Ballachulish limestone: al­
Specimen
description
narrow, intercalated, 
folded quartz bands 
make bedding prominent 
on dominant false 
cleavage surfaces and 
result in a coarse to 
fine lineation (L^); 
another fine iinea- 
tion (X^  ) due to trace 
of flow cleavage on 
false cleavage
ter note narrow, folded bands 
of bluish-gray calcite and 
silvery-gray tremolite and 
mica, with ockets of 
whitish quartz and with 
tremolite blades conspicuous 
on bedding foliation; 2 fine 
lineations: L^  due to false 
cleavage crosscutting 
micaceous bands, and Ln due 
to elongation of tremolite
Position of 
thin-section
JLi^; almost J- F(b) JL L^; inclined to F(b’)
Thin-section 
no. and 
description
VB353-1J thick to thin 
bands of tix\y mica 
laths alternate with 
thin bands of small 
to tir^ y, subangular to 
subrounded quartz 
grains; bands folded 
asyiijjetrically, thicken 
at crests and troughs, 
thin on limbs; flow 
cleavage trace inclined 
ca, 50~ to bedding 
foliation (Pi. XVI, 
Fig. 2)
VB544: thick bands of tir\y to 
medxum-sized calcite grains 
with occasional mxca laths 
and quartz grains alternate 
with narrow bands of mica and 
with discontinuous thin bands 
of coarse to medium-grained, 
angular to subrounded quartz; 
small-scale folding due to 
false cleavage crosscuts 
bedding foliation
No. optic axes 278 312
Contours 1. 1.5. 2. 3/ . . . 1»
General con­
tour pattern
leripheral (&j c) girdle ♦ 
slight tendency for 
central (ab) girdle 
and for off-center (ar,c) 
girdle; three possible- 
pairs of shear planes 
cut bedding foliation 
obliquely
Rough peripheral (a^c, age ) 
girdle + tendency for central 
(b^c) girdle and for off- 
center girdle passing from 
"ap" between M iy* and HcM ; 
one possible pair of shear 
planes almost normal to 
bedding foliation
Type of 
tectonite
B= F(b) , almost =1^ = b-j 
d I j ’
F(b'), =L2 (?Jbb2(?)
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
j (?), with kax.IV j  ( . ,i y with . .ax, 1 t)
Fabric Symmetry ikonodinic monodinio
Remarks Central (ab) girdle due 
to relict quartz orienta­
tion along bedding folia* 
tion
Diagram no* 23 2U 1
Specimen no* 
and locality
VB41; Doc *41, shore.section, a* 
Baliachulish.
Vi>49j Doc.lj, shore section 
W • Ballachulisn*
Formations
specimen
description
Striped Transition Series: banded Passage x>eds: fine*
medium-grained flaggy 
quartizite, with one fine 
lineation (L) due to false 
cleavage in micaceous 
bands cutting bedding 
foliation; jointed
grained, grayish, flaggy 
quartizite, With one fine 
lineation (L>) approaching 
a wb" lineation and due to 
false cleavage in micaceous 
uands cutting bedding 
foliation; jointed
Position of 
thin-section
JLd; inclined to F(b’) lifib); almost I  u
Thin-section 
no* and 
description
Vb4l: bands of small to 
tiny, subangular quai'tz 
:grains alternate with dis- 
icontinuous narrow bands of 
assail mica latns; indivi- 
jduai laths may be parallel 
to bedding foliation or 
inclined 9° and 1fiP; 
small grains of pyrite scat* 
tered throughout; vein of 
larger quartz grains 
crosscuts oedding
Vh49; medium to tiny, sub- 
angular to subrounded 
quartz grains, some 
attenuated parallel to 
bedding, others inclined 
ca. 26 to bedaing (trace 
of false cleavage); small 
to tihy mica laths inclined 
2SP and 51° to bedding 
foliation; medium-sized 
piagiociase grains 
scattered throughout
No* o tic axes A f e _____  _______ ___ Yl b ... ... ...v,or. tours 1 , 2, i, y.%  ^9 2, 3# 4
General con­
tour pattern
■Peripheral (ac) girdle + 
aiight tendency for cen- 
,trai girdle passing from 
''b" between wa* and "c"; 
one possible pair of shear 
r>l»nes is parallel to 
bedding and steeply 
inclined to it
Peripheral (roughly ac) 
girdle; no possible pairs 
of shear planes
Ty e of 
tectonite
i F(b')
A
R=3?(b); almost =u=b
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
? , t. Lax. u ) ?h, with ilax* iV(?J
abric
Symmetry
Xriciinic Triclinic
•: emarks

Diagram no. 25 ,2 _ 26______  .
specimen no. 
and locality
VB60; Loc. 60, near junction 
of the Larocfe and bocaich 
rivers
V^S; L o c . 105, Caolas- 
nacon '
..............  ..... . .......... ...............Formation Appin quartLite: medium- Binnein quartzite: rather
speciTien
description
grained, white, jointed 
quartzite with weathered 
feldspar grains; li .eation^L) 
due to alignment of pyrite 
grains
thin-bedded with intercalated 
micaceous laminae; part of 
a lar-e fold trending 92°, 
plunging if2° N. W.; fine 
lineation (L) approaches 
a HbK 11neation, due to 
axial plane false cleavage
Position of 
thin-secti on
Almost X  L ; { ently inclined 
to axial direction
Almost XL: inclined to 
r(b)
Thin-section 
no. and de­
scription
Vb60; large to medium, sub­
rounded quartz grains; large 
ones show strain shadows; 
some larj: e weathered micro- 
pertbite and plagioelase 
grains with cleavages in­
clined 26J, 37°, and 43° to 
bedding foliation
VB58; thick bands of medium 
to small quartz grains alternate 
with thick bands of small to tiny 
quartz grains; quartz subangular 
to sub-rounded; narrow, more or 
less discontinuous bands of 
smgll mi.ca laths inclined 15 ,
31 Qf 40 \ A9 , and especially 
52 and 63 to bedding foliation j
i*o. optic axes ..................  ...................... 257Contours
General con­
tour pattern
Distinct peripheral (ac) 
i irdle; one possible struc­
tural plane, normal to bed­
ding, rdong which pyrite 
has formed
Peripheral {a.c) firdle; one pair} 
of shear planes inclined to 
bedding foliation; second pair I 
inclined to F(b)
Type of 
tectonite
B ? = •( ’);J_ T ’ R= FlbJ- L =b
Type of lattice 
orientation
h, with Max. IV h, with Max. IV
Fabric
Symmetry
Triciinic Triciinic
Remarks
Diagram no. ____ ________27 28
Specimen no. 
and locality
VB100: Loc. 107, W. of 
Caolasnacon
TB123; Loc. 158, upper K» 
slope, Sgor na Ciche
Formati >n:
specimen
description
binnein quartzite: quart- 
zose quaxtzite taken from 
lower limb of recumbent 
fold (11. I, Fig. 2) and 
showing bedding well; one 
coarse lineation (i») 
parallel with fold axis 
(trending 129°, plunging 
26° N. W.)
Glencoe quartzite: massive 
quartzo^e quartzite; one 
fine lineation (L) due to 
trace of false cleavage on 
bedding
Position of 
thin-section
inclined to D and F(b) Inclined to L, and F(b!)
Thin-section 
no. and 
description
VB100: large to tiny, 
subangular to subrounded 
quartz grains, atten­
uated 26° to bedding 
foliation (im rks axial 
plane flow cleavage); 
small individual mica 
laths also parallel flow 
cleavage
713123: bands of medium to 
tiny quartz grains alter­
nate with bands of small to 
tii^ y quartz grains; grains 
subangular to subrounded; 
small muscovite laths in 
discontinuous bands mark 
bedding foliation; some laths 
i nclined 13 , 33^ * 38 ° (common), 
64 to bedding; large 
cleavage sections of secondary 
biotite sometimes parallel 
bedding, sometimes are 
inclined 12°, 33°, and 76° 
to foliation
No .optic axes 351 MContours 1. 2, 2.5, ho ______ “1 * 2, 3, 3 «*5i \
General con­
! tour 
pattern
Rough peri Jieral (be) 
girdle + slight tendency 
for central ^ac) girdle 
♦ slight tendency for cen-. 
tral girdle inclined to ab; 
one pair of shear planes 
cutting bedding near "a" 
and "b"(L)
Rough peripheral girdle pass­
ing from McH between ”at and 
Mb” + slight tendency for 
centrajg girdle also passing 
from M<?’ between "aM and Mbtt; 
one pair of shear planes 
cutting bedding foliation 
near Maw and Mb"
Type of 
tcctonite
R»F(b)=L=b
b A :i1
B=f(w) =i,*b 
rJLB*
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
j (*.), with Max. VI(*.) j (?)9 with kax. VI(?)
Fabric
Sym.e try
Triclinic Triclinic
Remarks
•
PI. XXXIV, I). 25-28
Diagram no. . .. ..........- ........... d-Specimen no. 
and locality
VD113; iioc.140, shore sec­
tion, Camas Calltuinn
VB117; Doc.141, shore sec­
tion, Canvas Caiituinn
Formation:
specimen
description
Striped Transition Series: wtriued Transition Series:
*part of massive quartzite 
oand in broad open fold 
trending 102°, plunging 
72°N. W.; 1 lineation: 
coarse to fine (L), 
approaching a wbH lineation 
and due to axial plane 
false cleavage inter­
secting bedding
medium-grained flaggy quart­
zite; part of antiform trend­
ing 67°, plunging 39°S. W. 
(PI. XXI, Pig.2); one fine 
lineation (L), approaching 
a MbM lineation and due to 
axial plane false cleavage 
intersecting bedding 
foliation
Position of 
thin-section
Almost JL L and P(b) J— i, almost JL ( b)
Thin-section 
no. and 
description
i
VB113 *• pr eaomi nan tly 
large, subrounded, inter­
locking quartz grains, 
with several showing strain 
shadows and with i>8hm 
lamellae conspicuous in 
almost all grains, some 
attenuation inclined ca, 
8 ^  to bedding foliation; 
minor piagioclase grains 
throughout
VB117 s broadly undulating 
bands of medium to small quart: 
grains alternate with bands of 
fine quartz grains with and 
without small mica laths; 
strain shadow's in large quartz 
grains; individual mica laths 
inclined 15°-20°, 30°-32°,
37°- A4°, 49°, 56 ,76° to 
bedding foliation
No. optic axes 362 2(5?
Contours • • ; i... . . .  . . , 1 j_ 2, 3* 4, i ^ i _ _ _r . _ ____
General con­
tour 
pattern
Roughly peripheral (ac) 
girdle; one possible pair 
of shear planes cuts 
bedding obliquely
Distinct peripheral (ac) 
girdle; no possible pairs of 
snear planes
Type of 
tec tom te
R=F( b); almos t =L=b R=J?(b); almost *L=b
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
]?h, with Max. VI ? h, with Max. IV
Pabrie 
Symmetry
|Triciinic Triclinic
Remarks
I
■
Diagram no. 31 32
Specimen no. 
and locality
VB118; Loc. 141, shore 
section, Canas C llt/iunn
VB152; Lo c. 72, N. W. slope, 
•Am Me a 11
Formation: Striped Transition Series: Ballachulish limestone: al­
specimen
description
flaggy quartzite; part of 
antiform trending 67 , 
plunging 59° W. (PI. 
XXI, Fig. 2); one medium- 
coarse lineation (L) due 
to false cleavage inter­
secting bedding foliation 
of micaceous bands
ternating bands of calcite and 
of calcite and mica; coarse- 
to f ne-grajned; part of £old 
treading 27 , plunging 23 
N. E.; one fine lineation 
(L) aue to false cleavage 
intersecting bedding folia­
tion of micaceous laminae
Position of 
thin-section
i_ L; inclined to F(b), 
■which lies in bedding 
foliation
LL; 'nclined to F(b), which 
lies in bedding foliation
Thin-section 
no. and 
description
VB11&: about one-third 
medium-sized quartz grains, 
two thirds small quartz 
grains, subangular to sub­
rounded, with embayment 
conspicuous in larger 
grains; the larger grains 
tend to occur in pockets 
and to show strain 
shadows; individual'micao 
laths inclined 35 and 50 
to bedding foliation
VB152| broad bands of tiny, 
angular to subrounded calcite 
grains alternate with narrow 
bands of medium-sized, angu­
lar to subrounded quartz 
grains; medium-sized blobs 
and small lath traces of 
muscovite usually admixed in 
both; individual laths in­
clined to 4 ^ 5 ^  to bedding 
foliation
No. optic axes 301 320
Contours , 1 * 2* 3 1 1, 2, 2.5, 3* f
General con­
tour pattern
Peripheral (ac) girdle; 
no possible pairs of shear 
planes .
Rough central (ac) girdle; 
one possible pair of shear 
planes parallel and inclined 
steeply to beading foliation; 
seconiipair cuts bedding 
obliquely
Type of 
tectonite
R=F(b) R*F(b)
with Max. Ill and Max. IV
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
h, with Max. li and Max. 
IV
Unlike a-m^when L is taken as 
"b", h, with Max. VI, when F(b) 
is taken as "b"
Fabric
Symmetry
Triciinic friclinic
Remarks
PI. XXXIV, X). 29-32
Diagram no. . J.L ....... ... 34
Specimen no* 
and locality
VB187; Loc. 313, S. slope, 
h&b.r nam Fiannaicih
VB217; Loc. 3^0, spur S. of 
Caolasnacon
Formation:
specimen
description
Glencoe quartzite: coarse- 
to medium-grained quart- 
zose quartzite; massive; 
!,ac" jointing; one very 
coarse lineation (L) due 
to trace of false cleavage 
on bedding foliation of 
micaceous laminae
Binnein quartzite: medium- 
grained quartzose quartzite; 
massive; jointed; one fine 
lineation (L) due to inter­
section of false cleavage 
and bedding foliation in 
micaceous laminae
Position of 
thin-section
XL; inclined to F(b’) X L; almost X  F( b 1J
Thin-section 
no. and 
description
VB187* predominantly 
large, sub-rounded quartz 
grains with no special 
attenuation; scatter ofgrain & Throughput suggest*tiny^incipient gr&nuii- 
tisation; minor clusters 
of tiny mica laths with 
no preferred orientation; 
minor grains of weathered 
feldspar, Ca-garnet, and 
epidote
VB217: large to small, 
generally subrounded quartz 
grains attenuated bo£h 
parallel to bedding^Xbedding 
(false cleavage); strain 
shadows in larger ones; 
occasional discontinuous 
bands of small muscovite 
laths mark bedding folia­
tion, individual laths 
inclined 3 2°to bedding
No. optic axes 33? sis
Contours .1., 2,1, 4r- ..... . _
General con­
tour pattern
... . . .... ..Approximately peripheral
(ac) girdle; no possible 
pairs of shear planes
Peripheral (ac) girdle; one 
possible pair of shear planes 
cuts bedding at large angle
"Type of tec- 
tonite
B=L=b; B*rF( b * J=L»b
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
h, with Max. IV h, with Max. tV
Fabric
symmetry
Triclinic Triclinic
Remarks
x«^ xaiu rtu. X> 36
Specimen No, 
and locality
VB234; Loc. 406, summit, 
Sgir nam Fiannaidh
VB295; ooc. 333> shore section 
N. . slope, Sgdr na Ciche
Formation:
specimen
description
Glencoe quartzite: coarse­
grained ouartzose quartzite; 
massive; jointed; rough 
lineation (l ) probably 
due to false cleavage 
intersecting bedding 
foliation
Glencoe quartzite: flaggy 
quartzite; one medium linea­
tion (l ) due to false cleavage 
intersecting bedding foliation 
of micaceous laminae
position of 
thin-section
X  L; inclined to P(b’), 
which lies in bedding 
foliation
Almost X  L; inclined to P(b*)
Thin-section 
No• and
description
VB254s large, subrounded 
quartz grains, with no 
strain shadows but conspi­
cuous bdhra lamellae; two 
fracture systems inclined 
45° to bedding foliation; 
grains occasionally out­
lined by tiny muscovite 
laths inclined 13°> 35° > 
42°, and 51° to bedding 
foliation
VB295* bands of medium to 
small, subrounded quartz 
grains a"ternate with narrow, 
discontinuous bands of small 
muscovite laths, frequently 
in a laqy pattern: individual 
laths inclined 22° and 32° to 
bedding foliation; a few large 
quartz grains show strain 
shadows
No. optic axes 129 310
Contours ^» 2, 4, 3 *5)& 1, 2, 3, k*
General con­
tour pattern
Very rough off-center (Vc) 
girdle; one possible pair 
of shear planes cuts bedding 
at large angle
Peripheral (ac) girdle ♦ 
slight tendency for off- 
center girdle (almost b*c); 
one oossible pair of shear 
planes cuts bedding 
obliquely
Type of 
tectonite
B = P(a') B = L = b, almost « P(bf) 
B X  B*
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
?h, with Max. IV(?) j(?), with Max. IV
Fabric
jSy-nmetxy
Triclinic Triclinic
Remarks
PI. XXXIV, 0. 33-36
j i
Specimen No. 
and locality
VB525; Loc. 1090, upper S. 7. 
slope, Sg£r nam Fiannaidh
VE 6V7, Loc. 1223, Glen Coe
Formation:
specimen
description
Glencoe ouartzite: massive, Banded Passage Beds: al­
banded, white quartzite; 
micaceous films on bedding 
foliation have one fine 
lineation (L) approaching 
a "b" lineation and due to 
false cleavage intersect­
ing bedding
ternating bands of whitish 
quartzite and dark gray 
phyllite folded into a 
small, slightly overturned 
synfom trending 43 °» 
plunging 79° S. W.; one 
medium lineation (L) paral­
lels fold axis and is due 
to axial plane false 
cleavage (PI. IV, Fig. 1)
Position of 
thin-section
-L L and F(bf) X  L and F(b)
Thin-section
no. and 
description
VB525: predominantly medium­
sized, subrounded to sub­
angular quartz grains, the 
larger ones frequently show­
ing strain shadows; occa­
sional very narrow, discon­
tinuous bands of raica laths 
largely inclined to bedding 
foliation and parallel to 
false cleavage
VB647: thicker bands of 
medium to small, angular 
to subangular quartz 
attenuated parallel with 
bedding alternate with 
thinner bands of long mica 
laths and small quartz 
grains; undulations of 
mica bands due to cross­
cutting false cleavage
No. optic axes 29 2 320
Contours 1# 2, 3, 1$ 1, 2# 3, 3* 75,'
General con­
tour pattern
Almost peripheral (just off 
ac) girdle; no shear planes 
intersecting bedding folia­
tion
Peripheral (ac) girdle; 
one pair of shear planes 
inclined to bedding 
foliation
Type of 
tectonite
B * F(b*) = b ‘ R * F(b), roughly as b
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
?h, with Max. IV? h, with Max. II and IV?
Fabric
Symmetry
Triclinio Triciinic
Remarks
Diagram no. 39 ko
Specimen no. 
and
locality
VB707; Loo. 1607, Allt 
oooaich
VB3; Loc. if, Jf« W. slope, 
Meall a* Chaolais
formation:
specimen
description
Ballachulish limestouQ! 2 nun- Banded Passage Beds; very
thick: whitish bands of 
quartzite alternate with 
1-3 ran* thick greenish bands 
of mica and calcite; one very 
fine lineation (L) due to false 
cleavage intersecting the 
bedding foliation
quartzose schist, cut by 
cubical jointing
I o ait ion of 
thin-section
-L L; inclined to F(b') J- bedding foliation; 
possibly JL 5,(b*)
Thin-sect ion 
no. and 
<Jescripf ion
jVB707i small to tiny, angular 
to subangular quartz, attenuated 
generally parallel to bedding^ 
with small lath traces of odea 
both parallel with bedding 
foliation and inclined (mark­
ing false cleavage); several 
very large calcite 
porphyroblasts with tiny 
poi&iloblasts of mica, quartz, 
and epidote
VB3: narrow bands of small, 
angular quartz grains al­
ternate with narrow bands of 
tipy biotite lath traces; 
both quartz and mica are 
attenuated parellel bedding
_ ..............  .........  . .  ............
x4o. optic 
axes
292 337
Contours 1, 2, 3, k 1, 1.5, 2, 3>
General con­
tour 
pattern
Peripheral (ac) girdle; one 
pair of shear planes inclined 
to L
Peripheral (?a*c?) girdle; 
two pairs of shear planes 
cut bedding at large angles
Type of 
tectonite
B =L0=b(:), inclined to F(b') - (-’)()
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
h, with Max. IV h, with ^ax. IV
Fabric
symmetry
Triclinic Monoclinic
damarfcs
f

Diagram Ko. 41
Specimen Ko. 
and locality
VB35; Loc. 39, Meall 
&9 Chaolais
VB36; Loc. 1*0, iaall 
a* Chaolais
Formation:
specimen
description
Striped Transition Series: 
whitish flaggy quartzite, 
with pyrite; Jointed, no 
lineation
Striped Transition Series S 
same as VB35
1
Position of 
thin-section
-L bedding foliation; poa- 
_ : . . l ' /___ ,____ _____
Xbedding foliation; pos­
sibly alsooat F(bf)
Thin-section 
Ko. and 
description
VB35: large to tiny, sub­
rounded quartz grains, with 
series of fine-grained 
quartz gross-cutting bed­
ding foliation; m m  weath­
ered, medium-sized, sub­
rounded feldspar grains
VB36: regular bands of small 
to tiny, subrounded quartz 
grains alternate with dis­
continuous bands of mica 
blobs (tit\y laths in a 
feathery pattern), with 
individual laths inclined
Ko. optic axes 424 ___________  __ . 2 33___________________  ..
Contours 1, 2, 2.25, 2.7ft* 1, 2, 3, 4'
General con­
tour pattern
Peripheral (? a*o?) girdle* 
tendency towards central 
girdle (almost b*c); one 
possible pair of shear 
planes cuts bedding at large 
angle.
Peripheral (?a’c?) girdle* 
tendency towards central 
(bfc) girdle; one possible 
pair of shear planes cuts 
bedding at large angle
Type of 
tectonite
B a F(V)?
BIB1
B « F(b’)? 
BIB1
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
J(t), with Max IV J(?), with Max. IV
Fabric symmetry Triclinic Triclinio
Remarks
*
The lattice orientation 
corroborates that of 
VB 33, obtained nearby.
LWi
Diagram No* 43 44
Specimen No*
and locality
VB68; Lo c * 75, Olachaig, 
Glen Coe
Same as D* 43
Formation!
specimen
description
l9ncoe_ auartadte: thick, 
whitish quartzite bands 
alternate with narrow, 
black politic bands; 
massive, jointed
Same as D. 43
Position of 
thin-section
X bedding: steeply inclined 
to F(b*)
X  bedding; F(bv ) lies 
roughly in bedding folia­
tion
Thin-section 
No* and 
description
VB63-1: large, suhrounded 
quartz grains, with mica 
and quartz poUdloblasta, 
some attenuation parallel 
bedding foliation, Bohm 
lamellae, but no strain 
shadows; small mica laths 
scattered between quartz 
grains and parallel to bad&ng
VB6B-2: very large, subrounded 
quartz, generally attenu­
ated parallel bedding; 
streaks of muscovite parallel 
bedding, individual laths 
sometimes inclined 29°
No* optic axes 342 286
Contours 1« 2* 3* 4, ..........
C on oral con­
tour pattern
Peripheral (a*o?) girdle 
4* slight tendency for 
central (b*o) girdle; one 
pair of shear planes paral­
lel to and steeply inclined 
to bedding foliation
Central (?a*c?) girdle 4* 
tendency for peripheral 
(b’o) girdle; one possible 
pair of shear planes paral­
lel and inclined to bedding; 
second possible pair cuts 
bedding at large angle
Type of 
teotonite
B * F(bf)? 
aLB»
B * F(b*)? 
BIB*
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
j(?)# with Max* IV i\ND VI. j, with Max* IV?
Fabric symmetry Triciinic Triciinic
Remarks • VB68-2 is approximately 
normal to VB68-1 and illus­
trates the value of study­
ing differently oriented 
sections from the same 
specimen*
PI. XXXIV, D. 41-44
diagram no* 4b 4b
Specimen no. 
and locality
VB69: Lo c .  76, Clachaig* 
Glen Coe
VB73; Loc. 83, Allt a* Coire 
Riabhaich
Formations
specimen
description
Banded Passage Beds: 10- Striped Transition Series:
12 mm. thick bands of 
pinkish-brown quartzite 
alternate with 0*2 mm. 
thick dark pelitic bands
medium-grained quartzose 
quartzite mottled with 
whitish feldspar; jointed
Position of 
thin-section
-L bedding foliation; steep­
ly inclined to F(b*)
-L bedding foliation; F(b’) 
lies roughly in bedding
Thin-section 
no* and 
description
VB69: medium to small, sub­
rounded quartz grains, with 
occasional largejones; con­
tinuous and discontinuous 
undulatory bands of small 
mica laths, some inclined 
23°-26"' to bedding folia­
tion
VB73: medium to tiqy, sub­
angular to subrounded quartz 
grains with small mica laths 
scattered throughout in dis­
continuous bands; some laths 
inclined 45° and 32° to bed­
ding foliation
No* optic axes 649 293
Contours U  2 , 3 3 , 3*3^
General con­
tour pattern
Annular girdle (passing from 
Ha** between rtb,tt and 
*cM) + tendency for 
central (roughly b*c) 
girdle; three possible pairs 
of shear planes parallel to 
and inclined to bedding 
foliation
Roughly peripheral (?b'c?) 
girdle ♦ slight tendency for 
central (almost a'c) girdle; 
one possible pair of shear 
planes cuts bedding plane at 
an oblique angle
Type of 
tectonite
B = F(b’)? 
B A B*
B = F(a*)? 
B i B ’
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
Roughly j, with Max. IV . 
ana Vlfr)
* ‘
j, with Max. Ill and IV(?)
Fabric
Symmetry
Triclinic Tri clinic
Remarks
TMagram no.
__ __________ J vr_____  ____ IS
Specimen no* 
and locality
VB82; Loc. 90, S. slope, 
Sgorr Dhearg
VBI3 6; Loc. 233j S. IT. slope, 
Sgorr a* Choise
Formation:
specimen
description
Appin quartzite: medium- 
grained, whitish quart­
zite mottled with pink 
feldspar grains; Jointed
Appin quartzite: medium- 
grained, white quartzite;
Jointed
Position of
thin-section_____- -
X  bedding; gently inclined 
to F(b*)
X  bedding; F(b’) lies roughly 
in bedding
Thin-section
no. and 
description
VB82: large to medium, 
subangular quartz grains, 
with Bohm lamellae con­
spicuous but strain 
shadows singularly absent; 
large, rounded, weathered 
feldspar grains scattered 
throughout; minor mica 
laths inclined and 57° 
to bedding .
VBI36: a generally even dis­
tribution of large to small 
quartz grains, angular to 
subangular, with strain 
shadows; medium-sized, 
weathered feldspar grains 
scattered throughout; some 
individual mica laths inclined 
53° 68° to rough bedding 
foliation
TTo* optic axes 361 298
Contours 1, 2, 3, 3-25?* 1 # 1.5, 2, 556
General con­
tour pattern
Two rough girdles, one 
approximately b* o, the 
other a’b* ; two possible 
paits of shear planes cut 
bedding at steep angles
Two rough girdles, one ap­
proximately a* 0, the other 
a^ 1 5 one possible pair of 
shear planes is parallel to 
and inclined to bedding, two 
other possible pairs cut bed­
ding at steep angles
Type of 
tectonite
B / F(b*) 
B X  B*
Bf * F(a»)? 
B X  B#
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
J (?); with Max. IV J (?); with Max. IV?
Fabric
Symmetry
Triolinic Triclinic
Remarks
PI. XXXIV, D. 45-48
Diagram no. _ . W9 50
Specimen no. 
and locality
VB175; Loc. 300, N. slope, 
An t-Sron, Glen Coe
V3238; Loc. !f. slope, 
S^3r na Ciohe
Formation: Glencoe quartzite; medium- Glencoe quartzite: medium-
specimen
description
grained, white, massive 
quartzite; jointed
' grained, glassy quartzite 
mottled with pink feldspar; 
jointed
Position of 
thin-section
.L bedding; P(b*) lies in 
bedding foliation
X. bedding; inclined to 
F(b* )
Thin-section 
no. and 
description
VB175: very large, angular 
quartz grains with tiny 
poikiloblasts of quartz and 
mica, Bohm lamellae 
conspicuous but no strain 
shadows; tiny mica laths 
mark bedding foliation
VB238: bands of medium­
sized quartz grains 
alternate with bands of 
small quartz grains, 
subrounded; large 
microcline porphyroblasts 
and small muscovite laths 
scattered throughout; 
individual mica laths 
inclined 18° and 34° to 
bedding foliation
No. optic axes 280 . 353 ____ _____
Contoura •..>,4___________ ___________ 1,2, 3,3.57*General contour 
pattern
Central (a*b*) girdle; one 
pair of shear planes roughly 
parallel to bedding and 
inclined to it
Rough peripheral (?a,e?) 
girdle; one possible pair 
of shear planes cuts 
bedding obliquely
Type of 
tectonite
)? B=P(V )?
Tyre o£ lattice 0nent3ti.11 e, witi Msk.jZ anJ JcjZ (7.) h, unlti TI
Fabric symmetry Triciinic Triolinic
Remarks
Diagram no* 51 52
Specimen no* 
and locality
VB242; Loc. 392, N. spur, 
3g&r nam Fiannaidh
YB251; Loc. 403* summit, 
Sgdr nam Fiannaidh
Formation:
specimen
^description
Glencoe quar tzite: therm­
ally metamorphosed quart- 
zose quartzite; jointed
Glencoe quartzite: medium- 
grained, quartzose 
quartzite; jointed
Position of 
thin-section
X  prominent joint plane; 
inclined to bedding; F(b’) 
lies almost in bedding 
foliation
X  bedding; P(bfj lies in 
bedding foliation
Thin-section 
no* and 
description
VB242: medium to tiny, 
subangular to subrounded 
quartz grains, attenuation 
both parallel to mica 
foliation and normal to joint 
plane; minor mica laths 
inclined ca. 40° to joint 
plane; occasional small 
plagiodase grains
VB251s medium to small, 
generally subrounded quartz 
grains, some outlined by 
irregular blobs of tiny mica 
laths; individual laths 
inclined 56° and 70-78° to 
bedding foliation
No. optic axes ................ . ..... .. 299 _.....Contours .., . ... . . ______... .._ ... 1. 2. 3* 4, - ........General con­
tour pattern
Rough peripheral (b'c?) 
girdle^tendency for an 
?a'o? girdle; no pairs of 
shear planes
Annular girdle, almost 
?b*c?; one possible pair 
of shear planes cuts 
bedding obliquely
Type of 
tectonite
J
liiB'
B*p(a')
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
j (?), with U&x. IV Reverse of h, with Max. IV
Fabric symmetry Triclinic Triclinic
Berner ks
. *

Diagram No. . ........ & ____ ________ .. ._______Z %  x ______
Specimen No. 
and locality
VB263; H>c. 428, N* spur, 
Sgorr Dhearg
FB267; Loc. 4-31, summit, 
Beinn Phiodha
Formation:
specimen
description
Appin quartzite: coarse, 
almost colourless 
quartzite mottled with 
pink feldspar; very 
massive; jointed; bed­
ding crosscut by 10 mm. 
thick veinlet of white 
quartz
Striped fransition 
Series: medium-grained 
quartzose quartzite; 
massive; jointed
Position of 
thin-section
X  bedding; steeply 
inclined to F(b*)
X  bedding; inclined 
to F(b»)
Thin-section 
No. and 
description
VB263-1; bands of large 
quartz grains alternate 
with bands of medium to 
small quartz grains, 
generally subrounded; 
B&hm lamellae 
conspicuous, strain 
shadows absent;poikilitic 
arrangement of tiny 
mica laths on quartz 
parallels bedding 
foliation; individual 
mica laths inclined 17° 
and 30° to bedding 
foliation
VB267-1: predominantly 
medium-sized quartz 
grains with some narrow 
bands of tiny quartz 
grains; generally 
sub rounded, larger ones 
frequently show strain 
shadows; occasional 
mica laths inclined 
21° to bedding foliation
No. optic axes 330 389
Contours 1, 2, 3, 3.75?; 1, 1.3, 2, 2.3fo
General con­
tour pattern
Rough peripheral (?a*c?) 
girdle + tendency towards 
central (b*c) girdle; no 
possible pairs of shear 
planes
Rough central (?afb f?) 
girdle; three possible 
pairs of shear planes 
cut bedding obliquely
Type of 
tectonite
B ^  F(h') 
B i. B'
B £  F(b’)
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
j(?) with Max.IV? j. with Max. II and 
IV(?)
Fabric
symmetry
Triclinic Triclinic
Remarks
i
Diagram No,
i
56
Specimen No, 
and locality
VB269; Loc, 435, shore 
section, N, W, slope, 
Sgor na Ciche
VB303; Loc. 563, Beinn 
Bhin
Formation:
specimen
description
Glencoe quartzite: medium- 
grained, massive quartzose 
quartzite, with micaceous 
film on bedding foliation
Appin quartzite: coarse­
grained bands of glassy 
quartz and pink feld­
spar alternate with fine­
grained, light-oolored 
bands; massive; jointed 
(PI. XXIV, Fig. 2)
Position of 
thin-section
X- bedding; X  F(b*) X  bedding; gently 
inclined to F(b')
Thin-section 
No, and 
description
VB269: medium-sized, sub­
angular quartz grains, 
with B&hm lamellae and 
strain shadows in the 
larger ones; individual 
small mica laths inclined 
34° and 30° to bedding 
foliation
VB303-1: large to 
medium, partially 
embayed, partially 
recrystallized quartz 
grains with no prefer­
red dimensional 
attenuation; strain 
shadows roughly 
parallel to or normal 
to bedding; abundant 
large microcline grains, 
partly weathered
No. optic axes 287 334
Contours CM 1, 2, 3, 3.5^
General con­
tour pattern
Peripheral (?a*c?) girdle 
+ slight tendency for a 
central (b*c) girdle; 
two possible pairs of 
shear planes cut bedding 
obliquely .
Rough peripheral 
(7b*c?) girdle + 
tendency for central 
(almost an a'c) girdle; 
one possible pair of 
shear planes almost 
normal to bedding
Type of 
tectonite
B = F(b*)? 
B I B ' B X  B'
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
j, with Max. IV j(?) max. not determin­
ed
Fabric
symmetry
Triciinic Triciinic
Remarks

V
Diagram No. 57 58
Specimen No. 
and locality
VB16; Loc. 23, upper 
Gleann an Fhiodh
VB137; Loc. 234, S.w. 
slope, Sgorr a* Choise
Formation:
specimen
description
- *: *' .
* k
Appin quartzite: 
coarse-grained, light- 
colojired, quaintzose 
quartzite mottled 
with pink feldCspar 
grains; massive; 
jointed
medium-
grained, whitish, 
quartzose quartzite; 
massive; jointed
Position of 
thin-section
_L ?bedding?; F(b') 
lies almost in bed­
ding? -foliation
JL F(b*); inclined to 
Tbedding?
Thin-section 
No. and 
description
VB16: very large to 
medium-sized, 
generally angular 
quartz grains, with 
Btihm lamellae but no 
strain shadows; medium 
to small, weathered 
micro dine grains 
throughout
VB137: predominantly 
medium-sized, subangular 
to subrounded quartz 
grains, with i3bhm 
lamellae and strain 
shadows conspicuous in 
the larger grains; 
occasional medium-sized 
feldspar grains
No.optic axes 319 257
Contours 1, 2, 2.5,3$ 1. 2, 3, 1$
General con­
tour pattern
Rou^ ii girdle (b* and 
between a* and c); 
two possible pairs 
of shear planes cut 
Tbedding? obliquely
Peripheral (?a*c?) 
girdle; one possible 
pair of shear planes cuts 
bedding? at large 
angle
Type of 
tectonite
B a F(b*)? B = F(b •) ?
Typeof
lattice
orientation
?e, with Maxi 17? or 
VI?
h, with Max. IV
Fabric
symmetry
Triclinic Monoclinic
Remarks
Diagram No. 39 60
•
Specimen No. 
and locality
VB182; Loc. 308, S. slope, 
Sg*fSr nam l iannaidh
VB2G4; Loc. 73# upper 
Glen Coe
Formation:
specimen
description
Glencoe quartzite: fine­
grained quartzose quart­
zite; massive; jointed; 
one very rough and coarse 
lineation (L), probably 
due to slippage along 
bedding (?) foliation
Ballachulish limestone: 
thermally metamorphosed 
to calc-silicate- 
horafels; jointed; one 
very fine lineation (L), 
possibly due to slippage 
along ?bedding? 
foliation
Position of 
thin-section
-L bedding(?); almostXL Almost J- bedding ( ?);
L parallel with bedding 
foliation
Thin-section 
No. and 
description
VB182: large, sub rounded 
quartz grains, sometimes 
surrounded by tiny 
quartz grains or narrow 
bands of tiny grains; 
B&hm lamellae 
conspicuous, some grains 
show strain shadows
VB204: tiny, almost 
indistinguishable mica 
laths in undulatory 
bands with tiny quartz 
grains; medium to small 
quartz grains in 
lenticles and pockets; 
quartz generally sub­
angular; short bands 
of mica laths inter­
sect bedding foliation 
at 22°
No.optic axes 319 427
Contours 1, 2, 2.3, % 1, 1.3, 2, 2*3$
General con­
tour pattern
Peripheral (ac) girdle 
+ tendency for central 
(be) girdle; one possible 
pair of shear planes 
parallel but inclined to 
bedding; second pair cuts 
bedding at large angle
Peripheral (be?) 
girdle; two possible 
pairs of shear planes 
cut bedding (?) folia­
tion obliquely
Type of 
tectonite
B # ?(b» )? 
B I B '
B = F(a»)?
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
j, with Max. IV(?) and
VI(?)
Reverse of h, with 
Max* VI
Fabric
symmetry
Triclinic Triclinic
Remarks
n .  XXXIV, j. 57-60
P0 represents the trace of foliation which m&y be bedding.
D.59VBI82 D6OVB204
%
Diagram No. 61 62
Specimen No. 
and locality
VB338; Loc. 732,E. slope 
Gleann Leac-na-muidhe
VB244; Loc. 393, N. spur, 
Sg<5r nam Fiannaidh
Formation:
specimen
description
Leven schist: thermally 
metamorphosed quartzose 
schist; one rough linea­
tion (L)
Glencoe granite: fine­
grained, with much pink 
feldspar; 3 main joint 
systems
Position of 
thin-section
-L bedding?; inclined 
to L and to F(b’)
X  prominent joint 
plane; inclined to 
F(b’)
Thin-section 
No. and 
description
VB358: fine mesh mica 
matrix with some feathery 
clusters in discontinuous^ 
confused bands; individual 
small laths inclined 22°, 
33°-38°, and 59° to 
?bedding?; conspicuous 
to subordinate, medium­
sized, subangular quartz 
grains throughout
VB244: medium to small, 
subC rounded to angular 
quartz grains, vdth 
large to small, 
weathered microcline 
and plagioclase grains 
scattered throughout
No.optic axes 292 342
Contours 1, 2, 3, 1>.% 1» 2, 3, 4$
General con­
tour pattern
Rough peripheral ( ac?) 
girdle -F slight tendency 
for central (almost .be) 
girdle; one possible 
pair of* shear planes 
cuts ?bedding? 
obliquely
Rough girdle ( b* Pj?); 
no possible pairs of 
shear planes
Type of 
tectonite
B=*b#F(b') 
6 J-B'
B roughly sF(a*)
Type of 
lattice 
orientation
j I7-) with Max. IV(?) Reverse of h, with 
Max. VI
Fabric
Symmetry
Triclinic Triclinic
Remarks
PI. XXXIV, D. 61-62
PI. XXXV, D. la-'^a
Quartz maxima and girdles of petrofabric diagrams 1 and 2, 
which have been rotated in terms of each lineation (b^f b2 # 
b^, b^) and its concomitant ’a’1-axis (a^, a2 , a^, a^).
PI. XXXV, D. 3a-5b
PI. XXXV, J. 50-3*
PI. XXXV, 0. 8b-10c
D.9c D.lOo D.lOb D.IOc
PI. XXXV, D. Ila-l4b
D.llo D .llb D. 12a D. 12 b
D. 13o D. 13b D. 14a D. 14b
PI. XXXV, 0. 15a-l8b
D. 19a D. 19b D.20a D. 20 b
0.21a 0.21b 0.22a D.22b
PI. XXXV, 0. 23-30
D.27 D.28 D.29 D.30
PI. XXXV, D. 31-33
D. 3 5 D.36 D.37 D. 38
D.39 D.40 D.4I D.42
D .43 D .44 D.45 D.46
PI. XXXV, D. 47-54
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